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NATIONAL AFFAIR 
PM Modi lays foundation stone for country’s first Digital Science Park in Kerala's capital. 
● The Digital Science Park is expected to be completed in two years at a cost of ₹1,500 crore. The project has been designed as a 

multidisciplinary cluster-based interactive-innovation zone that will focus on digital technologies.  

● The park will offer facilities for research and development, innovation, incubation, and entrepreneurship in areas such as big 
data analytics, artificial intelligence, robotics, and the Internet of Things (IoT).  

● It will also provide a platform for startups, small and medium-sized enterprises, and established companies to collaborate and 
drive innovation. 

● Developing both the physical connectivity and digital connectivity are essential to ensure the progress of the entire nation based 
on the goal of Ek Bharat, Sresht Bharat (One India, Great India). Irrespective of caste, creed and colour people from all sections 
of the society are getting the benefits of digital and physical connectivity, said Modi. 

 

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, the Government of India organized the Asia Pacific Leaders’ Conclave on 
Malaria Elimination in New Delhi on April 24, 2023, in partnership with the Asia Pacific Leaders Malaria Alliance (APLMA).  
● The conclave is a high-level forum that brings together leaders, policymakers, and experts from across the Asia-Pacific region 

to discuss and devise strategies to eliminate malaria in the region 
● India, which is hosting the conclave, has made significant strides in the fight against malaria in recent years. Among the 11 

countries that are part of the World Health Organization’s ‘High Burden to High Impact’ initiative, only India has reported a 
decline in malaria cases during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. Malaria cases and deaths also dropped by 85.1% and 
83.6% respectively, from 2015 to 2022 and India aims to eliminate the disease by 2030. 

 

Operation Kaveri: India airlifts 754 more stranded citizens from war torn Sudan. 
● India airlifted 754 of its citizens from Sudan. The passengers arrived on board a C17 heavylift aircraft of the Indian Air Force 

(IAF). 
● Returnees included several members of the Hakki Pikki tribe of Karnataka who had earlier hit the headlines for being stuck in 

the conflict. 

● The total number of Indians brought home now stands at 1,360. 
● The people were brought home from the Saudi Arabian city of Jeddah where India has set up a transit camp for the evacuees. 
 

For the first time in Asia, India used navigation technology ‘GAGAN’ for helicopter Flight between Juhu and Pune. 
● India conducted Asia's 1st demonstration of performance-based navigation for helicopters for a flight from Juhu to Pune using 

GAGAN satellite technology. 
● GAGAN refers to GPS Aided GEO Augmented Navigation. It is a space-based augmentation system for providing the best possible 

navigational services over the Indian FIR (Flight Information Region) with the capability of expanding to neighboring FIRs. 
● GAGAN was jointly developed by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and the Airports Authority of India (AAI). 
 

PM launched 91 new FM transmitters in 18 States, 2 Union Territories for boosting Radio Connectivity. 
● The states and UTs covered include Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha, West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Haryana, Rajasthan, 

Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Telangana, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Ladakh 
and Andaman & Nicobar Islands. 

● Understanding the emotional connection of his generation with radio, PM said for him there was an added happiness that he 
had a relationship with the medium as a host too, referring to the upcoming 100th episode of Mann Ki Baat. 

 

Register FIRs against hate speeches even without plaints: Supreme Court 
● Supreme Court Directs All States/UTs To Register Suo Motu FIR Against Hate Speeches Irrespective Of Religion and proceed 

against offenders without waiting for someone to lodge a complaint. 
● A Bench of Justices K.M. Joseph and B.V. Nagarathna said the court’s order would apply to all hate-speech makers irrespective 

of their religion. The secular nature of the nation has to be protected, the court stressed. 
● The court even highlighted the penal provisions under which hate speech offenders ought to be booked. They are Sections 153A 

(promoting enmity between different groups on the ground of religion), 153B (imputations, assertions prejudicial to national 
integration), 505 (public mischief ), 295A (deliberate and malicious acts intended to outrage religious feelings) of the Indian 
Penal Code (IPC). 

● States shall ensure that as and when hate speech happens, it attracts offences under 153A, 153B, 295A and 505 of the IPC. Suo 
motu action shall be taken to register cases even if no complaint is forthcoming. Offenders should be proceeded against under 
the law,” the Supreme Court ordered, issuing notice to the States. 

 

Core sectors’ output dipped to 5month low of 3.6% in March 
● Growth in the output of eight core sectors slumped to a five-month low of 3.6 per cent in March from 7.2 per cent in the previous 

month, dragged by fall in production of electricity, cement and crude oil, the government data showed. 
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● Eight core industries, which include coal, crude oil, natural gas, refinery products, fertilizers, steel, cement and electricity, 
comprise 40.27 per cent weight in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP). 

 

The Delhi ordinance is an unabashed power-grab. 
● On May 19, the Union government promulgated an ordinance to amend the Government of 

National Capital Territory of Delhi (NCTD) Act, 1991 that effectively nullified the Supreme Court 

judgment of May 11 on the powers over bureaucratic appointments in Delhi. 
● After an 8-year long protracted legal battle, a five judge Constitution Bench led by the Chief Justice 

of India D.Y. Chandrachud had unanimously held that the elected government of Delhi had 
legislative and administrative power “over “services”. 

● The ordinance removes Entry 41 (services) of the State List from the Delhi government’s 
control and creates a National Capital Civil Service Authority, consisting of the Chief 
Minister, Chief Secretary and Principal Secretary Home, to decide on service matters in 
Delhi.  

● Decisions of the Authority will be made through majority voting, which means that two Union appointed bureaucrats could 
overrule the Chief Minister.  

● Further, the ordinance provides that if a disagreement arises between the Authority and the Lieutenant Governor (LG), 

the decision of the LG shall prevail.  
● What is striking about the Court’s judgment is that it used the asymmetric federalism framework to clarify the position of the 

NCTD in India’s federal scheme. It remarked that though NCTD is not a full-fledged State, since its Legislative Assembly is 
constitutionally entrusted to legislate upon subjects in the State and Concurrent Lists, the insertion of Article 239AA 
created a “asymmetric federal model” for the NCTD. So, while the NCTD remains a Union Territory, the “unique 
constitutional status conferred upon it makes it a federal entity”. 

● While the legislature can alter the legal basis of a judgment, it cannot directly overrule it. Further, executive law is made through 
an ordinance, as the Supreme Court held in D.C. Wadhwa (1987), is only to “meet an extraordinary situation” and cannot be 
“perverted to serve political ends”.  

 

Indian National Health Accounts Estimates for 2019-20 released by Dr. VK Paul, Member, NITI Aayog. 
● 2019-2020 is the 7th estimate, which was started from the year 2013-14. 

Important Highlights: 
● The share of government health expenditure in the country's total GDP increased from 1.13% (2014-15) to 1.35% (2019-20).  

● The share of out-of-pocket expenditure (OOPE) in total health expenditure declined from 62.6% in 2014-15 to 47.1% in 2019-

20.  

● The share of government health expenditure in total health expenditure increased from 29% (2014-15) to 41.4% (2019-20).  

● In per capita terms, Government Health Expenditure (GHE) has doubled from Rs 1,108 in 2014-15 to Rs 2,014 in 2019-20.  

● The share of primary health care in current government health expenditure (CGHE) has increased from 51.3% in 2014-15 to 

55.9% in 2019-20. 

● The share of social security expenditure (SSE) on health, which includes government-funded health insurance, medical 

reimbursement to government employees, and social health insurance programs, has increased from 5.7% in 2014-15 to 9.3% 

in 2019-20.  
 

National Quantum Mission to scale up scientific & Industrial Research & Development in Quantum Technology approved 
by the Union Cabinet chaired by PM Modi. 
1. The National Quantum Mission aims to enhance India's capabilities in quantum technologies, including quantum computing, 

quantum communication, quantum cryptography, and quantum sensors.. 
2. Information and Broadcasting Minister Anurag Singh Thakur said that the Quantum Mission has been approved at a total cost 

of over 6000 crore rupees for a period from 2023-24 to 2030-31 (For 8 Year).. 
3. At present 6 countries namely, USA, Canada, and France, China, Austria, Finland, which are having quantum technology.  
4. Dalai Lama attends first global Buddhist conference hosted by India. 

● Tibetan spiritual guru Dalai Lama on Friday attended the Global Buddhist Summit, a two-day event hosted by India in 

collaboration with the International Buddhist Confederation (IBS) on 20 and 21 April 2023. 

● He addressed delegates from 30 countries which include monks, Buddhist scholars and practitioners and heads of Buddhist 

organizations from across the globe. 

● In 2011, he attended the first Global Buddhist Congregation in New Delhi, India, which was aimed at promoting the unity 

and harmony of the Buddhist community worldwide. 
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Centre conducts first-ever census of water bodies across the country, Jal Shakti Ministry Releases Report Enumerating over 
24 Lakh Water Bodies. 
● The enumeration of water bodies was done in conjunction with the Sixth Minor Irrigation Census for the year 2017-18. The 

results of this census have been released recently.   

● It defines a water body as “a natural or man-made unit of water with or without masonry walls, used for the storage of water 

for irrigation or other purposes”.  

● The census was conducted in 2018-19, and enumerated more than 2.4 million water bodies across all states and Union 

Territories. 

● Water Bodies: First Census Report considers “all natural or man-made units bounded on all sides with some or no masonry 

work used for storing water for irrigation or other purposes (e.g. industrial, pisciculture, domestic/ drinking, recreation, 

religious, ground water recharge etc.)” as water bodies. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  
● A total of 24,24,540 water bodies were counted across the country in the census. West Bengal is the highest (7.47 lakh) followed 

by Uttar Pradesh (2.45 lakh) and Andhra Pradesh (1.90 lakh) third.  

● Sikkim has the lowest (134) followed by Chandigarh (188). The top district in terms of water bodies in West Bengal is South 24 

Parganas (3.5 lakh). Andhra Pradesh has the maximum number of tanks. 

● Tamil Nadu has the largest number of lakes. Maharashtra tops in water conservation schemes. 97.1 percent of water bodies are 

in rural areas, while only 2.9 percent are in urban areas. 

● Of all the water bodies enumerated, 1.6 per cent have been encroached, with 95.4 per cent in rural areas and the remaining 4.6 

per cent in urban areas. Maximum encroachments were observed in Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu 
 

The Indian government has proposed the creation of a G20 Park in New Delhi, which would be a green space featuring 
sculptures made from waste materials.  
● The idea behind the project is to raise awareness about waste management and promote sustainable development. The park is 

expected to be built on a 12-acre site near the international airport in New Delhi. 

● The sculptures in the park will be made from recycled materials, such as discarded plastic, metal, and glass. The park will also 

feature green spaces, water bodies, and a solar energy park. The G20 Park is expected to be a tourist attraction and a symbol of 

India's commitment to sustainable development. 
 

IIT Kanpur launches Cyber Security Skills Programme. 

● IIT Kanpur's C3iHub, a Cyber Security Technology Innovation Hub, has launched a “Cyber Security Skilling Program” under the 

National Mission on Interdisciplinary Cyber-Physical Systems (NM-ICPS) in collaboration with the Department of Science and 

Technology, Government of India. 

● This program, which focuses on models, tools, and techniques for implementing security, seeks to provide students with a 

greater understanding of the technical fundamentals of cyberspace and cyber problems. It also introduces real-time cyber 

security approaches and processes. 

● C3iHub is a Technology Innovation Hub (TIH), established at the Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, funded by the 

Department of Science and Technology, Government of India, under the National Mission on Interdisciplinary Cyber-Physical 

Systems. 
 

Union Minister of State in the Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying and Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting L Murugan became the first Union Minister to visit India’s 1st village “Avangkhu” on the Indo-Myanmar 
border in Phek district of Nagaland. 
● Highlighting India’s seriousness towards the Act East Policy, the Minister announced that the two lane road up to Avangkhu 

border has already been sanctioned and work will start soon. 

● In the last nine years, financial assistance of around Rs 1,770 lakh has been provided to the state government under the NLM in 

the piggery sector. 

● The MoS along with other officials also visited the India-Myanmar border to take stock of the situation there. 
 

ISRO successfully put into orbit two satellites of Singapore with PSLV C-55 rocket. 
● Indian Space Research Organization-ISRO successfully launched two Singapore satellites TeLEOS-2 and Lumelite-4 into space 

on April 22, 2023 in an annular orbit of 586 km through Polar Launch Vehicle- PSLV C-55 from Satish Dhawan Space Center, 

Sriharikota. 
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● In addition, seven non-detached payloads belonging to ISRO, Indian Institute of Astrophysics and startups Bellatrix and Dhruv 

Space were also launched. 

● TeLEOS-2 a synthetic aperture radar satellite will be the primary satellite and Lumelite-4 a technology demonstration nano-

satellite co-passenger satellite.  
 

Assam, Arunachal Pradesh sign agreement to end border dispute. 
● Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma and Arunachal counterpart Pema Khandu signed a MoU to end the border dispute 

going on since 1972 in the presence of Amit Shah. 

● In July 2022, both the states signed the Namsai Declaration, agreeing to reduce the number of disputed villages from 123 to 86 

and resolve the boundary line by forming 12 committees headed by a cabinet minister visiting the disputed areas 

● This will be the final agreement under which no state will make any new claim related to any area or village in future. 

● Controversy: During British rule, there was a law which included demarcating the boundaries between the plains and the hills. 

It was later known as North East Frontier Tracts (NEFT).  

● After independence, the Government of Assam was under the control of NEFT. It became the North East Frontier Agency (NEFA) 

in 1954 and Arunachal Pradesh in 1972. But Arunachal Pradesh was a Union Territory in 1972 and attained statehood in the 

year 1987. 
 

Today the 30th National Panchayati Raj Day will be celebrated in the country. 
● The Ministry of Panchayati Raj, Government of India in association with the Government of Madhya Pradesh is celebrating 

National Panchayati Raj Day (NPRD) on 24th April, 2023 at Rewa, Madhya Pradesh as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav (AKAM).   

● The Prime Minister will be the chief guest at the national function to be held at Special Armed Forces Ground, Rewa, Madhya 

Pradesh.  The Prime Minister will integrate the integrated e-Gram Swaraj and GeM portals for public procurement at the 

panchayat level. 

● The Prime Minister will hand over SVAMITVA Property Cards to the selected beneficiaries, marking the achievement of 1.25 

Crore Property Card distributions under the SVAMITVA Scheme in the country. 
 

The Ministry of Civil Aviation launched UDAN 5.0 to further enhance connectivity to remote areas. 
● UDAN 5.0 focused on enhancing air connectivity to remote areas in India through the operation of Category-2 (20-80 seats) 

and Category-3 (>80 seats) flights. 

● Additionally, the stage length cap of 600 km has been waived off, and there is no longer a restriction on the distance between 

the origin and destination of the flight. 

● The Viability Gap Funding (VGF) to be provided will be capped at 600 km stage length for both Priority and Non-Priority areas, 

which is an increase from the earlier cap of 500 km. This funding is intended to make the operation of flights to remote areas 

financially viable for airlines. 

● Furthermore, airlines are required to commence operations within 4 months of the award of the route, which is a reduction 

from the earlier deadline of 6 months. This is expected to expedite the process of enhancing air connectivity to remote areas in 

India. 

○ UDAN (Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik) is a regional connectivity scheme launched by the Indian government's Ministry of 
Civil Aviation in 2016.  

○ Under the scheme, the government provides various incentives such as Viability Gap Funding (VGF), reduced taxes, and 
other concessions to airlines to operate flights to remote areas. The scheme also focuses on the development of infrastructure 
such as airports and helipads in remote areas. 

○ UDAN 4.0 was launched in December 2020 and focused on enhancing air connectivity to remote areas in the northeastern 
region of India, as well as to islands in the Andaman and Nicobar and Lakshadweep. 

 

First National Conference of Heads of Anti-Narcotics Task Force held in New Delhi. 
● Union home minister Amit Shah inaugurated the first national conference of Anti Narcotics Task Force (ANTF) heads of states 

and Union Territories (UTs) in Delhi in a bid to crack down on sale of psychotropic substances and expedite cases registered 

under the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act. 

● The MHA will also launch a national call center, ‘Manas’, while an effective system is also being put in place to deal with the 

“increasing use of dark net and cryptocurrency in the trade of illegal drugs”. 
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BSNL gets ₹89,047cr. package for 4G, 5G rollout. 
● The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs cleared a third revival package of ₹89,047 

crore for state-run carrier Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited which will be used for 

acquiring 4G and 5G airwaves from the government such that it can begin offering 4G 

services within months and 5G services by 2024 across India.  

● With the third package, the total government assistance to the BSNL ( No. 4 carrier in 

the country) has risen to ₹3.22 trillion since 2019. The government had approved a 

₹69,000 crore package in 2019 to revive and stabilize beleaguered BSNL and its 

smaller counterpart MTNL. In July 2022, the government cleared another ₹1.69 

trillion to improve the balance sheet of BSNL and increase its capex.    

● The ₹89,047 crore is meant for allocation of 5G spectrum in the 700 Mhz, 3300 Mhz, 

26 Ghz and 2500 Mhz bands which can be used for 4G as well, through equity infusion. 

The airwaves will be given at auction at determined prices plus goods and services 

tax, which amounts to ₹46,338 crore, Rs 26,184 crore, Rs 6564 crore and Rs 9428 crore.   

BSNL:  
○ Chairman and managing director PK Purwar. 
○ Founded: September 15, 2000 
○ Owner: Department of Telecommunications, Ministry of Communications, Government of India 
○ Subsidiaries: Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) 

MTNL: 
○ Founded: 1 April 1986 

○ Chairman & MD: P. K. Purwar 
○ Owner: Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, Ministry of Communications, Government of India 
○ Areas served: India, Mauritius, Nepal 

 

Guwahati becomes the first railway station in the Northeast to get FSSAI's 'Eat Right Station' 
certification. 
● The 'Eat Right Station' certification is awarded by FSSAI to railway stations that set standards 

(as per the Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006) in providing safe and nutritious food to 

passengers. 

● The flagship 'Eat Right Station': 

● Varanasi Cantt Railway Station(1st), Anand Vihar Terminal Railway Station (Delhi), 

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (Mumbai), Mumbai Central Railway Station (Mumbai), Vadodara 

Railway Station,  Chandigarh Railway Station, Bhopal Railway Station, Bhubaneswar Railway 

Station, Kanpur Central Railway Station. 
 

Modi’s U.S. visit yields many vital agreements. 
● India and the U.S. announced a number of agreements on defence cooperation, 

critical and emerging technologies, health, environment, visas and space — 

including a deal which could pave the way for an unprecedented transfer of jet 

engine technology. 

● Some big ticket deals — like purchase of MQ9-Reaper drones and an agreement 

between General Electric (GE) and Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) for the 

co-production of GE 414 jet engines in India have already been announced. 

● Memory Chip Deal: Micron Technology, a US memory chip firm, would invest up 

to $825 million in a new chip assembly and test facility in Gujarat. The memory chip company said the total investment in the 

facility will be $2.75 billion. Of that total, 50% will come from the Indian government and 20% from the Gujarat government. 

● Fighter Jets: General Electric said it has signed an agreement to jointly manufacture F414 engines with Hindustan Aeronautics 

Ltd (HAL), state-owned Indian firm, to make engines for the Tejas light-combat aircraft, as part of an effort to improve defense- 

and technology-sharing. 

● Visas: The Biden administration is set to introduce in-country renewable H-1B visas, a significant decision that would help 

thousands of Indian professionals staying in the country to continue with their jobs without the hassle of traveling overseas for 

the renewal of their work visas as part of a people-to-people initiative. 
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● Drones: Biden and Modi discuss a deal for MQ-9B SeaGuardian drones made by General Atomics. India will buy 31 drones made 

by General Atomics worth slightly over $3 billion. 

● Space: India becomes 27th member of United States' Artemis Mission Agreement. India, US announced signing the Artemis 

Accords, a US-led alliance seeking to facilitate international collaboration in planetary exploration and research. ISRO will 

partner NASA in sending a joint mission to the International Space Station, a permanent laboratory in space, next year. 
 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR 
PM Modi invited to address joint session of Congress in U.S. 
● U.S. congressional leaders invited Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to address a joint meeting of the House of 

Representatives and Senate on June 22, one of the highest honors Washington affords to foreign dignitaries 

● Mr. Modi first addressed the legislative bodies in June 2016 on an earlier visit to Washington. 

● The speech would be Modi's second to a joint meeting of the U.S. legislature, a rare honor for a leader once denied a visa to 

enter the United States over human rights concerns. 

● Addresses to joint meetings of Congress are generally reserved for the closest U.S. allies or major world figures. The last was 

by South Korean President Yoon Suk Yeol in April. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy addressed the House and Senate 

in December. 

● Several Indian leaders have made such addresses. Modi last did so in 2016. The first was Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru in 

1949. 
 

Historic nuclear defence agreement between America and South Korea. 
● US President Joe Biden and South Korean President Yu Suk Yeol have sealed a historic nuclear defence agreement on 26 April 

2023, which is being called the Washington Declaration. 

● Under this, there is a plan to deploy American submarines equipped with nuclear weapons to South Korean territories from 

time to time. The Washington declaration would strengthen cooperation with South Korea in deterring North Korean 

aggression. Under the new deal, the US will further articulate its defense commitments by sending a nuclear-armed submarine 

to South Korea for the first time in 40 years, along with other strategic assets including nuclear-capable bombers 
 

QUAD 
● The QUAD Group, also known as the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, is a strategic forum comprising the United States, Japan, 

India, and Australia. The group was initially formed in 2007 but was disbanded in 2008 due to concerns from some of the 

member countries about China's reaction to the forum. 

● However, the group was revived in 2017 as a response to the growing influence of China in the Indo-Pacific region. The QUAD 

is primarily focused on promoting a free, open, and inclusive Indo-Pacific, enhancing regional security and stability, and 

supporting economic growth and development in the region. 

● The 1st QUAD summit was held in November 2017 on the sidelines of the ASEAN Summit in Manila, Philippines. The leaders 

discussed regional security, economic cooperation, and other issues of common interest. 

● The 2nd QUAD summit was held virtually in March 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The leaders discussed ways to address 

the pandemic, enhance regional economic cooperation, and promote a free and open Indo-Pacific. 

● The 3rd QUAD summit was held in-person in September 2021 in Washington D.C., USA. The leaders discussed a wide range of 

issues, including regional security, climate change, critical technologies, and vaccine diplomacy. 
 

Liberation war gallery inaugurated at Indian culture centre in Dhaka. 
● A new Liberation War Gallery of 1971 was inaugurated at the Indian Cultural Center of the Indian High Commission in Dhaka. 

● Bangladesh Home Minister Asaduzzaman Khan was the chief guest on the occasion. 

● India's High Commissioner to Bangladesh Pranay Verma joins Home Minister in inauguration of Liberation War Gallery 

● The War Gallery houses some rare photographs of the Liberation War of 1971, which culminated in the liberation of then East 

Pakistan and its rise as the newest nation of South Asian countries. 

Liberation War of 1971: 
○ In the 1950s, Pakistan was ruled by a military-bureaucratic rule that ruled the entire country (East and West Pakistan) in an 

undemocratic manner. 

○ The Bengalites had no political representation in this system of governance. 
○ This dominance of West Pakistan was challenged by the Bengalis during the general elections of 1970. 
○ In the general election of 1970, the Awami League of East Pakistan's Sheikh Mujibur Rahman got a clear majority. 
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○ West Pakistan was not ready for any leader of East Pakistan to rule the country. 
○ On March 26, 1971, West Pakistan launched Operation Searchlight in East Pakistan. 
○ As a result, lakhs of Bangladeshis had to take refuge in India. 
○ The Pakistani army had to face defeat due to the bravery of the 'Muktiwahini Sena' and Indian soldiers who fought for the 

independence of Bangladesh. 
○ On 6 December 1971, a new nation Bangladesh was born out of 13 days of war with the intervention of India. 

 

‘G20 Presidency lays stress on medical countermeasures’. 
● India’s G20 Presidency is working towards building consensus for an end to 

end Global Medical Countermeasure ecosystem, following a network-to-

network approach, and leveraging existing global and regional initiatives, 

Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare Bharati Pravin Pawar said during 

her address at the 3rd Health Working Group meeting in Hyderabad on Sunday.  

● Dr. Pawar also highlighted the need for availability of safe, effective, and quality 

medical countermeasures. Health Secretary Rajesh Bhushan noted the need for 

‘Health for All’, and said it was an important agenda outlined in the Sustainable 

Development Goals. 
 

Global Education and Training Exhibition GETEX 2023 held in UAE. 
● The Global Education & Training Exhibition (GETEX) 2023 is held from 26 – 28 April 2023 at the World Trade Centre, Dubai, 

UAE. 

● GETEX 2023 is the UAE's most popular exhibition and trade show, bringing together some of the world's best universities and 

colleges under one roof. 

● The “India Pavilion” at the exhibition was inaugurated by Dr. Aman Puri, Consul General of India, Dubai on April 26, 2023. It  

includes over 30 universities and edtech stakeholders from Indian higher education. 
 

Why does North Korea want spy satellites? 

● On May 31, a North Korean military reconnaissance satellite Mallig-yong1 

was launched through a new type of rocket named Chollima1.  

● The satellite is said to have flown for about 10 minutes before crashing into 

the Yellow Sea. The Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) reported the 

failure as the instability in the rocket’s engine and fuel system.  

● The launch, however, prompted evacuation warnings and emergency alerts 

in parts of South Korea and Japan. The U.S., Japan and South Korea 

expressed ‘strong condemnation’ to the launch. 

● North Korea in the past decade has had an active space program that is 

closely related to its missile program. Satellite launch vehicles use the same core technology as long range missiles that deliver 

warheads capable of destroying intercontinental targets. (The Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles or ICBMs).  
 

European Union Introduces new law for Crypto Regulation “MiCA” {Markets in Crypto Assets}. 
● The European Parliament, the legislative body of the 27-country block European Union, has approved the world’s first set of 

comprehensive rules to bring largely unregulated cryptocurrency markets under the ambit of regulation by government 

authorities. 

● Under the MiCA, all crypto-asset issuers, exchanges, and custodians operating in the EU will be required to comply with certain 

standards and regulations in order to operate legally. This includes obtaining a license from their national regulator, providing 

clear information to investors about the risks associated with crypto-assets, and ensuring that appropriate measures are in 

place to protect investors' assets and privacy. 

● MiCA also includes provisions for stablecoins, which are digital assets that are designed to maintain a stable value relative to 

another asset or group of assets. Stablecoins would be subject to additional requirements under MiCA, such as the requirement 

to hold reserve assets in order to ensure that they can maintain their stable value. 
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OPEC + deal swells risk of oil price rise: Birol 
● The head of the International Energy Agency (IEA) said that the chance of higher 

oil prices had increased sharply after a new pact between producers to limit 

supply.  

● The OPEC+ group of oil producers, which comprises the Organization of the 

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and allies including Russia, agreed on a 

new oil output deal.  

● The prospect of higher prices has “increased a lot” as a result of the deal, Fatih 

Birol, the IEA’s executive director, told a meeting of global airline leaders.  

● Mr. Birol added that there was an imbalance in the global oil market in the second half of this year already, and that the situation 

would worsen after the latest OPEC + decision to reduce oil output. 

● Oil prices rose after the world's top exporter Saudi Arabia pledged to cut production by a further 1 million barrels per day (bpd) 

from July to counter macroeconomic headwinds that have depressed markets. 

● The Saudi energy ministry said the kingdom's output would drop to 9 million bpd in July from about 10 million bpd in May. The 

voluntary cut, Saudi Arabia's biggest in years, is on top of a broader deal by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 

Countries (OPEC) and allies including Russia to limit supply into 2024 as OPEC + seeks to boost flagging oil prices. 

● OPEC+ pumps about 40% of the world's crude and has cut its output target by a total of 3.66 million bpd, amounting to 3.6% 

of global demand. 
 

After a 7year gap, Iran set to reopen its embassy in Riyadh. 
● Iran is set to reopen its embassy in Saudi Arabia on06/06/2023 following a seven year 

closure, Tehran and a diplomatic source said, sealing a Chinese brokered rapprochement 

deal announced in March.  

● Saudi Arabia severed relations with Iran in 2016 after its embassy in Tehran and consulate 

in the northwestern city of Mashhad were attacked during protests over Riyadh’s execution 

of Shiite cleric Nimr alNimr.  

● Iran’s diplomatic mission, which was expelled by Saudi authorities, will return under the leadership of Alireza Enayati, who 

previously served as Iran’s Ambassador to Kuwait. Tehran’s Foreign Ministry spokesman Nasser Kanani announced the 

reopening in a statement, confirming earlier comments by a diplomatic source in Riyadh.  

● Iran’s embassy in Riyadh, it's consulate in Jeddah and its representative office to the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) 

“will be officially reopened, Mr. Kanani said.  
 

Unfazed by sanctions, Iran unveils a new ‘hypersonic missile’ that can cover 1,400 km. 
● Iran claimed that it had created a hypersonic missile capable of travelling at 15 times the 

speed of sound, adding a new weapon to its arsenal as tensions remain high with the United 

States over its nuclear programme. 

● The new missile called ‘Fattah,’ or ‘Conqueror’ in Farsi was unveiled even as Iran said it 

would reopen its diplomatic posts in Saudi Arabia after reaching a détente with Riyadh 

following years of conflict. 

● The missile has a range of up to 1,400 km. 
 

SIPRI’s Global Expenditure Report;India Ranked 4th. 
● India’s military spending of $81.4 billion was the fourth highest in the world. It was 6.0 %  more than in 2021. 

● According to SIPRI's 2021 report on military expenditure, India was indeed the fourth-largest military spender in the world in 

2020, with military spending of $72.9 billion, representing a 2.6% increase from 2019. 

Top 5 countries expending highest in Military. 

1. United States 
2. China 
3. Russia 
4. India 
5. Saudi Arabia 

● World military spending reaches an all-time high of $2.24 trillion in the year of 2022. 
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Zimbabwe Set to Introduce Gold-Backed Digital Currency to Stabilize Zimbabwean Dollar. 
● To combat the falling value of the Zimbabwean currency, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) has announced plans to introduce 

a gold-backed digital currency. 

● A gold-backed digital currency is a type of cryptocurrency that is backed by physical gold reserves. The idea behind this is to 

create a digital currency that is stable and less prone to inflation than traditional currencies. The value of the digital currency 

would be tied to the value of gold, which historically has been a stable store of value. 
 

Iconic UAE’s Sharjah Stadium West Stand named after Sachin Tendulkar on his 50th birthday. 
Why is there trouble in Kosovo again? 
● Violent clashes have taken place in Kosovo between ethnic Serbs and police belonging to the Albanian-led government. 

History:  
○ Kosovo is a small, landlocked country in the Balkans in southern-eastern Europe. It borders Albania, North Macedonia, 

Montenegro and Serbia. 
○ Many Serbs consider it the birthplace of their nation. 
○ But of the 1.8 million people living in Kosovo, 92% are Albanian and only 6% Serbian. The rest are Bosniaks, Gorans, Turks 

and Roma. 
○ After the break-up of Yugoslavia in the 1990s, Kosovo - a province of the former country - sought its own autonomy and 

independence. 

○ Serbia responded with a brutal crackdown against ethnic Albanians seeking independence. 
○ This ended in 1999 with a NATO bombing campaign against Serbia, between March and June. 
○ Serbian forces withdrew from Kosovo - but for many Kosovo Albanians and Serbs, the conflict has never been resolved. 
○ The NATO-led Kosovo Force (KFor) is still based in Kosovo, with a current strength of 3,762. 
○ In 2008, Kosovo unilaterally declared independence. 
○ A total of 100 out of 193 United Nations (UN) countries now recognise Kosovo's independence, including the US, the UK and 

22 out of 27 European Union (EU) countries. 
○ But Russia and China, which do not, have blocked Kosovo's membership of the UN. 
○ And Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic has vowed Serbia would never recognise Kosovo as an independent country. 
○ Neither Kosovo nor Serbia are in the EU - but: Serbia has been an EU candidate country since 2012. Kosovo formally applied 

to join the EU in December 2022. 

○ The process of becoming an EU member can take years or even decades. 
○ Both Kosovo and Serbia lie in the Balkans, a region of Europe made up of countries that were once a part of the erstwhile 

Republic of Yugoslavia. Kosovo, a former province of Serbia, unilaterally declared Independence in 2008 and is recognised 
as a country by about 100 nations including the U.S. and a number of EUmember countries. 

○ Serbia, however, does not recognise Kosovo’s sovereignty and continues to consider it as a part of itself despite having no 
administrative control over it. Serbia sees historic significance in Kosovo. The Serbian Empire had gained control of Kosovo 
in the 12th century, and the latter went on to become the heart of the kingdom with several Serb Orthodox Christian churches 
and monasteries of significance being built in Kosovo. 

○ Serbia lost Kosovo for 500 years to the Ottoman Empire in the 1389 Battle of Kosovo. During the Ottoman Rule, the ethnic 
and religious balance shifted in Kosovo, leading it to become a majority ethnic Albanian region with Muslims. 

○ After five centuries of Ottoman rule, Kosovo became part of Serbia in the early 20th century and post the Second World War, 

it was eventually made a province (with autonomy) of Serbia, which was then one of the six republics of Yugoslavia. Serbia 
considered this the rightful return of Kosovo, but the ethnic Albanians, who currently make up 90% of Kosovo’s population, 
considered it unfair. 

○ In the 1980s, Kosovo Albanians increasingly mobilised and sought separation from Serbia. In 1989, Serbia’s autocratic leader 
Slobodan Milošević leveraged Serbian nationalism to consolidate power and stripped Kosovo of its autonomy. 

○ In the late 1990s, the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), consisting mainly of Kosovo Albanians, led an insurgency against the 
Serbian rule of Kosovo. Serbia responded by cracking down on the rebellion by deploying heavy forces in 1998 and 1999. 
Nearly 13,000 lives, mainly of ethnic Albanians, were lost during this period. 

○ However, in 1999, NATO intervened by carrying out air raids and bombardment of Serb targets, forcing Serbia to end 
hostilities and pull out of Kosovo. 

○ Subsequently, NATO deployed 50,000 peacekeepers and through the UN Security Council (UNSC) Resolution 1244, a 

transitional UN-led administration began to head Kosovo. 
○ In 2008, Kosovo declared independence from Serbia. While Serbia challenged Kosovo’s actions before the International 

Court of Justice (ICJ), the ICJ was of the opinion that Kosovo’s declaration was not against international law. 
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Why has trouble flared up now? 
● At the heart of the latest clashes are disputed local elections in the north of the country, 

boycotted by a majority Serb population that lives there. 

● Four ethnic Albanian mayors were elected on a turnout of less than 4%. They were 

escorted to their offices by armed Kosovo police, provoking violent clashes with local 

Serbs. 

● NATO is sending another 700 troops to the country, after some of its peacekeeping 

soldiers were injured in the clashes. 

● The US, a key ally of Kosovo, condemned the government's actions and cancelled 

Kosovo's participation in a joint military drill and put diplomatic meetings on hold. 

● Last year local Serb representatives resigned in protest against a ban on Serbian-issued number plates, which also increased 

tension in the country. 

What has been India’s Stand on Kosovo-Serbia Conflict? 
● Since Kosovo declared independence from Serbia in 2008, India has steadfastly 

refused to recognise it as a separate state. 

● When external affairs minister S. Jaishankar visited Serbia in 2019, he asserted 

that India’s non-recognition of Kosovo was a “very principled position because 

it pertains to support for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of a country 

and a friendly country, a country with whom we have a long-standing 

relationship”. 

● India and Serbia are co-founders of the Non-Aligned Movement and have 

traditionally enjoyed a close partnership for decades. 

● India claims that Kosovo does not fulfill the three principles required for 

recognition: a defined territory, a duly constituted government accepted by the 

people, and effective control over an area of governance. 

● India has opposed Kosovo's membership in international bodies such as UNESCO, Apostille Convention, Convention for the 

Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, and Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units. 

● India's non-recognition of Kosovo is based on its support for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Serbia, with whom it 

has a long-standing relationship. 
    

Thousands flee homes after destruction of Ukraine dam. 
● Thousands of people escaped inundated homes in southern Ukraine, including many rescued 

from rooftops, a day after the destruction of the Kakhovka dam gave rise to another 

humanitarian disaster along the front lines of the 15-month war. 

● Floodwaters engulfed streets and houses and sent residents fleeing with what meager 

belongings they could carry from dozens of communities on both sides of the Dnipro River, 

which divides the warring armies in much of southern Ukraine. 

● President Volodymyr Zelensky of Ukraine said Russian forces, who have consistently used 

the destruction of Ukrainian infrastructure as a tactic of war, had blown up the dam to “use the flood as a weapon.”  
 

Nigeria’s new President faces old problems. 
● May 29 was a historic yin and yang moment for Nigeria, Africa’s most populous country and 

largest economy. On the positive side, a peaceful and orderly transfer of power followed a 

general election with Bola Ahmed Tinubu, 70, being sworn in in Abuja as Nigeria’s 16th 

Executive President. He was also the seventh elected leader, completing a quarter of a century 

of unbroken constitutional democracy. This puts Nigeria as an outlier in a continent with a 

merited reputation for political instability. 

● Yet, this stellar accomplishment stands diminished by a stubborn constant: a puzzling 

inability of the Nigerian leadership to realise the evident socio economic potential of this oil rich and fertile country known for 

competent professionals and entrepreneurs.  
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● Endemic issues of insecurity, high unemployment and corruption have long defied resolution. Nigeria has the dubious 

distinction of having the world’s largest number of people below the poverty line and children out of school. Insecurity has been 

a recurrent feature, with reports punctuated by Boko Haram carnage, mass kidnappings for ransom, bloody ethnic conflicts and 

petty robberies. 

● Despite various “energetic” attempts, the country’s grid power generation has remained stuck at around 4GW — approximately 

half the peak power consumption of Delhi.  

● Even after spending $25 billion on revamping the oil refineries, these continue to operate at less than 30% of their capacity, 

forcing the oil exporting country to import petroleum products.  

● Theft of the crude and its “bunkering” is estimated to cost the country $5.4 billion annually, and fund illegal activities including 

armed militias.  

● Nigeria’s socio economic recovery and sustainable development would need frontloading of its multiple assets. First, Nigeria 

has a reasonably competent civil service and professional security establishment and the political elite should allow them to 

handle the issues without being ridden roughshod. Second, a proactive hand holding of Nigeria’s vibrant entrepreneurial class, 

particularly its informal sector, could drive economic growth. Third, Nigeria is a young society, with a median age of 18.3 years; 

they desperately need better education, skilling and jobs. Fourth, Nigeria is blessed with large swathes of fertile, irrigated land, 

and reversing its neglect of the farming sector can make the country food self-dependent. Lastly, the oil sector, the mainstay of 

exports and government revenue, needs better focus.  

● Nigeria’s current crude production capacity is 1.56 mbpd, which is significantly lower than its Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) ceiling of 1.742 mbpd. This gap needs plugging by curbing oil theft and bunkering. 

● To his credit, the incoming President has acknowledged these stubborn challenges and vowed to confront them. Having been a 

Governor of Lagos State, Nigeria’s economic capital, a longstanding political “kingmaker” and a businessman in his own right, 

he knows what needs doing and how. He has lost no time in initiating the badly needed, but politically difficult, economic policy 

reforms.  

● Within days of taking over, the national currency, the Naira, has been sharply devalued. The oil product subsidy, costing roughly 

$10 billion annually, has also been abolished. These long needed disruptors raise hope for an eventual end to Nigeria’s long 

economic sclerosis.  

● Several factors predicate Nigeria becoming more important in the foreseeable future, globally and for India. Thanks to its high 

birth rate, Nigeria’s population is expected to double by 2050 to cross 400 million, then the world’s fourth largest. How Nigeria 

harnesses its human resource and natural wealth (such as oil and gas and land) would matter globally. This would be a double 

edged sword: either leveraging a huge demographic dividend or a society scrimmaging ever more intensely for untapped and 

more scarce resources. The country already has enormous influence over SubSaharan Africa, often serving as a role model and 

trendsetter, and its role is destined to rise further. 

● India, too, has important stakes in the political stability and progress of Nigeria, which besides being a friendly Commonwealth 

country is also a large economic partner.  

● Over 50,000 people of Indian origin live in Nigeria, its largest non-African community. As a rule, Nigerians value India’s 

appropriate technology which is seen as well suited to the local conditions. Nigeria has over 135 Indian Owned companies; 

collectively, these are the second largest employer in the country. The total Indian investments in Nigeria are estimated to be 

in the vicinity of $10 billion. Although India has traditionally been Nigeria’s largest trading partner, its position has slid down 

as the bilateral trade shrunk by 21% in 2022-23 to $11.852 billion.  

● Defence Minister Rajnath Singh represented India at the presidential swearing in. This is quite apt as bilateral defence 

cooperation has a glorious past: six of Nigeria’s past 15 Presidents were India trained defence officers. The Defence Minister’s 

visit would help revive these ties. Mr Tinubu’s campaign slogan was “Emi lo kan” or “It’s my turn” in Yoruba language. With 

enhanced engagement, India should be able to use the same catchphrase to resonate with Nigeria. 
 

U.S., U.K. forge ‘Atlantic Declaration’ to boost ties. 
● The United States and the United Kingdom on (June 8) struck a fresh strategic pact 

underlining the “special relationship” to tackle China, Russia and economic instability. 

● US President Joe Biden and UK Prime Minister Rishi Sunak adopted an “Atlantic Declaration” 

which is aimed at boosting industry ties on defense and renewable energy. 

● The countries have come together in the face of growing competition from China. 
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Canada is doing very little to address India’s concerns on Sikh extremism. 
● External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar sharply rebuked Canada, lambasting its government 

for “giving space” to extremists, separatists and those who advocate violence. 

● His remarks came after a float, “celebrating” Indira Gandhi’s assassination by her Sikh 

bodyguards, was taken out as part of a parade in the Canadian city of Brompton. 

● A tableau, in Brampton, Canada, glorifying the assassination of former Prime Minister 

Indira Gandhi, has expectedly caused outrage across the polity in India. The tableau was 

part of an annual parade by Canadian Sikh separatist or “Khalistani” groups to mark their protest against Operation Bluestar, 

in 1984. 

● India established diplomatic relations with Canada in 1947. 

● Prime Minister of India’s visit to Canada in April 2015 elevated the bilateral relation to a strategic partnership. 

● In recent years, both countries have been working to enhance bilateral cooperation in a number of areas of mutual importance. 

● Major Items of Indian Exports are: 

● Medicines, Garments, diamonds, chemicals, gems and jewellery, petroleum oils, made-up, sea food, engineering goods, marble 

and granite, knitted garments, rice, electric equipment, plastic products, etc. 

● Major items of Canada’s export to India are: 

● Pulses, fertilizers, newsprint, aircrafts & aviation equipment, diamonds, copper ores and concentrates, bituminous coal, wood 

pulp, nickel, unwrought aluminum, asbestos, gold, cameras, lumber, ferrous waste, etc. 
 

5 new countries (Algeria, Guyana, Republic of Korea, Sierra Leone and Slovenia) elected as non-permanent members of 
UNSC; will Replace Albania, Brazil, Gabon, Ghana and the United Arab Emirates. 
● Tenure will begin in January 2024 for a period of two years. 

● 5 newly elected countries will join as nonpermanent members of the council, along with 

Ecuador, Japan, Malta, Mozambique and Switzerland. 

● The United Nations Security Council is made up of 15 countries, 5 of which – China, France, 

Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States – are permanent members, giving them 

the right to veto any resolution or decision. 

● The 10 non-permanent members are elected by the UN General Assembly, which includes 

all 193 member states of the United Nations, and correspond to the geographic distribution 

by region. 
 

German submarine maker Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems inks pact with Indian shipyard Mazagon Dock to build 
submarines.  
● Signed an MoU for a ₹43,000 crore project to build 6 advanced submarines in 

Mumbai under the central government's Project 75I. 

● Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems, one of two submarine makers globally to have 

air independent propulsion technology that helps conventional submarines stay 

underwater for longer periods. 

● Earlier in the 1980s, four German 'HDW Class 209' submarines were inducted 

into the Indian Navy. The 1st and 2nd of these submarines were built in 

Germany while the remaining two were built at Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders 

Limited in Mumbai. 

● Project-75I was approved in 2007; in June 1999 the Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) approved a 30- year submarine 

construction plan that included building 24 Project-75I. 
 

Donald Trump Charged with 37 counts in a classified documents case. 
● Former US president Donald Trump is facing 37 counts in the Mar-a-Lago documents 

case, with federal prosecutors accusing him of illegally keeping top secret files on US 

nuclear and defense programs. 

● The Justice Department said that when he left the White House in January 2021, Trump 

took with him highly classified files from the Pentagon, CIA, National Security Agency 

and other intelligence bodies. 
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● Trump kept them unsecured at his Mar-a-Lago residence and club in Florida, which regularly hosted large social events 

involving tens of thousands of guests, according to the indictment filed in federal court in Florida. 

● A Trump aide, Walt Nauta, was charged with six counts for helping Trump hide the documents. 
 

SIPRI released Yearbook 2023 on Nuclear Weapons. 
● According to the Sweden-based Stockholm International Peace Research Institute 

(SIPRI), the world's 9 nuclear-armed states —the United States, Russia, the United 

Kingdom, France, China, India, Pakistan, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

(North Korea) and Israel nuclear-armed states are continuing to modernize their 

nuclear arsenals, with China’s stockpile of nuclear warheads rising by 17% in 2022. 

● China’s nuclear arsenal had increased from 350 warheads in January 2022 to 410 in 

January 2023. 

● Globally, SIPRI estimated there were 12,512 nuclear warheads in January 2023, with 

about 9,576 in military stockpiles for potential use—86 more than in January 2022. 

● As per the Report China could potentially have as many ICBMs as the U.S. or Russia by 

the turn of decade. 

● India And Pakistan appear to be expanding their nuclear arsenal. Both countries 

introduced and continued to develop new types of nuclear delivery systems in 2022, the 

assessment noted. While Pakistan remains the main focus of India’s nuclear deterrent, 

India appears to be placing growing emphasis on longer-range weapons, including 

those capable of reaching targets across China. 

● According to SIPRI estimates, the nuclear arsenals of India grew from 160 in 2022 to 

164 in 2023 and that of Pakistan from 165 to 170. 

● India, which has a No-First-Use Policy for use of nuclear weapons and has completed 

its nuclear triad with the fielding of two ballistic missile nuclear submarines, is in the process of upgrading its ballistic missiles. 

While a submarine-launched intermediate range ballistic missile is under development, a new generation ballistic missile, ‘Agni 

Prime’, with a range between 1,000 km-2,000 km, is close to being inducted, which will replace older Agni missiles in this 

range. India has also inducted Agni-5, which has a range of over 5,000 km. 
 

Musings on the frictions in India-Canada ties. 
Canada and India have long-standing bilateral relations built upon shared 
traditions of democracy, pluralism and strong interpersonal connections. The deep 
cultural and political ties between Canada and India are strengthened by a growing 
network of official dialogues, agreements, memoranda of understanding and 
working groups. 
● India established diplomatic relations with Canada in 1947. 

● Both sides pursue bilateral relations through the dialogue mechanisms such as 

Ministerial level- Strategic, Trade and Energy dialogues; Foreign Office 

Consultations; and  other sector specific joint working groups (JWG). 

● Commercial relations: Both sides are engaged in technical negotiations for a Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement 

(CEPA) including trade in goods, services, investment, trade facilitation etc. 

● Major Items of Indian Exports are:  Medicines, Garments, diamonds, chemicals, gems and jewellery, petroleum oils, made-up, 

sea food, engineering goods, marble and granite, knitted garments, rice, electric equipment, plastic products, etc. 

● Major items of Canada’s export to India are:  Pulses, fertilizers, newsprint, aircrafts & aviation equipment, diamonds, copper 

ores and concentrates, bituminous coal, wood pulp, nickel, unwrought aluminum, asbestos, god, cameras, lumber, ferrous 

waste, etc. 

● Nuclear Cooperation: Indo-Canadian relations deteriorated in the wake of India's Smiling Buddha nuclear test of May 1974. 

However, in June 2010, a Nuclear Cooperation Agreement (NCA) with Canada was signed and came into force in September 

2013. 

Indo-Canadian Science and Technology cooperation: 
1. Department of Biotechnology under IC-IMPACTS program implements joint research  projects in health care, agri-biotech and 

waste management. 
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2. The Department of Earth Science and Polar Canada has started a programme for the exchange of knowledge and scientific 
research on Cold Climate (Arctic) Studies. 

Space: ISRO and Canadian Space Agency (CSA) signed two MOUs in the field of exploration and utilisation of outer space in October 
1996 and March 2003. 
● ANTRIX, the Commercial arm of ISRO, has launched several nanosatellites from Canada. 

● ISRO in its 100th Satellite PSLV launched on 12 January 2018, also flew the Canadian first LEO satellite, from the Indian 

spaceport Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh. 

● Security and Defence: India and Canada collaborate closely in international fora, particularly through the UN, Commonwealth 

and G-20. 

● Agriculture: The first meeting of the JWG set under this MoU was held in New Delhi in 2010, which led to the creation of three 

sub-groups on knowledge exchange in emerging technologies; animal development and agricultural marketing. 

● Education: Education is a key area of mutual interest. Recently India became the top source of foreign students studying in 

Canada. 

● People-to-People ties: Canada hosts one of the largest Indian diasporas in the world, numbering 1.6 million  (PIOs and NRIs) 

which account for more than 4% of its total population. 

● Cultural Exchanges:  Canada was the Country of Focus at the 48th International Film  Festival of India held in Goa in November 

2017. There is also an India - Canada Co Production Agreement in films. 

● Challenges: 

● Sikh extremism: Sikhs constitute a significant proportion of the Indian diaspora. The issue of Sikh separatist groups operating 

in Canada has become a growing source of tension between India and Canada. 

● India’s structural impediments: India still has to overcome structural impediments such as complex labour laws, market 

protectionism, and bureaucratic regulations. 

● Inadequate trade: While India–Canada economic relations have made some progress, Canada remains an insignificant trading 

partner for India. 
 

India and Pakistan envoys participate in talks with the Taliban. 
● First Time, India and Pakistan special envoys participated in Western talks with the Taliban in Norway. 

● Taliban representatives met with Indian and Pakistani special envoys and officials 

amongst a number of international diplomats this week, in an effort by the Norwegian 

Government to break the impasse in talks on the sidelines of a peace conference in Oslo. 

● The talks, which came in for criticism from Afghan diaspora groups, including in Norway, 

for “legitimizing” the insurgent group that took control of Kabul in August 2021, are the 

first time India and Pakistan were invited to a European country for the talks, although 

they have been part of similar efforts at the Moscow format hosted by Russia, and in Doha hosted by Qatar.  

● Afghanistan faces a humanitarian crisis with acute food shortages, and continuing human rights violations including denial of 

education and employment to females by the Taliban.  

● Despite the challenges, New Delhi reopened its mission in Kabul in June 2022 and maintains a “technical team” there to oversee 

aid and development initiatives. 
 

India to buy 31 MQ9 Reaper UAVs announcement during PM’s U.S. trip. 
● Ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to the U.S.,the Defence Acquisition Council 

approved the procurement of 31 armed MQ-9 Reaper Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 

from General Atomics. The deal is now awaiting final approval from the Cabinet 

Committee on Security and is expected to be announced during next week’s visit. 

● Of the 31 UAVs to be procured, 15 are meant for the Indian Navy, with eight each for the 

Army and Air Force. The total cost, estimated to be more than $3 billion, also includes 

maintenance, overhaul and repair of the platforms. 

● At Aero India in Bengaluru in February 2023, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and General Atomics announced that the 

turbo-propeller engines which power the MQ-9 would be supported by HAL’s engine division for the Indian market. The 

companies are looking to formulate a comprehensive engine maintenance, repair and overhaul programme for upcoming high 

altitude long endurance UAV projects. 
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World Bank Launches its 1st Road Safety Project of South Asia At Bangladesh. 
● The World Bank (WB) launched its first dedicated road safety project in South Asia with 

a $358 million financing agreement signed in Dhaka with the government of Bangladesh. 

● Two national highways of Bangladesh, Gazipur-Elenga (N4) and Natore-Nawabganj (N6), 

will be taken up for the implementation of this project. 

● Road signs, dividers, footpaths, zebra crossings, speed breakers and bus bays will be 

constructed on the two highways passing through the five divisions of Bangladesh, Dhaka, 

Khulna, Rajshahi, Rangpur and Mymensingh to reduce accidents and fatalities.  
 

NATO sets up a New Center to protect undersea pipelines and data cables due to growing concerns about the threat of 

Russian sabotage. 
● NATO has established a new center in response to the still-unresolved apparent attack on 

the Nord Stream pipelines and Russia’s potential mapping of crucial Western 

infrastructure in European waters. 

● The investigation into the suspected attacks on the Nord Stream 1 and Nord Stream 2 

pipelines, designed to transport Russian natural gas to Germany, is still ongoing. 

● The Nord Stream pipelines refer to a pair of natural gas pipelines that transport natural 

gas from Russia to Europe. The first pipeline, Nord Stream 1, became operational in 2011, while the second pipeline, Nord 

Stream 2, was completed in 2021. Both pipelines are designed to provide a direct route for Russian natural gas to reach European 

markets, bypassing transit countries. 

● The Nord Stream pipelines run beneath the Baltic Sea, connecting Russia's Vyborg area with Germany's Greifswald. 
 

India gifts INS Kirpan to Vietnam, focusing on enhancing defence relations, security. 
● Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and his Vietnamese counterpart General Phan Van Gang held talks 

in Delhi to carry forward bilateral defence cooperation. 

● India gifted the indigenously-built in-service missile corvette INS Kirpan to Vietnam to enhance 

that country’s naval capabilities. 

● INS Kirpan is a Khukri class missile corvette displacing 1,350 tonnes and was commissioned into 

the Navy on January 12, 1991. It has a displacement of close to 1,400 tonnes, a length of 91 meters, 

a beam of 11 meters, and is capable of speed in excess of 25 knots. The ship is fitted with a medium 

range gun, 30 mm close range guns, chaff launchers, and surface to surface missiles, enabling it to perform a wide variety of 

roles, including coastal and offshore patrol, coastal security, surface warfare, anti-piracy, and Humanitarian Assistance and 

Disaster Relief (HADR) operations, according to the Navy. 
 

Estonia becomes first central European country to allow same-sex marriage 
● Same-sex marriage is legal in much of western Europe but not in central European countries which 

were once under communist rule and members of the Moscow-led Warsaw Pact alliance but now 

members of NATO and, largely, the EU. 

● The bill received 55 votes in the 101-seat parliament, from the coalition of liberal and social 

democratic parties which Kallas has assembled following her strong win in the 2023 election. The 

law will come into effect from 2024. 
 

Senate Caucus to push for ‘NATO plus five’ status for India; amendment to the Defense Authorization Act. 
● An American Senator has said he plans to introduce a bill to make India part of the NATO 

Plus grouping that would facilitate the transfer of topmost American technology and 

defence equipment without much bureaucratic hassle, amid growing challenges from a 

rising China. 

● NATO Plus, currently NATO Plus 5, is a security arrangement that brings together NATO 

and five aligned nations – Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Israel and South Korea – to 

boost defence and intelligence ties. 
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Amid search for Titan, lessons for proposed  Indian submersible dive. 
● With hope dwindling on the chances of survival of those in the Titan submersible, scientists 

in India, preparing to undertake a similar dive in an indigenous vehicle late 2024, say that 

multiple backup safety measures for the crew are already in place, though there may be 

reviews of the safety systems employed.  

● The Titan, which previously ferried tourists to the wreck of the Titanic buried 3,800 metres 

in the North Atlantic, lost contact with its mothership, Polar Prince, on June 17. 

● The Titan consists of a carbon fiber sphere with a titanium casing on the front and back. “When we were in the planning stage, 

there was a proposal to use carbon fibre but we firmly ruled it out and insisted on a titanium enclosure,” said G. Ramadass, 

Director, National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT), Chennai, which is in the process of designing a submersible, Matsya 

6000, that will take three Indians to a depth of 6,000 metres into the Indian Ocean. 

● Matsya 6000 also has syntactic foam, a flotation device that would rise to the top and help determine the physical location of 

the submersible, even if it were unable to resurface. 
 

China signed a pact with Pakistan to set up a nuclear power plant in Punjab province. 
● China signed a $4.8 billion deal with Pakistan to set up a 1,200 MW 'Chashma-V' nuclear plant at Chashma in Punjab's Mianwali 

district.  

● Two other nuclear power plants are also operational in Pakistan. Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP 2 and 3 have a capacity 

of 2,290 MW). 
 

Understanding the Wagner mutiny. 
● Tension between Yevgeny Prigozhin, head of Russia's Wagner private militia group, and 

the nation's defence establishment exploded in dramatic fashion. 

● The mercenary chief vowed to punish Russian military leaders, saying Defense Minister 

Sergei Shoigu had orchestrated a missile attack that killed "huge" numbers of his 

fighters. 

● What is the Wagner Group? 

● Founded by Prigozhin in 2014, Wagner at its peak had about 50,000 mercenary recruits 

- many of them ex-prisoners - fighting in Ukraine. The US designated the group as a 

transnational criminal organization earlier this year, and Wagner has been sanctioned 

by Australia, Canada, Japan, the UK and the European Union. The group has operated 

for years on battlefields in the Middle East, Africa and Latin America, where it's been 

accused of committing widespread human rights abuses. 

● The group operates independently of the nation's official armed forces, and recently rebuffed Moscow's demands that its recruits 

sign formal contracts with the military. 

● Recently Prigozhin accused Russia's defense ministry of a missile attack on a camp of Wagner personnel. In an audio message 

posted later, Prigozhin said that 25,000 of his men were ready to "end this mess" and fight with the army if they faced resistance. 

The mercenary chief said he and his fighters had entered Rostov-on-Don, a city in southern Russian near the border with 

Ukraine and a strategic military command base. The reports have not been independently verified. 

● The Russian Defense Ministry denied that its forces attacked Wagner forces. Prosecutors quickly opened a criminal probe into 

the mercenary chief under the laws banning "armed mutiny," and the Federal Security Service said it was seeking to detain 

him, while appealing to his troops not to obey "criminal orders." 
 

Tourist submarine 'Titan' crashed to see the wreckage of Titanic ship. 
● On 18 June 2023, the submarine Titan, led by the US firm Oceangate Expeditions, went on 

an expedition to locate the wreckage of the Titanic off the coast of Newfoundland, but lost 

contact two hours later. 

● It exploded in the North Atlantic about 13,000 feet below the surface of the sea near the 

Titanic ship, where Britain's Titanic ship sank in 1912. All five members aboard Titan have 

been declared dead, with this the five-day-long search operation has come to an end.  

● Among the dead are Stockton Rush, founder and CEO of the US firm Oceangate Expeditions, British billionaire Hamish Harding, 

renowned French diver Paul-Henri Nargiolet, Pakistani businessman Prince Dawood and his 19-year-old son Sulaiman. 
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Russia set to transfer Wagner hardware to the Army; Prigozhin arrived in Belarus. 
● Heavy military hardware held by the Wagner Group will be transferred to Russian troops, 

the Russian defence ministry has said, as Moscow moves to bring the rebellious mercenary 

group under its control. 

● Wagner chief Yevgeny Prigozhin led a brief mutiny in Russia, sparking the most serious 

security crisis in decades and raising questions over President Vladimir Putin’s grip on 

power, as Moscow’s war in Ukraine drags on. 

● But despite the gravity of the armed rebellion, Russia’s Federal Security Service announced it had closed a criminal case against 

the Wagner fighters who were seeking to topple the country’s military leadership. 

● Prigozhin ultimately called off an advance towards Moscow after Wagner forces seized the southern city of Rostov-on-Don, a 

nerve centre of the war in Ukraine, and shot down six Russian helicopters and a command and control plane. 
 

Pakistan passes law paving way for return of exiled former PM. 
● Pakistan’s national Assembly has passed legislation limiting how long lawmakers can be 

disqualified from office, paving the way for exiled former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s 

return to politics.  

● Mr. Sharif served as Pakistan’s Prime Minister three times — the last before being ousted 

over graft allegations in 2017. The Supreme Court barred him from politics for life and he 

was later sentenced to seven years in jail. In 2019, he was granted medical bail and flew to 

Britain, where he has remained ever since.  

● His brother Shehbaz Sharif became Prime Minister last year, and the country is due to hold fresh general elections. The acting 

President had signed into law an amendment which says courts can only disqualify parliamentarians “for a period not exceeding 

five years”. 
 

Turkmenistan unveils $5 bln smart city in honour of national leader. 
● Turkmenistan inaugurated Arkadag, a $5 billion “smart” city built in honor of former strongman 

leader Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov, cementing one of the world’s most extraordinary 

personality cults. 

● Serdar Berdymukhamedov, his son and current president, unveiled the Arkadag, a $5 billion 

“smart” city near to the capital Ashgabat in a grandiose ceremony. 
 

World Bank Approves $700 Million in budgetary and welfare support For Crisis-Hit Sri Lanka. 
● This is the biggest funding tranche for the crisis-hit island nation since an International Monetary Fund (IMF) deal in March. 

● About $500 million of the funds will be allocated for budgetary support while the remaining $200 million will be for welfare 

support earmarked for those worst hit by the crisis. 

● Sri Lanka is struggling with the worst financial crisis since its independence from Britain in 

1948 after the country's foreign exchange hit record lows and triggered its first foreign debt 

default last year. 

● The IMF approved a bailout of nearly $3 billion in March, which Sri Lanka expects will bring 

additional funding of up to $4 billion from the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and 

other multilateral agencies. 
 

AWARD AND HONOUR 
Indian woman pilot Shivangi Singh, who flew the Rafale jet, became part of the IAF in an exercise "Orion” to be held in 
France. 
● Shivangi Singh joined the Indian Air Force in 2017 and was commissioned into the IAF's second batch of women fighter pilots. 

Before flying the Rafale, Shivangi also flew MiG-21 Bison aircraft. 

● She hails from Varanasi and is currently undergoing conversion training and will soon be a part of the Golden Arrows Squadron 

of the Indian Air Force based at Ambala, Haryana. 
 

Mahavir Singh Phogat appointed as President of MMA-1 
● World renowned wrestler and trainer Mahavir Singh Phogat has been appointed as the President of MMA-1 Federation. Mahavir 

will be responsible for promoting Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) in India. 
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● September 28, 2018 was the turning point of Indian Mixed Martial Arts when Toyama Industries Limited launched 'Kumite 1 

League' at National Sports Club of India (NSCI) Dome, Mumbai in the presence of its brand ambassador Global Star 'Mike 

Tyson', which was India's first MMA take five time Chief Minister of Punjab, 
 

The Dalai Lama received the “Ramon Magsaysay Award” announced in the year 1959 after 64 years. 
● He was given this award for fighting for the Tibetan community and inspiring Tibetan culture. 

● He was selected for this award in 1959, but then because of China, he fled from Tibet and came to India, due to which he could 

not go to receive the award.  

● This was the first international award given to the Dalai Lama. 

● Ramon Magsaysay Award – Bharat Vatwani, Sonam Wangchuk received in 2018 and Ravish Kumar in 2019.  

● The Ramon Magsaysay Award is given in memory of Ramon Magsaysay, the 7th President of the Philippines. It was established 

in 1957 by the Rockefeller Society, New York.  

● The first award was presented on 31 August 1958. 

● It is also called the Nobel Prize of Asia. 
 

American Immigration Council to honour PENN STATE UNIVERSITY President  Neeli Bendapudi with “Immigrant 
Achievement Award” 2023  for her contributions to higher education in the US. 
● The "Immigrant Achievement Award" is an award given by the American Immigration Council to recognize immigrants who 

have made significant contributions to the United States.  
 

Sanjana Singh, a Third Gender Social Worker, appointed as Election Icon for the State of Madhya Pradesh. 
● Sanjana Singh was earlier selected as the first Transmentor by the Madhya Pradesh State AIDS Control Committee. She was the 

first third gender of Swachhta Abhiyan Madhya Pradesh in Swachh Bharat Mission, who became the brand ambassador. 
 

Asha Bhosle to be honoured with Lata Deenanath Mangeshkar Puraskar. 
● Asha Bhosle, the renowned singer, will be honored with the Lata Deenanath Mangeshkar award, which was established by the 

Mangeshkar family and trust in memory of Lata Mangeshkar.. The award will be conferred on April 24, which is the anniversary 

of their father’s death. Asha Bhosle, who is Lata Mangeshkar’s younger sister, will be the recipient of the award. 
 

Sonam Wangchuk honored with prestigious Santokba Humanitarian Award. 
● The prestigious Santokba Humanitarian Award, an initiative of Shree Ramkrishna Exports (SRK) a leading diamond crafting 

and exports company, and its philanthropic arm Shree Ramkrishna Knowledge Foundation (SRKKF), has been conferred on a 

notable engineer, innovator, educationist and sustainable development reformist and founder of the Students' Educational and 

Cultural Movement of Ladakh (SECMOL), an organization dedicated to improving education in the Ladakh region of India., 

Sonam Wangchuk. 
 

Changlang in Arunachal Pradesh, India’s easternmost district, received the Prime Minister’s Award for Excellence in Public 
Administration for its innovative New Age Learning Centre (NALC). 
● The New Age Learning Centre in Changlang, Arunachal Pradesh must have made a significant impact in promoting education 

and innovation in the region. 

● The district's New Age Learning Centre's focus is on e-learning to realise the aspirations of a new generation through free Wi-

Fi, online training through tablets, e-reading through kindle, etc. 
 

5 people including Amazon's Alessandra Korap got “Goldman Environmental Prize” 2023. 

● Alessandra Korap was awarded the Goldman Environmental Prize for protecting the Amazon rainforest in Brazil. 

● Alessandra Korap has been awarded the prestigious Goldman Environmental Prize for fighting against illegal mining and large 

scale projects aimed at facilitating soybean exports in the Munduruku area in the Tapajos River Basin. 

Other Winners: 
■ Zafar Kizilkaya – Turkish   
■ Chiliqua Mumba - Zambia   

■ Tero Mustonen - Finland   
■ Delima Silalahi - Indonesia   
■ Diane Wilson - United States 

● The Goldman Environmental Prize was established in 1989 by Richard and Rhoda Goldman. 
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Synergy Group has been conferred with the GREEN4SEA Tanker Operator award. 
● Synergy Group has been recognized for their leadership role in global tanker management, which is a testament to their 

commitment to environmentally responsible operations. The GREEN4SEA Tanker Operator award is a prestigious award that 

recognizes companies that have made significant contributions to the shipping industry in terms of sustainability and 

environmental protection. 

● Instituted by the SAFETY4SEA shipping and maritime news portal, the awards recognise operational excellence and industry 

leadership in the tanker sector. 

● The Synergy Group was founded in 2006 by CEO Captain Rajesh Unni. 
 

Wing Commander Deepika Misra became the 1st Air Force Women officer to receive the Gallantry Medal. 

● Wing Commander Misra, a helicopter pilot who hails from Rajasthan, was conferred a Vayu Sena Medal (Gallantry). 

● Flight Lieutenant Gunjan Saxena was the first woman pilot in the IAF to fly in a combat zone during the Kargil War and was 

awarded the Shaurya Chakra for her bravery. Squadron Leader Minty Agarwal was also awarded the Yudh Seva Medal for her 

contribution during the Balakot airstrikes in 2019. 
 

Shakira to Receive Billboard’s First Latin Woman of the Year Award. 
● Shakira, the renowned Colombian singer, will be recognized with the prestigious “Latin Women of the Year” award at the 

inaugural Latin Women in Music gala hosted by Billboard. 

● With her exceptional music contributions spanning over three decades, Shakira has been titled as the ‘Queen of Latin Music’. 
 

Railway Company RVNL got the status of Navratna Company. 
● Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RVNL), a national railway company, was granted the status of a “Navratna” Central Public Sector 

Enterprise (CPSE) from the 'Miniratna' category by the Government of India. 

●  This will make it the 13th Navratna CPSEs in India.  

● The Navratna scheme was launched in 1997. The company obtained 'Excellent' or 'Very Good' rating under the MoU system in 

three out of the last five years, and has an overall score of 60 or above in six selected performance parameters to be considered 

for Navratna status. 
 

Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (PGCIL), a Maharatna CPSE of the Ministry of Power, Government of India, has 
been conferred with the “Global Gold Award” by The Green Organization. 
● The award was given for watershed management in 10 villages of Jayapatna block of Kalahandi district in Odisha. Funds are 

given to improve agricultural productivity and rural livelihoods through community participation and better crop management 

practices.  

● It is a 60-month farmer-centric project that started in late October 2019 with an evacuation plan to ensure its sustainability. 

● Green World Awards was launched in the year 1994 as an apex level of Green Apple Awards. 
 

Author Patterson Joseph wins RSL Christopher Bland Prize 2023. 

● Patterson Joseph  Won London's ‘Christopher Bland Prize’ for debut novel ‘The Secret Diaries of 

Charles Ignatius Sancho’.  

● Novel ‘The Secret Diaries of Charles Ignatius Sancho’ is a historical fiction novel that tells the 

lesser-known story of Charles Ignatius Sancho, the first black man to vote in England.  

RSL Christopher Bland Award: 
○ The award was instituted in 2018 in memory of Sir Christopher Bland who died in 2017.  
○ The first award was given in the year 2019.  
○ The year 2022 was presented to Julia Parry for 'The Shadow Third'.  

○ Its winner receives prize money of £10,000. This is the fifth year of the award. 
 

Ramanathapuram district wildlife warden and district forest officer (DFO) Jagdish Bakan to be honored with UNESCO's 
‘Michel Batis Award’ for ‘Mannar Biosphere Reserve Management’. 
● Prize Money: $12,000 

● Shri Bakan has been selected for the award for his work in the Gulf of Mannar Biosphere Reserve. 

The award is given for outstanding achievements in the management of biosphere reserves in line 

with the recommendations of the Seville Strategy. 

● The award will be given at the 35th session of the International Coordinating Council of the Human 

and Biosphere Reserves Program organized by UNESCO in Paris from June 12 to June 15, 2023. 
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● The Michel Batis Award for the year 2021 was given to Sharon Wright (Australia) for the project "Keeping it in Kin Kin - 

Community Effort for the Management of Riparian Ecosystems and Waterways" in Noosa Biosphere Reserve. 

● The Gulf of Mannar Marine National Park: 

● Established 1982 under the provisions of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972.  

● Total area: 162.89 sq km. 
 

Indian Documentary 'When climate change turns violent,' awarded at WHO’s ‘Health for All Film Festival” 
● Indian filmmaker Vandita Sarjya’s documentary, ‘When climate change turns violent’ won the 

Special Prize in the Climate Change and Health Film category at the 4th Annual Health for All Film 

Festival conducted in Geneva. 

● The festival showcased 93 shortlisted films from across the world, exploring a wide range of health-

related topics such as anxiety, depression, climate change's impact on health, and the challenges 

faced by individuals with disabilities.  
 

Telangana becomes the first State to win “International Green Apple Award”. 
● The newly inaugurated Dr B.R. Ambedkar Telangana state Secretariat building won the prestigious 

international Green Apple Award for the best aesthetically designed office or workspace.   

● Secretariat was not the only feather in the Telangana cap, as four other structures — Mozamjahi market 

(heritage – excellence in restoration and reuse), Durgam Cheruvu Cable Bridge (unique design, in bridge 

category), Integrated Command Control Centre (unique office) and Yadagirigutta Temple (excellent 

religious structure) — were also announced as winners.   

● Previous winners of the award include iconic buildings like the British Academy of Film and Television Arts 

(BAFTA) in London, the National Museum of Qatar and Jalan Mahkota in Kuantan of Malaysia. 

● The Green Organisation (established in 1994 in London) started the “International Green Apple Award” in 2016 for an extensive 

set of categories, ranging from residences to castles, and museums and religious structures to bridges. 
 

Child rights advocate Lalitha Natarajan honored with US Department of Labor's 2023 “Iqbal Christ Award” for Eradicating 
Child Labour for the year 2023 

● Natarajan's child welfare committee in Tamil Nadu, under the 'Social Defense Department', 

helps victims get compensation under the Child Labor Act and the Protection of Children 

from Sexual Offenses (POCSO) Act.  

● The Iqbal Masih Award, established in 2008, is a non-monetary award presented annually 

by the US Secretary of Labor and administered by ILAB's Office on Child Labor, Forced 

Labor, and Human Trafficking.  

● The award is named after Iqbal Masih, a Pakistani child who was sold into slavery at the age of four and forced to work in a 

carpet factory. He ran away at the age of ten and became an outspoken advocate for the rights of child labourers. He was 

murdered in 1995 at the age of twelve.  
 

Vice President Jagdeep Dhankhar Honored the Winners of 4th National Water Awards in New Delhi. 
● Awards focus on encouraging good work and efforts made by various individuals and organizations to conserve water. 

● Madhya Pradesh was awarded the 1st prize in the Best State category.  

● In the Best District category, the award was given to the Ganjam District of Odisha. 

● The Best Village Panchayat award was presented to Jagannadhapuram Village 

Panchayat, Bhadradri Kothagudem district of Telangana. 

● Akashvani, Guwahati also received the second-best award in the Media category. 

● Jal Shakti Ministry had announced a total of 41 winners, covering 11 categories, 

including joint winners, for the National Water Awards, 2022. 
 

Gita Press, Gorakhpur, awarded Gandhi Peace Prize for 2021 
● Gandhi Peace Prize is an annual award instituted by the Government of India in 1995, on the occasion of the 125th birth 

anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, as a tribute to the ideals espoused by him. Gita Press is celebrating its centenary this year. 

● The award carries an amount of ₹1 crore, a citation, a plaque and an exquisite handicraft or handloom item. 
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● Gita Press said it was a “matter of great honour” to be conferred the Gandhi Peace 

Prize but added that it would not accept the cash component of the award keeping 

with its tradition of not receiving any kind of donation. 

● The previous awardees include organisations such as the Indian Space Research 

Organisation, Ramakrishna Mission, Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, Vivekananda 

Kendra, Kanyakumari and Sulabh International, New Delhi.   

● It has also been awarded to former President of South Africa Nelson Mandela, social 

worker Baba Amte, Archbishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa, environmentalist Chandi Prasad Bhatt and Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman of Bangladesh. 

● Gita Press is one of the world’s largest publishers, having published 41.7 crore books in 14 languages, including 16.21 crore 

Bhagavad Gita. It completes 100 years of its establishment in 2023. 
 

Sisters in military service win Florence Nightingale Award. 
● President Droupadi Murmu gave away the National Florence Nightingale Award to 30 nurses. The winners of the award, 

instituted by the Union Health and Family Welfare Ministry to recognise meritorious services 

by nurses and nursing professionals, include Major General Smita Devrani, Additional 

Director General of the Military Nursing Service (MNS), for 2022 and her sister Brigadier 

Amita Devrani of the MNS for 2023.  

● Major General Devrani was commissioned in 1983 and Brigadier Devrani in 1986. The 

Devrani sisters, hailing from Kotdwar district of Uttarakhand. 

● The award, instituted by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare in 1973, is given to recognise the meritorious services 

rendered by nurses and nursing professionals to society. 
 

Eminent poet, literary critic and Sahitya Akademi awardee Acharya N Gopi gets the first Professor 
Kothapalli Jayashankar Award. 
● ‘Professor Kothapalli Jayashankar Award’ instituted by Bharat Jagruti, a cultural organization and an 

extended wing of the Bharat Rashtra Samithi. 

● The award was presented to Acharya Gopi on 21 June 2023 at a function organized at the Telangana 

Saraswatha Parishad in Abids. 
 

Sahitya Academy Released List of Winners of Bal Sahitya Puraskar and Yuva Puraskar. 
● List consisted of 22 recipients of its Bal Sahitya Puraskar and 20 winners of its Yuva 

Puraskar. 

● [Bal Sahitya Puraskar] Sudha Murty for “Grandparents’ Bag of Stories”. 

● [Bal Sahitya Puraskar] Hindi language category: Suryanath Singh for  ‘Kotuk App’. 

● [Yuva Puraskar] Anirudh Kanisetti for ‘Lords Of The Deccan: Southern India From 

Chalukyas To Cholas’. 

● Atul Kumar Yuva Puraskar in the Hindi language category for ‘Chandpur ki Chanda’. 

Other winners of the Bal Sahitya Puraskar: 
● Rothindranath Goswami (Assamese), Shyamalkanti Das (Bengali), Pratima Nandi Narzaree (Bodo), Balwan Singh Jamoria 

(Dogri), Raksha Bahen Prahlad Rao Dave (Gujarati), Vijayashree Haladi (Kannada), Tukaram Rama Shet (Konkani), Akshay 

Anand ‘Sunny’ (Maithili), Priya AS (Malayalam), Eknath Avhad (Marathi), Madhusudan Bisht (Nepali), Jugal Kishore Sarangi 

(Odia), Gurmeet Karyalvi (Punjabi), Kiran Badal (Rajasthani), Radhavallabh Tripathi (Sanskrit), Mansing Majhi (Santali), 

Dholan Rahi (Sindhi), Udhayasankar (Tamil), DK Chaduvula Babu (Telugu), and Mateen Achalpuri. 

18 other recipients of the Yuva Puraskar: 
● Jintu Gitartha (Assamese), Hamiruddin Middya (Bengali), Mainaosri Daimary (Bodo), Sagar Shah (Gujarati), Manjunayak 

Challur (Kannada), Nighat Nasreen (Kashmiri), Tanvi Kamat Bambolkar (Konkani), Ganesh Puthu (Malayalam), Vishakha 

Vishwanath (Marathi), Naina Adhikari (Nepali), Sandeep (Punjabi), Devilal Mahiya (Rajasthani), Bapi Tudu (Santali), Monika J 

Panjwani (Sindhi), Ram Thangam (Tamil), Johnny Takkedasila (Telugu), Dheeraj Bismil (Dogri) and Tauseef Bareilvi who will 

receive it for Urdu. 

● The winners of both awards will receive an engraved copper plaque and a cheque of Rs 50,000. 
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PM Modi Conferred with Egypt’s Highest State Honour “Order Of Nile” from Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi. 
● Egypt’s “Order of the Nile” award is the 13th such highest state Honour that various countries across the world have conferred 

upon PM Modi. 

List of International Awards received by Prime Minister Modi: 
■ Companion of the Order of Logohu by Papua New Guinea 
■ Ebakl Award by the Republic of Palau 
■ Companion of the Order of Fiji 
■ Bhutan Honored Order of the Druk Gyalpo  
■ Legion of Merit by the US Government 
■ King Hamad Order of the Renaissance by Bahrain's King Hamad bin Isa 

bin Salman Al Khalifa 
■ Order of the Distinguished Rule of Nishan Izzuddin by Maldives  
■ Order of St. Andrew Award  highest civilian honor of Russia 
■ Order of Zayed Award highest civilian honor of the United Arab Emirates.  
■ Grand Collar of the State of Palestine Award highest honor of Palestine awarded to foreign dignitaries 
■ State Order of Ghazi Amir Amanullah Khan The highest civilian honor of Afghanistan  
■ Order of Abdulaziz Al Saud:highest honour in Saudi Arabia, awarded to non-Muslim dignitaries.  
● Prime Minister Narendra Modi has also been conferred honours by several organisations and foundations as well. 

Global Energy and Environment Leadership Award by the Cambridge Energy Research Associates CERA:  
● PM Narendra Modi was conferred with this award in 2021 to recognize his commitment to leadership towards the future of 

global energy and the environment.  

● Global Goalkeeper Award by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation: The prime minister was awarded Global Goalkeeper' Award 

by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in 2019 for his Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.  

● Champions of The Earth Award: PM Modi also received United Nations' highest environmental honour in 2018.  

● Seoul Peace Prize: It is awarded biennially by Seoul Peace Prize Cultural Foundation to individuals who have made their mark 

through contributions to the harmony of mankind, reconciliation between nations and world peace. PM Narendra Modi received 

this award in 2018.  
 

84 serving and retired personnel get awards. 
● President Droupadi Murmu conferred the distinguished service awards, including 52 Ati 

Vishisht Seva Medals, on 84 serving and retired personnel of the armed forces and the 

Indian Coast Guard.   

● The awards were presented at the Rashtrapati Bhavan. Lt. Gen. ADS Aujla, former 

Commander of the Srinagar Based Chinar Corps responsible for guarding the Line of 

Control (LoC) in the Kashmir Valley, was awarded the Uttam Yudh Seva Medal (UYSM).  

● The President awarded 52 Ati Vishisht Seva Medals (AVSMs), one Bar to AVSM, three 

UYSMs and 28 Param Vishisht Seva Medals (PVSMs) to the personnel for distinguished service of exceptional order.   

● Ms. Murmu presented Ati Vishisht Seva Medal to Maj. Gen. K. Narayanan, The Infantry (Retired). 
 

1st UNESCO-AI Fozen International Prize awarded to five leading scientists. 
● 5 exceptional young scientists from Argentina (Dr. Federico Ariel), Cameroon (Professor 

Abdon Atangana), China (Professor Qiaomi Fu), Egypt (Dr. Hesham Omran) and Serbia (Dr. 

Jelena Vladić) will receive the first UNESCO-AI Fozan International Award for Promoting 

Young Scientists in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) during a 

ceremony at the UNESCO Headquarters Award. 

● Each awardee received prize money of US$50,000 and a medal in Paris, France. This is the 1st edition of the biennial prize, 

which was established by UNESCO in partnership with the Al-Fozhan Foundation in Saudi Arabia in 2021. 
 

Recently, lyricist 'Shankar Mahadevan' has been awarded an honorary doctorate by the United Kingdom. 

● Shankar Mahadevan has been conferred an honorary doctorate by Birmingham City University (BCU) in 

England in recognition of his contribution to music and the arts. 

● The 56-year-old singer, who is a member of the accomplished Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy trio of music composers, 

received the honour from the university’s Vice-Chancellor Professor Philip Plowden at a ceremony in 

Birmingham. 
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Recently 'Pandit Purna Das Baul' has been honored with the first Kala Kranti Lifetime Achievement Award. 
● On June 23, 2023, At the Kolkata edition of the International Performing Arts Festival (IPAF), inaugurated 

by Governor of West Bengal Dr. C. V. Ananda Bose Padma Shri Baul Samrat Pandit Purna Das Baul was 

presented with the IPAF Lifetime Achievement Award for his outstanding contribution to the traditional 

Baul music on the world stage. 

●  This is IPAF’s 5th year in Kolkata. 

● Pt. P. D. Baul is known for traveling the globe with Bengal’s folk music, performing in 156 countries, in 

front of citizens of the world. He is the biggest name to be associated with Indian traditional music, 

especially when it comes to the Baul Gharana. Purna Das was first acknowledged as the ‘Baul Samrat’ 

(King of Baul music) in 1967 by Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the first President of independent India. 

 

APPOINTMENT 
Veteran politician Mohammed Shahabuddin has sworn in as the 22nd President of Bangladesh 
● Speaker Shirin Sharmin Chaudhury administered the oath to 73-year-old Shahabuddin at the historic Durbar Hall of 

Bangabhaban. 
 

Justice Mamidanna Satya Ratna Shri Ramachandra Rao became the 28th Chief Justice of Himachal Pradesh. 
● Governor Shiv Pratap Shukla administered the oath of office to Justice Rao at a function 

held at the Raj Bhavan.  

● Chief Minister Sukhwinder Singh Sukhu was also present in this program.  

● M S Ramachandra Rao: 

● In June 2012, Justice MS Ramachandra Rao was appointed as a judge of the Andhra 

Pradesh High Court. He later assumed the role of Chief Justice for the state of Telangana 

with effect from August 31, 2021. 
 

NASSCOM appoints Anant Maheshwari as new chairperson. 
● Microsoft India President Anant Maheshwari has been elected as the next chairperson of NASSCOM, the national body of 

information technology (IT) companies.  

● He will replace Krishnan Ramanujam in this post. 
 

Sachin Tendulkar is named 'Smile Ambassador' for the oral hygiene campaign in Maharashtra. 
● Cricketer Sachin Tendulkar has been named the 'Smile Ambassador' for the Swachh Mukh 

Abhiyan in Maharashtra on 30 May 2023. This campaign is a campaign to promote oral hygiene. 

● Maharashtra Chief Minister Eknath Shinde and Deputy CM Devendra Fadnavis signed a 

memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Tendulkar. Sachin will be the brand ambassador of 

the campaign for the next five years. 
 

Udai Tambar, an Indian-American, was named to the racial advisory board by the New York City Mayor. 
● Eric Adams, the New York City Mayor, has appointed Indian-American Udai Tambar to a newly-formed advisory board on the 

implementation of the Racial Justice Charter Amendments.  
 

Amarendu Prakash has been appointed as new SAIL chairman. 
● Amarendu Prakash has taken charge as the new Chairman and Managing Director of Steel Authority of India Ltd (SAIL) from 

May 31. He was previously the Director (In-charge) of SAIL’s Bokaro steel plant. 

● He has been leading the Bokaro Steel Plant as Director In-charge since September 2020 and briefly took on additional charge 

as Director In-Charge of the Rourkela Steel Plant, IISCO and Durgapur Steel Plant. 

Steel Authority of India Limited(SAIL): 

● Founded: 24 January 1973 

● Headquarters: New Delhi 

● It is under the ownership of the Ministry of Steel. 
 

Celeste Saulo of Argentina becomes the 1st woman Secretary General of the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO). 
● Saulo won a landslide victory at the Congress of the United Nations Climate and Weather Agency (WMO) HQ in Geneva. 

● Celeste Saulo will take over from the outgoing secretary-general Petteri Taalas of Finland on January 1.  
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● Saulo has served as director of Argentina's National Meteorological Service since 2014. 

● The leader of the World Meteorological Congress is elected every 4 years. 

● The agency plays an important role in coordinating international meteorological operations. It relies on satellites and 

thousands of weather stations to measure key parameters of the atmosphere, land and sea. 

● World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 

○ It was established in 1873 by the International Meteorological Organization. 
○ Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland 
○ On March 23, 1950, the World Meteorological Organization became a specialised organisation of the United Nations. 
○ This organisation uses the latest information on meteorology, climatology, hydrology and related geophysical research to 

contribute to the safety and welfare of society. 
 

Foreign Minister Edgars Rinkēvičs becomes the 1st gay president of Latvia Replaces Predecessor Egils Levits. 
● Edgars Rinkēvičs, who has been the country's foreign minister since 2016, won making him the first openly gay president in all 

of the European Union nations. He will assume office on 8 July. 

● Unlike some countries, such as the United States, real power in Latvia lies with the prime minister's office, currently held by 

Krisjanis Karins. 

● As foreign minister, the longest-serving in Latvia's history, Rinkevics pushed a pro-Western and pro-EU agenda all while 

highlighting his country's role as NATO's eastern flank, bordering Russia. 

LATVIA: 
○ Capital: Riga 
○ Prime minister: Krišjānis Kariņš 
○ Latvia is a country located in the Baltic region of Northern Europe. 
○ Baltic states, the northeastern region of Europe, includes the countries of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, on the eastern 

shores of the Baltic Sea. 
○ The Baltic states are bounded on the west and north by the Baltic Sea, which gives the region its name, on the east by Russia, 

on the southeast by Belarus, and on the southwest by Poland and an exclave of Russia. 
 

Janardan Prasad appointed as new Director General of Geological Survey of India. 
● Mr. Prasad, who took charge of the 174-year-old institution, succeeds Dr. S. Raju, who has 

held the post since April 2022. 

● Shri Prasad is MSc in Geology from Patna University and joined GSI, Gandhinagar in 1988 

as Geologist. 

● Prasad has been a part of the Justice MB Shah Commission set up to investigate illegal 

mining of iron and manganese in Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Jharkhand, Karnataka, 

Chhattisgarh and Odisha. 

● The Geological Survey of India (GSI), attached to the Ministry of Mines, has its headquarters in the city of Kolkata, with regional 

offices in Lucknow, Jaipur, Nagpur, Hyderabad, Shillong. 

● In the year 1821, the1st geological map of the Hyderabad region was prepared by H.W. Voysey.  

● 1840 The Geological Museum was established in Calcutta in three rooms of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.  

● Thomas Oldham arrived in Calcutta on 4 March 1851 and assumed office on 5 March 1851, marking the establishment of the 

Geological Survey of India. 
 

Indian-origin scientist Joyita Gupta has been honored with Dutch science's highest honor 'Spinoza Prize' also known as the 
'Dutch Nobel Prize'.  
● Awarded for her outstanding, pioneering and inspiring scientific work that focuses on 

a just and sustainable world, a University of Amsterdam statement said. 

● Ms Gupta will receive 1.5 million euros to spend on activities related to scientific 

research and knowledge application. 

● Professor of Environment and Development in the Global South at the University of 

Amsterdam since 2013, Ms. Gupta is also co-chair of the Earth Commission.  

● Gupta served as lead author of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

from 1988 to 2014. The IPCC jointly awarded the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize with former US Vice President Al Gore. 
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Pieter Elbers - IATA's new president. 
● IndiGo CEO Peter Albers has been elected as the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the 

International Air Transport Association (IATA). He will remain on this post till the year 2024. 

Albers will replace current president Yvonne Manzi Makolo. 

● International Air Transport Association (IATA) is the largest airline organization in the world. 

There are about 300 airlines in it, whose share in the world's air traffic is 83%. IATA was 

established on April 19, 1945 in Havana, Cuba.  
 

Kerala-cadre IPS Officer Nitin Agarwal appointed DG of BSF; appointed as the Director General of BSF till 31 July 2026. 
● He is currently posted as Additional Director General of Operations at the Headquarters of the 

Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) in Delhi. 

● The post of BSF chief was lying vacant for over five months after Pankaj Kumar Singh retired on 

December 31, 2022. 

● Since then CRPF DG Sujoy Lal Thousen was holding the charge of BSF in an additional capacity. 
 

Senior IPS officer Ravi Sinha appointed the next chief of RAW. 
● The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC) appointed senior IPS officer Ravi Sinha as 

Secretary, Research and Analysis Wing (RAW), the country’s external intelligence agency.  

● Mr. Sinha succeeds Samant Kumar Goel, who will complete his four year tenure on June 30. 
 

Ruby Sinha becomes the President of BRICS Chamber of Commerce and Industry Women's Vertical (BRICS CCI WE). 
● She has been appointed for a term of three years. 

● Sinha, the founder of Sheetwork and Kommun Brand Communications. 

● Sinha will replace Shabana Naseem. 

● BRICS Chamber of Commerce and Industry Established in 2012. 

● BRICS was discussed in a 2001 report by Goldman Sachs economist Jim O'Neill on the 

economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China. In 2006 the four countries began a 

regular informal diplomatic coordination with annual foreign ministers' meetings.  

● The 1st BRIC summit took place in Yekaterinburg, Russia in 2009. 

● In December 2010 South Africa was invited to join BRIC and it came to be known as BRICS. The 14th BRICS summit will be held 

in a virtual format on 23-24 June 2022 under the chairmanship of China. 
 

DBS Bank India has appointed Rajat Verma  as the MD and Head of Institutional Banking for India. 
● Till recently, Mr. Verma was with the HSBC Bank where he was MD and Country Head of 

Commercial Banking, India.   

● The current Head of Institutional Banking for India, Niraj Mittal, has moved to a new role as 

Country Head of DBS Bank Australia. 

● “Under Mr. Verma’s leadership, we will bolster the corporate banking franchise,” said Surojit 

Shome, MD and CEO, DBS Bank India. 

● DBS Bank LTD. 

● CEO: Piyush Gupta 

● Headquarters: Singapore 

● Founder: Government of Singapore 

● Founded: 16 July 1968, Singapore 

● Formerly: The Development Bank of Singapore Limited  
 

Mitsotakis back as Greek Premier after a poll victory. 
● Conservative leader Kyriakos Mitsotakis embarked on his 2nd term as Greece’s Prime Minister 

with a vow to accelerate institutional and economic reforms, after voters handed him a huge 

election victory.  

● Holding 158 seats in the 300 seat Parliament, Mr. Mitsotakis was sworn in as Greece’s Prime 

Minister after officially receiving the mandate to form a government from the head of state, 

President Katerina Sakellaropoulou. 
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T.S. Singh Deo gets Chhattisgarh Deputy CM post. 
● Seeking to put an end to the leadership tussle in Chhattisgarh ahead of the Assembly poll, the Congress 

approved  a proposal to make senior Minister T.S. Singh Deo the Deputy CM 

● The 70-year-old leader was a claimant for Chief Minister's post in 2018 but the mantle fell on Baghel 

after both got together to keep Tawarchand Sahu away from the top post in the state. 

● Singh Deo, the current titular Maharaja of Surguja, claimed that Baghel had agreed to share the tenure 

with him and step down after two-and-half years but the latter denied any such agreement, which is said to have been struck 

in the presence of Rahu... 
 

OBITUARY 
Jim Hines, passed away at age 76. 
● Jim Hines, passed away at age 76, is one of the significant members of the exclusive club of 

athletes who have held the world 100m record. The 22-year-old American stormed to victory 

in 9.95sec at the Mexico Games in 1968. His 100m mark, however, survived for 15 years before 

Calvin Smith improved it to 9.93sec in 1983. 

● Hines was born in Dumas, Arkansas, in September 1946, but raised in Oakland, California. 

Baseball was one of his early sporting interests, but athletics coach Jim Coleman spotted his running ability. By the time Hines 

was 17, he already ranked among the top 20 in the world over 100 yards. 
 

Veteran Hindi and Marathi film actor Sulochana dies at 94. 
● A veteran actor and important link with the golden age of Hindi and Marathi cinema, Sulochana 

Latkar, passed away in Mumbai at 94 from age related complications. 

● Hailing from Kolhapur, Sulochana made a name for herself as a leading heroine in Marathi films 

before moving to Bombay cinema where she essayed various shades of motherly roles in Hindi 

cinema for almost four decades. 
 

Former Chief Minister of Punjab and senior leader of Shiromani Akali Dal Parkash Singh Badal passed away at the age of 
95. 
● He was a Five-time elected Chief Minister of Punjab. 

● He was sworn in as the Chief Minister for the first time in 1970 at the age of 43. Later, he became the Chief Minister from 1977 

to 1980, 1997 to 2002, 2007 to 2012 and 2012 to 2017. In 1977, he joined the Morarji Desai government at the Center as the 

Minister of Agriculture. 

● The Modi government honored him with the Padma Vibhushan, the country's second highest civilian award, in 2015. 
 

Pakistani Origin Canadian journalist Tarek Fatah died of Cancer at the Age of 73. 
● Tarek Fatah is a Pakistani-Canadian journalist, writer, and activist who has been a prominent voice on issues related to Islam, 

extremism, and human rights. He has authored several books, including "Chasing a Mirage: The Tragic Illusion of an Islamic 

State" and "The Jew is Not My Enemy: Unveiling the Myths That Fuel Muslim Anti-Semitism".  

● Tarek Fatah, a self-described “Midnight’s Child”, born on November 20, 1949 in Karachi 
 

Valsala Kutty, officer known for 1999 copyright law, no more. 

● Retired bureaucrat P.V. Valsala Govindan Kutty, who was actively involved in drafting the 

Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1999, passed away in Thrissur, Kerala.  

● A member of the Indian delegation at the 1996 ‘Diplomatic Conference on Certain Copyright and 

Neighboring Rights Questions’ at the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva. 

● Ms. Kutty, 74, was a former Joint Secretary in the Ministry of Home Affairs. She is survived by her 

husband Sqn. Ldr. (Retd.) V.N.G. Nair. As Director of the Rajiv Gandhi National Water Supply 

Mission, she had worked on various water and sanitation programmes as well as administered the 

Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme. 
 

Geetanjali Iyer, India's 1st English woman news presenter on  national broadcaster, passed away at the age of 71 due to 
Parkinson's disease.  
● After completing her graduation from Loreto College, Kolkata, she joined Doordarshan in 1971 and won the Best Anchor award 

four times. 
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● Iyer came into limelight in 1982 thanks to the national expansion of Doordarshan and its coverage of the Asian Games. She also 

won the Indira Gandhi Priyadarshini Award for Outstanding Women in 1989. 

● She was also a Diploma holder from National School of Drama (NSD). She was also a popular face 

and even acted in several print advertisements. Shridhar Kshirsagar's TV drama 'Khandaan'. 

● In her decades-long illustrious career, she was also associated with the World Wildlife Fund (WWF).  
 

Silvio Berlusconi, scandal-scarred ex- Italian Prime Minister, dies at 86. 
● Silvio Berlusconi, the boastful billionaire media mogul who was Italy’s longest serving premier 

despite scandals over his sex-fueled parties and allegations of corruption, died on Monday. He was 

86. 

● A one-time cruise ship crooner, Mr. Berlusconi used his television networks and immense wealth 

to launch his long political career, inspiring both loyalty and loathing. 
 

Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Cormac McCarthy dies at 89. 
● Pulitzer Prize-winning author of acclaimed novels such as "The Road" and "No Country for Old 

Men”. 

● McCarthy was born in 1933 in Providence, Rhode Island.  

● McCarthy - The greatest American writer since Ernest Hemingway or William Faulkner.  

● He began writing fiction in the early 1960s, and his first novel, "The Orchard Keeper", was 

published in 1965. He published over 20 novels including "Blood". 

● He was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 2007 for "The Road" and his novel "No Country 

for Old Men" was adapted into an Academy Award-winning film in 2007. 

● There is an important honor given annually in the United States that is named after Joseph Pulitzer, a Hungarian. It is given to 

those who do remarkable work in the field of newspaper journalism, literature and music composition. It was first announced 

on 4 June 1917.  

● The first Indian to win the Pulitzer Prize was Gobind Behari Lal. 

● The five Indian Pulitzer Prize winners so far are: Gobind Behari Lal in 1937, Jhumpa Lahiri in 2000, Geeta Anand in 2003, 

Siddhartha Mukherjee in 2011, and Vijay Seshadri in 2014. 
 

Veteran cinematographer Navroze Contractor passes away at 79. 
● Navroze Contractor, a multi award winning cinematographer, photographer, superbike enthusiast, cricket player, coach and 

administrator, and writer, passed away in a road accident. 

● Navroze was an important contributor to the documentary field in India, and served as the 

cinematographer for many award-winning feature films, and documentaries.  

● Some of the feature films he shot are Duvidha by Mani Kaul, Percy by Pervez Merwanji, Love in the 

Time of Malaria by Sanjiv Shah, Devarakadu by Pattabhi Rama Reddy, Pehla Adhyay by Vishnu Mathur, 

and Frames by (Chetan Shah).  

● The documentaries he shot includes Ballad of Pabu by George Luneau, Dreams of the Dragon’s Children 

by Pierre Hoffmann, Are you listening? by Martha Stewart, All in the Family by Ketan Mehta and The 

Open Frame by Chetan Shah.  

● Navroze was also the director of two documentaries - Bharat Parikrama (on his circumnavigation of 

India in 2005 along with two fellow motorcycle enthusiasts) and Jhadu Katha (on brooms). 
 

Veteran actor Poojappura Ravi passes away at 86. 
● Veteran Malayalam actor Poojappura Ravi, known for humorous roles in hundreds of films, 

passed away at Marayur in Idukki district. 

● Some of the films he acted in include Rowdy Ramu, Ormakal Marikkumo, Mutharamkunnu P.O., 

Poochakkoru Mookkuthi, Odaruthammava Aalariyam, Akkare Ninnoru Maaran, Mazha 

Peyyunnu Maddalam Kottunnu,  Kilukkam, Aayirappara,  Kalapaani, and Nariman. He last acted 

in Guppy in 2016. 

● Born Raveendran Nair at Poojappura in Thiruvananthapuram, he displayed a taste for arts quite early in his life. Known for his 

outstanding voice and style of dialogue delivery, he first began his career as a performer using his voice to great effect in radio 
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plays, when he was still a school student. His voice soon became familiar to the audience through Akashavani's series of 

children’s plays. The play Oraal Koodi Kallanayi was noticed for his performance. 
 

Sociologist, author Imtiaz Ahmad passes away at 83. 
● Imtiaz Ahmad, sociologist, author and former Professor of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU). 

● Professor Ahmad is known for his works on caste in Islam. He worked with keen interest in social anthropology 

and taught sociology, political science and Islamic studies in various universities in India and abroad.   

 

INITIATIVE/PROGRAMME/SCHEMES/POLICY/CAMPAIGN/MISSION 

'One playground in one panchayat' project is an initiative undertaken by the government of Kerala to promote sports 
culture and physical fitness in the state.  

● Under this project, the government aims to establish at least one playground in every panchayat in the state. 

● The project will address the lack of quality playgrounds in around 450 local bodies in the State. 
 

The Odisha government launched 'Mo Ghara' housing scheme. 
● Naveen Patnaik government announced the launch of 'Mo Ghara' (My House) housing scheme 

on 29 May 2023, to provide credit linked financial assistance to those beneficiaries who face a 

lack of funds to complete or upgrade their homes.  

● The scheme will cover all households who were left out of the existing housing schemes either 

due to stringent eligibility criteria or insufficient allocation, and who received small amounts of 

housing assistance in the past and now wish to upgrade or expand their homes. 
 

Centre Govt. links MoU with Art of Living as part of Nasha Mukt Bharat Abhiyaan. 
● The Department of Social Justice and Empowerment signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Art of Living, an 

NGO run by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, on 26 April. 

Nasha Mukt Bharat Abhiyaan:  

● Launched -  15th August 2020 across 272 most affected districts. 

● Objective - To bring down the consumption of drugs and rehabilitate. 

● Nodal Ministry -  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment 

● Focal points of the Campaign - Preventive, capacity building of service providers, augmentation of treatment, rehabilitation and 

counseling facilities. 
 

Maharashtra government approves gender inclusive tourism policy 'Aai'. 
● In order to empower women in the tourism sector, the Maharashtra cabinet has approved 

the Gender Inclusive Tourism Policy 'Aai' on 30 May 2023 under the Azadi Ka Amrit 

Mahotsav. This policy will be implemented through the Directorate of Tourism and 

Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation in coordination with various schemes of all 

concerned departments. Under this policy, permission has also been given to start women 

bike taxi service from some tourist places in the state. 

Gender Inclusive Tourist Policy 'Aai': 

● On the occasion of International Women's Day every year from 1st March to 8th March all the Resorts/Units of MTDC will 

provide a 50% discount on online booking to all female tourists. Apart from this, 50 percent discount will be given to women 

tourists in online booking in all the resorts of the Corporation for a total of 30 days in a year. 
 

Sutlej Jal Vidyut Nigam of India will start a second hydro power project 'Arun-4' in Nepal. 
● Nepal has given permission to India's Sutlej Jal Vidyut Nigam - SJVN to start the second hydroelectric 

project 'Arun-4' in Nepal. This is the third project commissioned on the Arun River, after the 900 

MW Arun-III and 695 MW Arun-IV hydroelectric projects. The three projects will generate about 

2,300 MW of electricity from the river in Sankhuwasabha district.  

● This project is located in Sankhuwasabha and Bhojpur districts. The Lower Arun Project will have 

no reservoir or dam and will be a tailrace development of Arun-III, which will mean water will re-enter the river for the Lower 

Arun Project. 
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● SJVN is currently developing the 900 MW Arun-3 Hydroelectric Project on the Arun River in eastern Nepal. It is likely to be 

completed in the year 2024. SJVN is a joint venture between the Government of India and the Government of Himachal Pradesh.  
 

NHPC to construct Phukot Karnali Hydropower Project in Nepal. 
● The Phukot Karnali Hydro Electric Project will harness the flow of the Karnali River for power generation, with the electricity 

being integrated into Nepal’s power system. 

● Hydro power giant NHPC inked an initial pact with Nepalese utility Vidyut Utpadan Company for the development of the Phukot 

Karnali Hydro Electric Project (480 MW) in Nepal.  

● Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been exchanged between NHPC Ltd and Vidhyut Utpadan Company Ltd (VUCL), 

Nepal, in the presence of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Prime Minister of Nepal Pushpa Kamal Dahal ‘Prachanda’ at 

Hyderabad House, New Delhi, for development of Phukot Karnali Hydro Electric Project (480 MW) in Nepal. The signing of this 

MOU is a landmark step towards India-Nepal Joint Vision on Power Sector Cooperation. 

● The project’s installed capacity will be 480 MW, with an average annual generation of approximately 2448 GWh. Key features 

of the project include a 109-meter high RCC dam and an underground power house housing six turbines of 79 MW each.  

● Additionally, a surface power house with a capacity of 6 MW, consisting of two machines of 3 MW each, is also planned to 

minimize environmental impact. The project follows a Peaking Run-of-River (PRoR) type scheme. 

● NHPC, a Schedule ‘A’ Enterprise of the government with ‘Miniratna’ status, is ranked as a premier organisation in India for the 

development of hydropower. 

● Vidhyut Utpadan Company, Nepal, is responsible to develop, build, own and operate large-scale hydropower projects in a public-

private partnership model in Nepal. 

Peaking Run-of-River (PRoR) type: 

● The term "Peaking Run-of-River" (PRoR) refers to a specific type of hydroelectric power generation system. Run-of-river power 

plants harness the flow of a river or stream to generate electricity without the need for large-scale dam structures. 

● PRoR systems, the focus is on utilizing the flow of water during peak demand periods, typically during high electricity 

consumption hours. Unlike conventional run-of-river plants, which aim for continuous generation, PRoR plants are designed to 

have a higher capacity factor during peak load periods. 

● During periods of high electricity demand, PRoR plants operate at their maximum capacity, generating electricity to meet the 

peak load. During low-demand periods, the plants might operate at a reduced capacity or even temporarily shut down to 

conserve water resources. This flexibility allows PRoR plants to respond quickly to changes in electricity demand and help 

stabilize the grid during peak periods. 
 

Kerala CM launches first phase of KFON. 
● Kerala chief minister Pinarayi Vijayan inaugurated the state government’s Kerala Fibre 

Optic Network (KFON) project on June 5. The network aims to provide free internet 

connections to 20 lakh below poverty line families. 

● The CM Vijayan said The state is implementing KFON to ensure that the internet as a basic 

right does not remain on paper. The state is now providing basic infrastructure to take high-

speed internet to all people. 

● KFON connections, the chief minister said, have been given to 17,412 government offices and 2,105 households. A cable network 

has already been laid to ensure connection for 9,000 houses. 

● The fibre optic network, he said, would help young people participate in jobs that may not be physically accessible to them. 

“Work from home, work near home and work away from home have gained popularity. If our youths have to benefit from these 

emerging working styles, there should be better internet connectivity across the state. The KFON is meant to ensure that 

facility,” he said. 

● This Rs 1,548-crore project has been in the works since November 2019, when the state government announced that internet 

connectivity would be treated as a basic right. The COVID-19 pandemic that hit the world soon after only exacerbated the need 

to bridge the digital divide. 

● The free connections is just one part of this ambitious project, and the rest of it will be monetised. In the first phase, however, 

the focus is on reaching BPL families who will be provided connections for free. Each household will get 1.5 GB of data per day 

at 15 mbps speed. 
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508 districts in country are free of manual scavenging: Ministry report 
● Centre has maintained in recent Parliament sessions that there are no manual 

scavenging deaths and attributed those to ‘hazardous cleaning of sewers and 

septic tanks’; Budget makes no allocation for manual scavengers rehabilitation 

scheme. 

● Despite stating over the past few years that manual scavenging had been 

eliminated in the country and the only remaining threat was the hazardous 

cleaning of sewers and septic tanks, the Union Social Justice and Empowerment 

Ministry has now said that only 508 of the 766 districts in the country have been 

declared free of manual scavenging. 

● In almost every Parliament session in the past two years, the Ministry had denied 

manual scavenging deaths in the country. 

● Senior Ministry officials have differentiated manual scavenging from the hazardous cleaning of sewers, maintaining that the 

surveys conducted in 2013 and 2018 identified all existing manual scavengers (nearly 58,000) and hence, manual scavenging 

no longer existed in the country. 

● According to the scheme for rehabilitation of manual scavengers, the 58,000 identified sewer workers have been given a one 

time cash payout of ₹40,000 each. In addition, around 22,000 of them have been connected to skills training programmes. 

● However, the scheme for rehabilitation of manual scavengers has now been merged with the NAMASTE scheme for 100% 

mechanisation of sewer work.  

● The Union Budget for 202324 showed ₹100 crore allocation for the NAMASTE scheme and no allocation for the rehabilitation 

scheme. 

NAMASTE Scheme: 
● Union Budget 2023-2024 has allocated nearly Rs 100 crore for the National Action for Mechanized Sanitation Ecosystem 

(NAMASTE) and the government is looking to enable 100% mechanical desludging of septic tanks and sewers in all cities and 

towns. 

● The process of extending the Scheme to all the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) of the country has been initiated. 

● It was launched in 2022 as a Central Sector Scheme. 

● The scheme is being undertaken jointly by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs and the Ministry of Social Justice & 

Empowerment (MoSJE) and aims to eradicate unsafe sewer and septic tank cleaning practices. 

Objectives: 
○ Zero fatalities in sanitation work in India. 
○ All sanitation work is performed by skilled workers. 
○ No sanitation workers come in direct contact with human faecal matter. 
○ Sanitation workers are collectivised into Self Help Groups (SHGs) and are empowered to run sanitation enterprises. 
○ Strengthened supervisory and monitoring systems at National, State and Urban Local Body (ULB) levels to ensure 

enforcement and monitoring of safe sanitation work. 
○ Increased awareness among sanitation services seekers (individuals and institutions) to seek services from registered and 

skilled sanitation workers. 
● Manual scavenging is defined as “the removal of human excrement from public streets and dry latrines, cleaning septic tanks, 

gutters and sewers”. 

● India banned the practice under the Prohibition of Employment as Manual Scavengers and their Rehabilitation Act, 2013 

(PEMSR). 

● The Act recognizes manual scavenging as a “dehumanizing practice”. 

● In 2014, a Supreme Court order made it mandatory for the government to identify all those who died in sewage work since 1993 

and provide Rs. 10 lakh each as compensation to their families. 
 

How KFON aims to bridge the digital divide in Kerala. 
● On November 7, 2019, the Left Democratic Front (LDF) government in Kerala announced that access to the Internet would be a 

basic right in the State, becoming the first State in the country to do so.   

● The Kerala government’s role involves setting up the vast infrastructure required for providing Internet, especially to remote 

corners of the State.   
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● The government has also begun a digital literacy campaign at the grassroot level 

through various local bodies to ensure that everyone is equipped to access basic 

services through the Internet. 

● Kerala Fibre Optic Network (KFON), through which Internet connections would 

be provided free of cost to 20 lakh below poverty line (BPL) families. 

● The aim was to provide Internet connections to 14,000 BPL families, with 100 

each from the State’s 140 assembly constituencies in the first phase 

● The project is aimed at ensuring universal Internet access and narrowing the 

digital divide, which has become especially acute after the COVID19 outbreak.   

● The cabling works, stretching to 34,961 km, piggybacks on the Kerala State 

Electricity Board’s (KSEB) existing infrastructure. KFON Limited is, in fact, a 

joint venture of the KSEB and the Kerala State Information Technology 

Infrastructure Ltd (KSITIL).   

● In July 2022, the Department of Telecommunications (DoT) granted KFON an infrastructure provider (IP) licence and also 

approved it as an internet service provider (ISP).   
 

The Union Cabinet gives nod for a 28.5km elevated metro line in Gurugram. 
● New metro line between HUDA City Centre and Cyber City to have 27 stations, with 

a branch at Dwarka Expressway; project to come up at a cost of ₹5,452 crore, be 

developed over four years 

● The Centre approved a new metro line between HUDA City Centre and Cyber City 

in Gurugram, with a branch line to Dwarka Expressway. 

● There will be 27 stations on the 28.5 km elevated stretch. 

● It will connect parts of the new Gurugram (HUDA City Centre, Cyber Park, Hero 

Honda Chowk) with the older parts of the city (Sector 10, Ashok Vihar, Palam 

Vihar) and spur economic activity in the area. 

● The network will also provide connectivity to a railway station near Dwarka Sector 

101 and in the next phase with IGI Airport. 

● Metro trains on the line will have a ‘design speed’ of 80 km per hour and an average speed of 34 km per hour. ‘Design speed’ is 

the fastest a train can travel while ensuring the safety of its passengers. 

● The project is proposed to be completed in four years and will be executed by the Haryana Mass Rapid Transport Corporation 

Limited (HMRTC), which will be set up as a 50:50 Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) of the Centre and the Haryana government. 

● Gurugram has a population of around 25 lakh. 

● The share of Central Govt. in the project cost will be ₹896.19 crore, and the Haryana govt’s share will be ₹1432.49 crore, and 

Haryana Shahari Vikas Pradhikaran (HUDA) will contribute ₹300 crore. ₹2,688.57 will be raised through loans, and ₹135.47 

will come through PPP route for lifts and escalators. Loan is being tied up with the European Investment Board (EIB) and World 

Bank (WB) for the project. 
 

Govt. hikes kharif MSP; farmers demand more. 
● The Centre Govt. hiked the MSP for kharif crops by 4-9% for the 2022-23 crop year, with paddy MSP being raised by Rs.100 to 

Rs.2,040 per quintal, a move aimed at encouraging farmers to bring more area under cultivation and boost their income. 

● The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA), chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, approved the increase in MSPs 

for all 14 kharif (summer) crops for the 2022-23 crop year. 

● The maximum hike has been given in “sesamum" at Rs 523 per quintal, while the lowest Rs 92 per quintal is in case of “maize". 

In percentage terms, the maximum increase is in soybean MSP at 9%, while support price of bajra has been raised by 4% for 

this year. 

● MSP of paddy and bajra has been increased by Rs 100 per quintal, while tur, urad and groundnut MSP has been hiked by Rs 300 

per quintal each for the 2022-23 crop year. 

● The MSP of common grade variety of paddy has been increased to Rs 2,040 per quintal for 2022-23 crop year from Rs 1,940 

per quintal in the previous year. paddy MSP being raised by Rs.100 to Rs.2,040 per quintal 

● For 'A' grade, the variety of paddy has been increased to Rs 2,060 per quintal from Rs 1,960. 
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● Paddy is the main kharif crop, the sowing of which has already begun. 

● Among commercial crops, the MSP of cotton has been raised to Rs 6,080 for medium 

staple variety from Rs 5,726 per quintal last year, while MSP for long staple variety 

of cotton has been increased to Rs 6,380 per quintal from Rs 6,025. 

● MSP of tur (arhar) has been increased to Rs 6,600 per quintal from Rs 6,300 last 

year, while that of moong has been raised to Rs 7,755 per quintal from Rs 7,275. 

● MSP of soyabean is at Rs 4,300 per quintal as against Rs 3,950 last year, while for 

sunflower seed, the support price has been raised to Rs 6,400 per quintal from Rs 

6,015. 

● Groundnut support price has been increased to Rs 5,850 per quintal from Rs 5,550 

last year, while seasamum MSP has been increased to Rs 7,830 per quintal from Rs 

7,307. 

● MSP of maize has been increased to Rs 1,962 per quintal from Rs 1,870 last year. 

● bajra, the MSP has been increased to 2,350 per quintal from Rs 2,250. 

● MSP of jowar (hybrid) has been increased to Rs 2,970 per quintal in 2022-23 from Rs 2,738, while for jowar (maldani), support 

price has been increased to Rs 2,990 per quintal from Rs 2,758. 
 

Do production-linked incentives (PLI) for manufacturing work? 
● The PLI scheme was introduced by the Centre in 2020. Lakhs of crores of rupees 

have been allocated towards subsidising companies that manufacture in India. 

● So far, the government has announced PLI schemes for 14 sectors including 

automobile and auto components, electronics and IT hardware, telecom, 

pharmaceuticals, solar modules, metals and mining, textiles and apparel, white 

goods, drones, and advanced chemistry cell batteries. 

● The Government introduced this scheme to reduce India’s dependence on China 

and other foreign countries. 

● It supports the labour-intensive sectors and aims to increase the employment ratio in India. 

● This scheme works to reduce down the import bills and boost up domestic production. 
 

The Uttar Pradesh government started the 'Nand Baba Milk Mission' ' at a cost of ₹1,000 crore. 
● Started on June 6, 2023, to make Uttar Pradesh a leading state in the field of milk 

development and milk production. 

● Objective: To provide milk producers the facility of selling milk at a reasonable price 

through dairy cooperatives in the villages itself. 

● Along with the opening of the office of Nand Baba Milk Mission in Gomti Nagar, a 'Dairy 

Development Portal' and the logo of Nand Baba Mission have also been unveiled. 

● There is a plan to set up five dairy FPOs in the state as a pilot project in the financial year 2023-24, in which women will also 

play a major role. 

● Cabinet Minister, Department of Livestock and Dairy Development: Dharampal Singh. 
 

'Contentful Connectivity' program started for internet facility in rural areas 
● Microsoft and AirJaldi Networks signed a three-year Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for 'Contentful Connectivity', an 

economically viable internet connectivity solution program for rural areas. 

● AirJaldi has been expanding wireless and wired infrastructure to provide rural 

broadband internet service in India since 2009 under the Microsoft Airband initiative. 

The Microsoft Airband initiative was launched to bring transformative connectivity to 

under-served communities around the world. JaldiFi hotspots is an initiative of AirJaldi. 

● As part of the 'Contentful Connectivity' programme, Airjaldi Networks will expand its 

network to three new states: Telangana, Chhattisgarh and Odisha. It aims to increase 

the number of network locations from 40 to 62 across 12 states, covering an additional 

1,500 km of fiber network. 
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Free bus travel scheme for women in public transport “Shakti” launched in Karnataka. 
● This scheme promised free travel for women in non-premiere services offered by 

state-run Road Transport Corporations (RTCs). 

● The state government will issue 'Shakti Smart Cards' after receiving applications 

from students, including women, through the Seva Sindhu portal.  

● The scheme is one of the major election promises of the Congress party in Karnataka. 

The other four guarantees are:  

● 1. 30% reservation for women in all government jobs. 

● 2. Free education for all children from class 1 to 12. 

● 3. Free healthcare for all. 

● 4. Rs 2,500 per month pension for all women above 8. 'Contentful Connectivity' program started for internet facilities in rural 

areas. 
 

Indian Navy's fourth warship 'Sanshodhak' of SVL project launched. 
● The 4th ship of the Survey Vessels (Large) (SVL) project by L&T/GRSE for the Indian 

Navy, named 'Sanshodhak', meaning 'Researcher', was launched at M/s L&T, Kattupalli, 

Chennai. 

● Sanshodhak reflects the ship's primary role as a survey vessel. 

'Sanshodhak': 
● Survey vessels (large) are ships 110 meters long, 16 meters wide and with a displacement 

of 3,400 tonnes. The hull of these ships is made of indigenously developed DMR 249-A 

steel manufactured by Steel Authority of India Limited. 

● The primary role of these vessels is to conduct full scale coastal and deep water hydrographic surveys of ports and shipping 

channels.  

● The contract for construction of four SVL ships was signed between MoD and Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers (GRSE), 

Kolkata on 30 October 2018. Whereas M/s L&T Shipbuilding, Kattupalli has been subcontracted. 

● First three ships of this project, Sandhyak, Nirdeshak and Ikshak were launched on 05 December 2021, 26 May 2022 and 26 

November 2022 respectively. 
 

HBCSE launches Vigyan-Vidushi 2023 program for empowerment of women in physics. 
● Vigyan-Vidushi - 2023, an initiative aimed at achieving gender balance in the field of 

physics at doctoral level, has been launched at the Homi Bhabha Center for Science 

Education (HBCSE) in Mumbai. started in 2020 but for the first time, it will be conducted 

entirely in a residential format at HBCSE from June 12 to July 1, 2023.  

● The event brings together 40 women students from various institutions across India 

who have recently completed the first year of their MSc in Physics. The objective of this 

program is to expose them to advanced physics courses and encourage them to do 

innovative experiments. 

Homi Bhabha Center for Science Education (HBCSE): 

● Established in July 1974.  

● Presently it is functioning in Mumbai under the Department of Atomic Energy. 

● HBCSE is now a national center under the School of Natural Sciences of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR). 
 

Center launches 'Dakshta' course on iGOT platform to enhance skills of government officials. 
● The Ministry of Personnel announced that the Central Government has launched a new 

collection of courses called "Dakshata" (Developing Attitudes, Knowledge, Skills for Holistic 

Transformation in Administration) on the iGOT Karmayogi platform.  

● The Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT) has set up Karmayogi Bharat, a 

government owned non-profit special purpose vehicle, to fulfill the fundamental goals of the 

mission. 

● Mission Karmayogi (National Program for Civil Services Capacity Building), in line with Prime Minister Narendra Modi's vision 

of building a 'Developed India', plays a vital role in nurturing a smart, citizen-friendly and future-ready public workforce. 
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Google launches “Indian Language Program” to help local publishers. 
● Google has launched this program to support local language publishers with 

training and funding to improve their operations and expand their reach.  

● launched under the Google News Initiative (GNI), the tech giant's digital skills 

training program aimed at guiding journalists and newsrooms in combating 

misinformation.  

● GNI's Indian language program is for small and medium-sized local news 

publishers in India, which will support English and other Indian language 

publishers. 

● ‘Indian Language Program’: The company, calling the program its "most diverse" technology program, will offer support in 

Hindi, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali, Malayalam, Gujarati and Marathi languages. 
 

Tenders for a project on Mahadayi river in Karnataka may not find any takers. 
● Kalasa Banduri project tenders floated minutes before Karnataka poll announcement 

may not have any takers. 

● Tenders floated for implementation of the controversial Kalasa Banduri scheme by the 

previous BJP government minutes before Karnataka Assembly elections were 

announced may run into rough weather as they were put out without obtaining forest 

and environment clearance. 

● The value of the tender for Banduri Nala is ₹542 crore and for Kalasa is ₹412 crore. 
 

Uttar Pradesh government launches 'LADCS' to provide free legal aid to the needy. 
● The Uttar Pradesh government implemented the 'Legal Aid Defense Counseling System 

(LADCS)' for a period of 2 years under the Uttar Pradesh State Legal Services Authority 

to provide free legal aid to the needy. 

● LADCS primarily functions to provide legal aid, especially in criminal matters, in the 

districts or headquarters. This includes representation, trials and appeals in all Sessions, 

Special, Magistrate and Executive courts. 

● In addition, it also helps individuals in filing appeals in criminal cases at the pre-arrest 

stage and at the post-arrest, bail, trial and remand stage under the National Legal Services Authority scheme. 
 

Odisha Cabinet Increases “ABADHA” Scheme Approved outlay by Rs. 1000 Crores for transforming Puri to world-class 
heritage city. 
● Odisha Govt. decided to raise the amount to Rs 4224.22 crore under ABADHA Scheme. In 2019, the Odisha government allocated 

Rs 3208 crore under the Augmentation of Basic Amenities and Development of Heritage and Architecture (ABADHA) scheme in 

three years to transform Puri into a world heritage city. 

● The project at the abode of Lord Jagannath envisaged completion of a number of projects at the 

heritage city of Puri. The important projects taken up for execution are Shree Mandira 

Parikrama Project (SMPP), Shree Setu, Jagannath Ballav Pilgrim Centre, Revival of Musa River 

and Heritage ponds, development of beach front. 

● Odisha cabinet also approved the implementation of the MMSY-Connecting Unconnected 

Villages in Difficult areas for a period of 2 years i.e. from 2023-24 to 2024-25 with an outlay of 

Rs. 976 crore. 
 

 IOB ties up with Tamil Nadu State Rural Livelihoods Mission. 
● Indian Overseas Bank (IOB) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Tamil 

Nadu State Rural Livelihoods Mission (TNSRLM) to promote the development of Self Help 

Groups (SHGs) in the state and provide significant financial support to them. 

● Under the terms of the MoU, TNSRLM will facilitate credit linkage with IOB to the eligible 

SHGs. 

● This collaboration is expected to boost the development of SHGs with a target of Rs 1,875 

crore and increase disbursement under DAY NRLM (Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National 

Rural Livelihoods Mission) during this financial year. 
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● Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural Livelihoods Mission: launched in June 2011, is a centrally sponsored program 

aimed at alleviating rural poverty by promoting multiple livelihoods for poor rural households across the country. 

● Indian Overseas Bank (IOB): established on 10 February 1937 by Shri M.C.T.M. Chidambaram Chettiar. IOB started business 

simultaneously – with a branch in Karaikudi, Chennai and Rangoon in Burma (now Myanmar) and then in Penang, Malaysia.  
 

Biofertilizer scheme gets Central govt. 's green light.  
● The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) approved the PM PRANAM (PM 

Programme for Restoration, Awareness, Generation, Nourishment and Amelioration of Mother 

Earth) scheme, a promise made in the last Budget.  

● Union Fertilizer Minister Mansukh Mandaviya said the new scheme would promote use of 

nutrient based biofertilizers for sustainable agriculture and it would have a total outlay of 

₹3,70,128.7 crore.   

● He also said the scheme was aimed at saving the soil and promoting sustainable, balanced use 

of fertilizers, and it involved the participation of State governments.  

● The CCEA also approved continuation of the urea subsidy scheme to ensure constant availability of urea to the farmers at the 

same price of ₹242/ 45 kg per bag. 

● Apart from that, ₹1,451.84 crore has been approved for Market Development Assistance (MDA) for promoting organic fertilizers 

from Gobardhan plants. Fermented organic manures (FOM)/liquid FOM/phosphate rich organic manures (PROM) produced as 

byproducts from biogas plants/compressed biogas (CBG) plants set up under the umbrella Gobardhan initiative will be 

promoted. 
 

Haryana government announces ₹10,000 monthly pension to Padma awardees. 

● Along with this, the Chief Minister also announced a free travel facility in 'Volvo Bus' to the 

Padma awardees. Padma Awards are given in three categories - Padma Vibhushan, Padma 

Bhushan and Padma Shri.  

● 106 Padma Awards conferred for the year 2023. The list includes 6 Padma Vibhushan, 9 

Padma Bhushan and 91 Padma Shri awardees. 19 of the awardees are women and the list 

also includes 2 persons from the category of Foreigners/NRI/PIO/OCI and 7 posthumous 

awardees.  

● This year no Haryanvi got Padma Vibhushan, Padma Bhushan but 2 persons got Padma Shri - Dr. Sukma Acharya (Spiritualism) 

and Shri Bakshi Ram (Science and Engineering). 
 

MEETING/CONCLAVE/SUMMIT/EVENT/CONFERENCE 
'India-European Union Global Gateway' conference to be organized in Meghalaya. 
● The Ministry of External Affairs, the Delegation of the European Union to India and the Asian 

Association are jointly organizing the 'IndiaEuropean Union Global Gateway' conference in 

Meghalaya on 01-02 June 2023.  

● The objective of the conference is to explore the possibilities of promoting investment in the 

North Eastern states of India and connectivity with India's neighbors Nepal, Bhutan and 

Bangladesh. 

● The conference is pioneering the concept of "Global Gateway" to launch an infrastructural 

and connectivity development program 'International Investment Project'. 

● Global Gateway aims to shape and redefine the norms of global infrastructure projects from 

Asia to Africa. Under this plan, the EU is going to make the biggest ever investment of €300 

billion in South Asia.  

● 'India-European Union Global Gateway' conference 

○ India and the European Union are holding key talks on connectivity digital, energy, transport and infrastructure building in 
the Indian subcontinent under the 'Global Gateway' (GG) convention. 

○ The India-EU Connectivity Partnership was launched in May 2021 during the meeting of the leaders of India and the 
European Union. According to the strategy released in September 2022, the seven priority areas are: “Sustainable and 
inclusive prosperity, green transition, ocean governance, digital governance and partnerships, connectivity, security and 

defence, and human security. 
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Draft of cybersecurity agreement outlined for G20 countries. 
● Lieutenant General Rajesh Pant (retd.), the National Cybersecurity Coordinator, 

outlined a draft of what he called the “Delhi Declaration”, a series of commitments to 

“responsible state behaviour in cyberspace” for G20 member countries, drawn from 

existing non-binding norms that they have already signed onto under the auspices of 

the United Nations.   

● If adopted, G20 countries would commit to “not damage critical infrastructure or other 

essentials, systems; commit to cooperate, mitigate and investigate cyber incidents, and 

other malicious activities in cyberspace, in particular when it comes to ransomware; commit to protect and not disrupt software 

supply chains; commit to respect international law and rule of law in cyberspace; and finally commit to protecting the 

humanitarian sector,” Dr. Pant said, reading out the draft.   

● Dr. Pant, who was speaking at a G20 business event on cybersecurity, said that Microsoft Corporation had helped draft the 

declaration. “Vulnerabilities [in cyberspace] will continue to exist as long as we depend on systems that are based on hardware 

and software, and increasing softwareisation,” Dr. Pant said.   

● “If vulnerabilities continue, then cyber-attacks will continue to take place at a pace faster than what they are doing now, because 

of various reasons, including the latest generation Artificial Intelligence (AI).” Industries will have to “build resilience,” Dr. Pant 

said, by building a competent “cyber workforce”, establishing standard operating procedures for firms, and with international 

cooperation. 
 

India's 'Farmers Fresh Zone' startup has been selected under FAO's 'Accelerator 
Program organized by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United 
Nations.  
● Farmers Fresh Zone (Farmers FZ): A Kerala-based startup; platform operates under 

the Kerala Start-up Mission (KSUM) and aims to ultimately meet the United Nations' 

Sustainable Development Goals.  

● Farmers FZ has been included in the list of 12 agri-food startups from around the 

world selected by the United Nations to develop their businesses. 
 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the 1st National Training Conference in Pragati Maidan, New Delhi. 
● The PM has been a proponent of reforming the governance process and policy 

implementation in the country through capacity building of the civil service. 

● Guided by this vision, the National Program for Civil Services Capacity Building (NPCSCB) 

- 'Mission Karmayogi' was launched to create a future ready civil service with the right 

attitude, skills and knowledge.  

● The National Training Conclave is being hosted by the Capacity Building Commission with 

an aim to promote collaboration among civil services training institutes and strengthen the 

training infrastructure for civil servants across the country.  

Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration  

● On April 15, 1958, the then Union Home Minister Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant announced in the Lok Sabha. The Ministry of 

Home Affairs decided to create a National Academy of Administration at Charleville Estate in Mussoorie by merging the IAS 

Training School, Delhi and the IAS Staff College, Shimla. In October 1972 it was named "Lal Bahadur Shastri Academy of 

Administration" and in July 1973 the word "National" was added to it. It is located in Mussoorie, Uttarakhand.  
 

Hyderabad to host G20 Agriculture Ministers’ meet At Hitex Convention. 
● The main agenda of the meeting includes food security, sustainable agriculture for 

nutritional food, agriculture development under the leadership of women, agriculture and 

biodiversity, and changes needed in the agriculture sector to face climate change. 

● Besides India, 29 other countries will participate in the event. 

● G20 countries including Argentina, Australia, Brazil, China, Canada, South Africa, 

Indonesia, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, USA and UK would attend. 

● The ministers of nine guest countries, including Bangladesh, Egypt, Mauritius, Oman, Nigeria, Spain and Vietnam would also 

participate. 
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● The final meeting of the G20 in New Delhi on September 9 and 10. 
 

1st Round table joint meeting of industry associations between India and New Zealand concluded in New Delhi. 
● The meeting was co-chaired by Mr. Rajesh Agarwal, Additional Secretary, Department of 

Commerce, Government of India and Mr. David Paine, High Commissioner of New Zealand 

to India.  

● Discussion focused on furthering the objectives of the Joint Trade Committee (JTC) set up 

under the 1986 bilateral trade agreement. 

● New Zealand stresses on facilitating trade and cooperation with the private sector, 

including promotion of Unified Payments Interface (UPI) system in some key areas, carbon credit cooperation and requests on 

non-tariff measures for bilateral benefit to businesses on both sides. 
 

BIMSTEC to adopt Bangkok Vision 2030 at the next summit. 
● The Bay of Bengal Initiative for MultiSectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation 

(BIMSTEC) summit at the end of this year will adopt Bangkok Vision 2030.  

● The grouping comprises Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Thailand. 

● The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation 

(BIMSTEC) is a regional multilateral organisation. 

● This sub-regional organization came into being in 1997 through the Bangkok Declaration. 

● Initially, it was formed with four Member States with the acronym ‘BIST-EC’ (Bangladesh, 

India, Sri-Lanka and Thailand Economic Cooperation). 

● It became renamed ‘BIMST-EC’ in 1997, following the inclusion of Myanmar. 

● With the admission of Nepal and Bhutan in 2004, the name of the grouping was changed to 

‘Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation’ (BIMSTEC). 
 

India will host the annual conference of 'International Institute of Administrative Sciences' (IIAS) in the year 2025  in 

Kochi, Kerala.  
● Theme: “Next Generation Administrative Reforms – Empowering Citizens and Reaching 

the Last Mile”. 

● IIAS-EUROMENA 2022 took place on 27-30 June 2022 in Rome, Italy. IIASSEAPP took 

place on 6-9 February 2023 in Doha, Qatar.  

● The IIAS, established in 1930, is an association of member states, national sections and 

academic research centers. Its headquarter is in Brussels, Belgium.  
 

A 2-days science conference was organized in Bhopal, M.P. under the G-20 Chairmanship of India. 
● Representatives of the scientific community from G-20 countries, invited states and 

international organizations are participating in this conference Organized in Bhopal on the 

theme "Connecting Science to Society and Culture". 

● The conference is being presided over by Professor Ashutosh Sharma, President of the Indian 

National Science Academy.  
 

Last meeting of the G-20 Tourism Working Group begins in Goa. 
● The fourth and final meeting of the G-20 Tourism Working Group and the 

meeting of the Tourism Ministers of the member countries began in Goa. 

● In this meeting, measures will be considered to make cruise tourism a model 

of sustainable and responsible travel. 

● The Tourism Working Group has two products - the Goa Roadmap for 

Tourism as a Vehicle for Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals and 

the G-20 Tourism Ministers' Declaration. The Ministry of Tourism has made 

positive progress in finalizing these two flagship products. The objectives of 

the G-20 Tourism Working Group meeting and the Tourism Ministerial 

meeting in Goa are to strengthen economic growth, preserve cultural heritage 

and promote sustainable development of the region. 
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Three Chinese astronauts working at the country’s space station have returned safely to earth, hailing the mission as a 
“complete success”. The return capsule of the Shenzhou15 spaceship touched down at a landing site in northern China’s 
Inner Mongolia region. 

● Astronauts Fei Junlong, Deng Qingming and Zhang Lu emerged from the capsule in 

"good physical condition". 

● The trio had spent six months at the Tiangong space station, conducting spacewalks 

and a variety of scientific experiments. 

● China last week sent three more astronauts including its first civilian in orbit to the 

space station as part of the successor Shenzhou-16 mission. 

● The People's Republic of China, the world's second-largest economy, has pumped 

billions of dollars into its military-run space programme in an effort to catch up 

with the United States and Russia. 

● China aims to send a crewed mission to the Moon by 2030 and plans to build a base on the lunar surface. 
 

World's second largest blue hole 900 feet deep discovered in Mexico: “Taam Ja” 
● Scientists have discovered a massive cavern in Chetumal Bay off the coast of the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. It has been named 

“Taam Ja”, which means "deep water". 

● The massive blue hole is approximately 900 feet deep and covers an area of 147,000 square feet. Scientists have termed it as 

the second deepest blue hole found on the planet.  

●  

● The world's deepest known blue hole, discovered in the South China Sea in 2016 and known as the Dragon Hole, is believed to 

be over 980 feet deep. 
 

The decade-long search for a rare Higgs boson decay continues. 
● Recently physicists working with the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) particle smasher at CERN, in Europe, reported that they had 

detected a Higgs boson decaying into a Z boson particle and a photon. This is a very rare decay process that tells us important 

things about the Higgs boson as well as about our universe. 

● What is a Higgs boson:  

● An electron is a subatomic particle that has mass. How does this mass arise? How can we say that an electron has less mass 

than a proton, or that a photon has no mass at all?  

● The answer lies with the Higgs boson. The stronger a particle’s interaction with the Higgs boson, the more mass it has. This is 

why electrons have a certain mass, protons have more of it, and neutrons have just a little bit more than protons, and so on.  

● A Higgs boson can also interact with another Higgs boson; this is how we know that its mass is greater than that of protons or 

neutrons.  

● The Higgs boson is a type of boson, a force carrying subatomic particles. It carries the force that a particle experiences when it 

moves through an energy field, called the Higgs field, that is believed to be present throughout the universe. For example, when 

an electron interacts with the Higgs field, the effects it experiences are said to be due to its interaction with Higgs bosons. Since 

all the matter in the universe is made of these particles, working out how strongly each type couples to Higgs bosons, together 

with understanding the properties of Higgs bosons themselves, can tell us a lot about the universe itself.  

● The latter is why the new result is notable. Now, since photons, the particles of 

light, have no mass which is because they don’t interact with Higgs bosons. 

Higgs Boson: 
○ The Higgs boson is a subatomic particle that was first proposed in the 1960s 

by physicist Peter Higgs and several other scientists. It plays a crucial role in 
the theory of particle physics known as the Standard Model, which describes 
the fundamental particles and their interactions. 

○ The Higgs boson is associated with the Higgs field, which permeates all of 
space. According to the Standard Model, particles acquire mass by interacting 
with this field. The Higgs boson is the quantum excitation of the Higgs field, similar to how a photon is the quantum 
excitation of the electromagnetic field. 
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○ The discovery of the Higgs boson was a major milestone in the field of particle physics. It was detected at the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC), a particle accelerator located at CERN (the European Organization for Nuclear Research) in Switzerland. The 
discovery was announced on July 4, 2012, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC. 

○ The Higgs boson has a mass of around 125 giga-electron volts (GeV) and a short lifetime. It decays almost immediately into 
other particles, such as photons, W and Z bosons, and fermions, which are the building blocks of matter. 

○ The discovery of the Higgs boson confirmed the existence of the Higgs field and provided important support for the Standard 

Model. It also helped scientists understand the mechanism by which particles acquire mass. However, there are still many 
unanswered questions in particle physics, including the nature of dark matter, the unification of fundamental forces, and 
the existence of particles beyond the Standard Model. 

 

Team SHUNYA of IIT Bombay secured second place in “Solar Decathlon Competition”  held in the USA. 
● The US Department of Energy's (DOE) “Solar Decathlon” competition is the longest running student competition in the US that 

challenges student teams to design and build highly efficient and innovative buildings powered by renewable energy. 

● The first Solar Decathlon Build Challenge was held in 2002 and has been held every two years thereafter. 

● Project Vivaan by team SHUNYA of Indian Institute of Technology - IIT Bombay, a 1,416 ft2 home that is net positive energy, 

net zero carbon. The team designed the home's cooling system using cold water for temperature control and liquid desiccant 

for dehumidification.  
 

Solar Industry to Supply indigenous Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) “Nagashtra-1” to Indian Army. 

● India's first indigenous loitering munition which can strike enemy targets with precision. 

● The Nagastra can loiter around in the air and strike when the target reaches the spot. 

● Designed and developed by Economics Explosives Ltd (EEL), a 100 per cent subsidiary of Solar Industries Nagpur, in association 

with Z-Motion, Bangalore. 

● It can neutralize any hostile threat with GPS-enabled precision strikes with an accuracy of 2 meters. 

● It has an endurance of 60 minutes with a man-in-loop range of 15 km and an autonomous mode range of 30 km. 
 

Varunastra: Indigenous heavyweight torpedo successfully tested. 
● The Navy test fired an indigenously designed and developed heavyweight torpedo, 

Varunastra, with a live warhead against an undersea target.  

● Induction of Varunastra has begun after extensive trials and will become the 

mainstay of anti-submarine torpedoes for all Naval warships. 

● It will replace the older torpedoes on all naval ships that can fire a heavyweight 

torpedo. 

● Varunastra is a ship launched anti-submarine torpedo and was designed and 

developed by the Naval Science and Technological Laboratory in Visakhapatnam 

under the Defence Research and Development Organisation. 

● The weight of the torpedo is 1.25 tonnes and it can carry around 250 kg of 

explosives while traveling at about 40 nautical miles an hour. 

● The anti-submarine heavyweight torpedo named Varunastra was inducted into the Indian Navy in 2016. 
 

A global order as technology’s much needed pole star. 
● Ever since the Dotcom bubble burst in 2000, the rapid scale and pace of development 

of technology have radically and disruptively transformed our societies and daily 

lives. While there is no denying that this has made life easier, it has also thrown up 

complex challenges that call for a revisit of some fundamental notions in polity and 

governance. 

● Challenges to notion of nation-state; First, as defined by political theorists, a nation 

state is a territorially bounded sovereign polity. However, this fundamental notion of 

a nation state of a geographical unit in which citizens live is undergoing a massive 

change because of technology. While geographical boundaries are still essential to be safeguarded against physical 

aggression/invasion, there are now several externalities occurring across the borders of nationstates, i.e. cyberattacks, which 

have a ripple effect on the physical boundaries to challenge their socio economic and political existence. 

● The advent of Web3, massive peer to peer networks and blockchains has allowed actors, both state and non-state, to influence 

areas such as trade, commerce, health and education even while remaining outside of financial and judicial scope. 
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● Second, geography based rules are no longer easily enforceable simply because of the declining significance of conventional 

geographical borders in the era of high technology. 

● Now, any form of “virtual activity” is not confined to the realms of the borders of a country; data travel on the chain of the 

World Wide Web and spread across the world at speed hitherto unimaginable. More importantly, when such activities fall foul 

of the laws of a particular geographically determined nation state, it is extremely difficult in the absence of a globally accepted 

norm, to enforce the law in that particular geography and book the recalcitrant actors under the laws of the nation state. 

● It is difficult to collect incontrovertible evidence without cooperation from other geographies. So, when the national sovereignty 

of countries is challenged by activities beyond their physical boundaries, their existing constitutionally setup institutions 

comprising the executive, legislature and judiciary will prove inadequate in tackling them. Further, it is also difficult to establish 

applicability of any country specific legislation due to the universal nature of technology, leading to problems in enforceability. 

● Third, the emergence of newer technologies has exposed the incapacity and inability of the government of the nation state to 

administer and regulate these technologies. No longer is the nation state the only conduit through which multinational 

corporations, nongovernmental organisations and supranational organisations, both legitimate and illegitimate, state and non-

state actors, need to operate. These entities have transcended physical boundaries to collaborate with the rest of the world, 

independent of traditional administrative and regulatory institutions. For instance, topographical maps, which used to be 

produced by public and military institutions, are now available entirely by private non-state actors, such as Apple or Google 

Maps. 

● On the economic side, “with a valuation of more than $4,100 billion, the five largest American tech companies (Google, Amazon, 

Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft) have symbolically surpassed Germany’s GDP (the world’s fourth largest economy) in terms of 

valuation”. One of the most important levers of these companies is data and their use. 

● This means that data “have become the most important raw material of our times, and only a handful of companies now hold 

unparalleled economic power and influence over it. These are the meta platforms: their huge size allows them to constantly 

increase the amount of information they analyse and refine the algorithms they use to influence, if not control, us and our 

activities”. Thus, as reiterated by India in the past at various international fora, “the borderless nature of technology, and, more 

importantly, anonymity of actors involved, have challenged the traditionally accepted concepts of sovereignty, 

jurisdiction/regulation, and privacy”. 

● In such a scenario, a principle based global order for technology would help in streamlining the enforceability challenges in the 

adoption and diffusion of technology and providing guidance to emerging economies on how to deal with the evolving definitions 

of their sovereignty. 

● Further, as we have seen in the case of the COVID19 pandemic, the way forward in managing future global pandemics is 

probably by the adoption of digital health. But what will the meaning of this digital health framework be if we cannot have a 

data-sharing ecosystem based on privacy, free flow of data, and a global regulatory system trusted by all countries/nationstates, 

particularly developing countries? Therefore, India needs a data transfer and data privacy law. But these laws, in isolation, will 

only be able to do so unless a global principle based regulation architecture trusted by all countries facilitates it. 

● With India, as the current chair of the G20, this is the perfect opportunity to take leadership in this as it has done earlier in 

green initiatives such as the International Solar Alliance or the Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure. 
 

‘Chandrayaan3 to be launched in mid July’. 
● Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) chairman S. Somnath said that the space agency 

was planning to launch the Chandrayaan-3 moon mission in mid-July. 

● Elite league: It puts India in the coveted league of being only the 4th country in the world after 

the United States, Russia and China to have successfully landed on the moon. 

Chandrayaan-1 mission 

○ It was launched in October 2008 and it orbited the Moon and performed a number of 
scientific experiments and observations. 

○ It was India’s first lunar mission and the first to discover water on the Moon. 

○ Involved an orbiter and an impactor, both built by ISRO. 
○ It was launched by the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle and made more than 3,400 orbits 

around the Moon. 
○ It carried 11 scientific instruments on board, five of which were Indian while the others were from the European Space 

Agency (ESA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. 
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○ It was operational for 312 days till August 29, 2009. 
Chandrayaan-2 mission 

○ It was launched in July 2019, and involves an orbiter, a lander (Vikram), and a rover (Pragyaan), all built by ISRO. 
○ It was India’s first to attempt a soft landing near the south pole of the Moon. 
○ It was launched from Satish Dhawan Space Centre in Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh by the Geosynchronous Satellite 

Launch Vehicle Mk-III. 

○ It aimed to land the Vikram lander on the lunar surface and deploy the Pragyaan rover. 
○ It carried eight scientific payloads for mapping the lunar surface and studying the exosphere (outer atmosphere) of the 

Moon. 
○ Its lander Vikram crashed into the lunar surface apparently because of an issue with its braking rockets. 

 

DRDO Successfully Conducts First Pre-Induction Night Trial of Agni Prime Ballistic Missile.  
● The new generation ballistic missile 'Agni Prime' was successfully test fired on June 07, 2023  

by DRDO from Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Island off the coast of Odisha.  

● This was the 1st pre-induction night launch by users after three successful developmental trials 

of the missile, validating the accuracy and reliability of the system.  

● DRDO first successfully test-fired the new generation nuclear capable ballistic missile 'Agni 

Prime' in June 2021. The Agni-P missile aims to further strengthen India's credible deterrence 

capability. 

● Agni-P is a two-stage canistered solid propellant missile with a dual navigation and guidance system. The surface-to-surface 

ballistic missile has a range of 1,000 to 2,000 km. 
 

Will Betelgeuse, the bright red giant star blow up in your lifetime? 
● Betelgeuse is a red supergiant star located in the constellation Orion. It 

has attracted attention and speculation because astronomers have 

observed changes in its brightness and size. There has been speculation 

that Betelgeuse might go supernova, which refers to the explosive death 

of a massive star. 

● While it is challenging to predict the exact timing of a supernova event, 

current scientific understanding suggests that Betelgeuse is unlikely to 

go supernova in the immediate future. Based on available data, 

astronomers believe that it still has a few hundred thousand years, or 

possibly even a few million years, before it exhausts its nuclear fuel and 

eventually undergoes a supernova explosion. 

● By examining Betelgeuse’s pulsation, researchers from Japan and Switzerland recently reported that the star is in its late 

carbonburning stage. Other researchers have disputed this conclusion and estimated that the star will become a supernova 

only much later. 

● The bright red star Betelgeuse, called ‘Thiruvathirai’ or ‘Ardra’ in Indian astronomy, is easily spotted in the constellation Orion. 

● In humans, slow or abnormal heartbeats indicate a possible blockage of the heart. Likewise, the researchers say Betelgeuse’s 

observed pulsation matches theoretical estimates of a late carbonburning stage, suggesting the red supergiant is in its death 

throes. 

● Most stars, including the Sun, fuse the simplest element in the universe, hydrogen, to produce helium and some energy as a 

byproduct. This energy’s outward push balances gravity’s inward pull, and keeps the star from collapsing. 

● Massive stars like Betelgeuse run out of hydrogen fuel in only a few crore years, after which they switch to using helium to 

make carbon. The energy released in the fusion of helium is less than that of hydrogen, so the star burns more helium to stay 

stable and not collapse. The helium runs out in about ten lakh years. 

● Like the lid covering a pot of boiling water, which periodically lifts to release the built up steam, red giant stars expand and 

contract due to the periodic heating and cooling of hydrogen in their outermost layers. The temperature of hydrogen in the 

outermost part of the envelope of a red giant star is 3,8004,000 K. 

● Neutral hydrogen in this cooler region absorbs the heat from the interior. As the temperature soars to more than 7,000 K, each 

hydrogen atoms lone electron is stripped away and the hydrogen is ionised. 
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ISRO, Norway and the ‘Svalbard mission’. 
● Norwegian Ambassador Hans Jacob Frydenlund's visit to the ISRO headquarters offers an 

occasion to recall the challenging Rohini RH-300 MK-II mission which took place 26 years 

ago at Ny-Alesund, Svalbard. 

● On November 20, 1997, a Rohini RH-300 Mk-II sounding rocket rose to the skies from 

Svalbard, Norway, operationalizing a new rocket launching range there. The solid propellant-

powered rocket was shipped from India for the launch, while four senior hands of the ISRO 

were specially flown to Norway to make sure everything went off all right. 

● RH-300 Mk-II was given a new name by the NSC (Norwegian Space Centre): Isbjorn-1, which translates literally as ‘Polar Bear-

I’. 
 

Tractor major TAFE and IIT Kanpur develop India's 1st Dimethyl Ether Fueled Tractor. 
● India's first 100% Dimethyl Ether (DME) powered tractor/vehicle for operation on all types of roads, which has higher thermal 

efficiency than standard diesel engines and Also, it produces very less pollution.  

● Dr. Avinash Kumar Agarwal and Prof. Tarun Gupta of IIT-Kanpur has developed the 

technology for DME-powered diesel locomotives under the IMPRINT-2 initiative of the 

Department of Science and Technology and ₹1.60 crore has been sanctioned for the project.  

● The research is supported by the Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB), a part of 

the Department of Science and Technology (DST). 

● The project is aligned with NITI Aayog's “Methanol Economy” program which aims to 

reduce India's oil import bill and greenhouse gas emissions. 

Dimethyl Ether (DME): 
○ Dimethyl Ether (DME) has a very high cetane number which means it can ignite easily under compression. For this reason, 

it is being called an easy alternative to diesel.  
○ It is a renewable alternative to crude oil. It is a clean burning fuel with low emissions and low particulate matter. 
○ DME is a colorless gas under normal atmospheric conditions. 

IMPRINT (IMPacting Research INnovation and Technology): 
○ IMPRINT (IMPacting Research INnovation and Technology) is an initiative launched by the Government of India in 2015. It 

is a joint initiative of the former Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) [Now Ministry of Education] and the 
Department of Science and Technology (DST).  

○ The primary objective of IMPRINT is to address the major engineering challenges that India faces and develop innovative 
solutions to them. 

○ For advancing research in the higher education institutions, the government has approved 122 new research projects under 
IMPRINT-2 covering domains like energy, security, healthcare, advanced materials, ICT, security/defence etc. 

 

Discovery of Phosphorus on Saturn’s Moon Enceladus. 
● Scientists have made a discovery that reignites human hopes for the 

existence of life in space. 

● According to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 

scientists have discovered phosphorus on Enceladus, the sixth-largest 

moon of Saturn. Until now, no ocean beyond Earth had ever contained 

the element, which is necessary for planetary habitability. 

● High concentrations of phosphorus have been detected in ice crystals 

spewed from the interior ocean of Enceladus. 

● Using data collected by NASA's Cassini mission, an international team of 

scientists has discovered phosphorus, an essential chemical element for life, locked inside salt-rich ice grains ejected into space 

from Enceladus. 

● Phosphorus is fundamental to the structure of DNA and a vital part of cell membranes and energy-carrying molecules in all 

forms of life on Earth. 
 

China created a National Record by launching 41 Satellites from a Single Rocket (Long March 2D rocket) under the “Silent 
Barker” Project. 
● Satellites Launched from the Taiyuan Satellite Launch Centre in Shanxi province. 
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● It comes weeks after China launched a three-person crew for its orbiting space station, with an 

aim to put astronauts on the Moon before the end of the decade. 

● The satellites will mainly provide commercial remote sensing services and related technology 

verification. A majority of these satellites (36) belong to the Jilin-1 series, China's first self-

developed commercial remote sensing satellite system. 

 
Is Betelgeuse finally beating the retreat in constellation Orion? 
● The bright, Red star Betelgeuse in the constellation Orion has shown some unexpected behavior. In late 2019 and 2020 it became 

fainter than we had ever seen it – at least in records going back more than a century. 

● Betelgeuse became fainter than Bellatrix, the third brightest star of Orion. This event 

became known as the “great dimming”. 

● But Betelgeuse has since become bright again. For a few days this year, it was the brightest 

star in Orion – brighter than we have ever seen it. Both events led to speculation about 

whether its demise in the form of an explosion is imminent. 

● Stars are, by and large, remarkably stable. They shine with the same brightness year after 

year. But there are exceptions and some stars – dubbed variable stars – change in 

brightness. Most famous is Mira, the “star of wonder”, which was discovered as a variable 

star by the German pastor David Fabricius in 1596 it is a pulsating star which regularly expands and contracts.  

● Algol is another well-known example: it is periodically eclipsed by a companion star. There are around 30 such variable stars 

visible with the naked eye, although it requires care to notice their variation in brightness. 

● Betelgeuse, the seventh brightest star in the sky (discounting the Sun), is the brightest of the variable stars. Sometimes 

Betelgeuse becomes nearly as bright as Rigel (the blue fourth brightest star in the constellation), while at other times it is 

notably fainter. The variation is caused by pulsations, similar to those of Mira although not as large or as regular. 

● Sometimes, however, a star can briefly become extremely bright. The brightest and rarest among those are the supernovae, 

formed when an entire star ends its life in a powerful explosion. Supernovae can be bright enough to be visible during the day, 

although that has only happened a few times in the past 1,000 years. A nearby, bright supernova is the kind of event astronomers 

live for – but which few of us will ever get to see. We live in hope. 

● Sometimes, however, a star can briefly become extremely bright. The brightest and rarest among those are the supernovae, 

formed when an entire star ends its life in a powerful explosion. Supernovae can be bright enough to be visible during the day, 

although that has only happened a few times in the past 1,000 years. A nearby, bright supernova is the kind of event astronomers 

live for – but which few of us will ever get to see. We live in hope. 

● Betelgeuse is about 15 to 20times more massive than the Sun, and stars of this mass are expected to end their lives in a 

powerful explosion known as a supernova. 

● Betelgeuse’s red colour shows it is a red supergiant, meaning it’s already approaching the end of its life. 

● But that end may still be a million years away. Stars like Betelgeuse can live in excess of 10 million years – a very brief period 

to astronomers, but a very long time to anyone else. 

● If Betelgeuse does go supernova, what would it look like? The star is around 500 lightyears away. Following an explosion, we 

first would detect a rain of massless particles called neutrinos, which would be harmless to us. After that, the star would quickly 

brighten.  

● After one or two weeks it would shine with about the same brightness as the full Moon. Betelgeuse would then fade over the 

next several months but remain visible in the daytime for six to 12 months. At night, you should be able to see it with the naked 

eye for another one or two years. But after that, we would never see it again. Orion would forever lose its red sparkle. 

● Supernovae produce high energy particles called cosmic rays, which can get past the shield of the earth’s magnetic field. But 

the amounts would be small compared to other radiation we receive for all but the nearest supernovae.  

● A supernova explosion would also create radioactive iron. In fact this substance has been found in the earth’s seabed and on the 

Moon, believed to have formed in a supernova explosion between 2 and 3 million years ago. 

● That supernova was perhaps 300 lightyears from us, closer than Betelgeuse, but far enough to cause no major problems for 

life on the earth. A very close supernova, closer than 30 lightyears, could cause major problems: the cosmic rays could cause 

ozone destruction and dangerous UV levels on the earth. It could reduce ozone by half over a period lasting hundreds to 

thousands of years: this level is considered capable of causing an extinction event. 
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SpaceX launches communication satellite “SATRIA-1” for Indonesia from Cape Canaveral Space Force Station in Florida. 
● SATRIA-1 (short for "satellite of the Republic of Indonesia") will be operated by the 

Indonesian company PSN for the Indonesian government. 

● It will have a throughput capacity of 150 billion bits per second, three times the capacity of 

the nine telecommunications satellites that Indonesia currently uses. The PSN SATRIA 

mission marked the 12th launch and landing for the Falcon 9 first stage booster.  

● Falcon-9: SpaceX first demonstrated the 230- foot-tall (70 m) Falcon Heavy in February 

2018. In April 2019, it piloted the Falcon Heavy for its first paying customer, Saudi Arabia's commercial satellite operator Arabs 

at. SpaceX is a private company founded in 2002 by Elon Musk. It’s headquarter is located in Hawthorne, California (USA). 
 

Skyroot successfully tested the “RAMAN-I” Engine intended for roll attitude control in the Vikram-I rocket; which helps in 
managing the rocket's rotation and orientation. 

● The Raman-I engine underwent a test fire at the Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre of 

ISRO. 

● Skyroot Aerospace, a start-up based in Telangana, made history by becoming the 1st 

Indian Private Company to launch a rocket with Vikram-S. The indigenous Vikram-S 

was launched from the Satish Dhawan Space Center in Sriharikota, marking India's 

entry into commercial space exploration. 

● Skyroot has been developing 3 variants of the Vikram rocket. Vikram-I can carry 480 kg 

of payload to low earth orbit, Vikram-II is designed to lift off with 595 kg of cargo, and Vikram-III can launch with 815 kg to 

500 km low inclination orbit. 
 

IIT Kanpur successfully conducts a test flight for cloud seeding. 
● Cloud seeding involves the Utilisation of various chemical agents such as silver iodide, dry ice, common 

salt, and other elements with the aim of enhancing the probability of rains. 

● The flight went up to an approximate height of 5,000 feet. It landed on the IIT Kanpur lab airstrip after 

successfully completing the test ride. 
 

India’s largest radio telescope plays a vital role in detecting the universe's vibrations. 
● India’s Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) was among the world’s 6 large 

telescopes that played a vital role in providing evidence confirming the presence of 

gravitational waves using pulsar observations, said scientists. 

● An international team of astronomers from India, Japan and Europe has published 

the results from monitoring pulsars, called ‘nature’s best clocks’, by using six of the 

world’s most sensitive radio telescopes, including India’s largest telescope, the 

Pune Based uGMRT. 

● “These results provide a hint of evidence for the relentless vibrations of the fabric of the universe, caused by ultralow frequency 

gravitational waves. Such waves are expected to originate from a large number of dancing monster black hole pairs, many times 

heavier than our sun,” said a statement issued by the city based National Centre for Radio AstrophysicsTata institute of 

Fundamental Research (NCRA TIFR). 

● The team, consisting of members of European Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA) and Indian Pulsar Timing Array (InPTA) consortia, 

published their results in two papers in the Astronomy and Astrophysics journal. 

● A time aberration was observed in the signals emerging from these pulsars, their studies suggest. Pulsars are a type of rapidly 

rotating neutron stars that are essentially embers of dead stars which are present in our galaxy. A pulsar is like a cosmic 

lighthouse as it emits radio beams that flashes by the Earth regularly akin to a harbor lighthouse. 
 

IIT Kharagpur to develop tamper-proof signalling system for Indian Railways. 
● The Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, is developing a tamperproof 

signalling system based on blockchain technology for the Indian Railways. Embedded 

with enhanced safety measures, the new system would complement the existing Data 

Logger, which is considered the ‘Black Box’ of rolling stock. 

● The new system would provide enhanced data integrity, transparency and security. It 

would enable secure data sharing among stakeholders, automate processes with smart 
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contracts and create tamper evident audit trails. The system would complement the Data Logger which was limited by its 

centralised storage facility, lack of tamper evident data, and limited access control.  The new block chain system would address 

these limitations by storing data in a distributed ledger, using cryptography. 
 

EXERCISE 
7th edition of bilateral training exercise “Ajeya Warrior 2023” between India and the United Kingdom currently underway 
at Salisbury Plains in the United Kingdom from 27 April to 11 May 2023. 
● It is a bilateral training exercise between the armies of India and UK. 

● Ajeya Warrior is a biennial training event with the UK which is conducted alternatively in both countries. The last edition was 

held in Chaubatia, Uttarakhand in October 2021. 

● The soldiers of the 2 Royal Gurkha Rifles from the UK and Indian Army troops from the Bihar Regiment are participating in the 

military exercise. The Indian Army contingent arrived at Brize Norton in an Indian Air Force C-17 aircraft with indigenous 

weapons and equipment. 
 

India-US Joint Air Exercise Cope India 2023 concluded with Aerial Manoeuvres at West Bengal's Kalaikunda. 
● COPE India is a bilateral exercise conducted between the Indian Air Force and the United States Air Force. The exercise aims to 

enhance the interoperability and operational readiness of the two air forces in a simulated operational environment. 

● The exercise involved a total of 24 fighters, including Indian Tejas and French Rafales, as well as American F-15 Strike Eagles, 

along with eight transport aircraft and two force multipliers. 
 

Indian Air Force (IAF) to join a multilateral exercise INIOCHOS-23 organised by Greece. 

● The Indian Air Force (IAF) will be participating in Exercise INIOCHOS-23, a multinational air exercise hosted by the Greece 

Air Force from April 24 to May 4. This will be the third exercise that the IAF will be taking part in simultaneously. The Exercise 

Cope India with the U.S. is under way at Kalaikunda and four Rafale fighters are taking part in multilateral exercise Orion 

hosted by France. 

● The exercise will be conducted at the Andravida Air Base in Greece and the IAF will be participating with four Su30 MKI and 

two C17 aircraft.  
 

Cyber defense exercise 'Locked Shields 2023' organized by NATO in Estonia. 
● NATO allies and partner countries participated in the 2023 edition of the cyber defense exercise "Locked Shields," organized 

annually by NATO's Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) in Tallinn, Estonia. 

● It was conducted from 18- 21 April 2023 and involved defending computer systems from real-time attacks and simulating tactical 

and strategic decisions in critical situations.  
 

NATO to put up the biggest air deployment exercise. 
● Germany is preparing to host the biggest air deployment exercise in NATO’s history, a 

show of force intended to impress allies and potential adversaries, German and 

American officials said.  

● The Air Defender 23 exercise starting on June 12 till June 23 will see 10,000 participants 

and 250 aircraft from 25 nations respond to a simulated attack on a NATO member 

country.  

● The U.S. alone is sending 2,000 U.S. Air National Guard personnel and about 100 aircraft 

to take part in the drill. Authorities have said the drill will cause some disruption to 

civilian flights in Europe during the period.  
 

India, U.S. review export control regulations. 
● India and the U.S. pledged to streamline their export control regimes for critical technologies at the inaugural India-U.S. 

Strategic Trade Dialogue (IUSSTD), as senior delegations led by Foreign Secretary Vinay Kwatra and U.S. Under Secretary of 

State Victoria Nuland and Under Secretary for Commerce Alan Estevez met in Washington. 

● The talks came just ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Washington when a number of high technology 

partnerships, including a deal that will involve GE414 jet engine sales to India, are on the cards.  

● Meanwhile, senior U.S. officials indicated a softer line on India-Russia ties and said Mr. Modi’s visit would help build trust and 

confidence in the U.S.'s “most important bilateral relationship”.  
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● “IUSSTD focused on ways in which both governments can facilitate the development and trade of technologies in critical 

domains such as semiconductors, space, telecom, quantum, AI, defence, biotech and others,” said a press release issued by the 

Indian Embassy. 

● “Both sides reviewed the relevant bilateral export control regulations with the objective of building and diversifying resilient 

supply chains for these strategic technologies,” it said.  

● Change in stance Although the U.S. had issued a number of statements immediately after the Russian invasion of Ukraine calling 

for India to reduce its military ties with Russia, forgo Russian oil and vote alongside western countries at the UN, none of which 

New Delhi agreed to, it has in more recent months given up those demands.  

● Ahead of his visit to Delhi next week, U.S. National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan said the U.S. should be prepared to “meet” 

India and other countries not joining the sanctions, rather than “debate” them. “The big thing the United States needs to do is 

not have a debate with each of these countries about Ukraine, but rather meet them where they are in terms of what they are 

trying to accomplish,” said Mr. Sullivan refers to countries that have refused to join sanctions against Russia imposed by the 

U.S. and European Union over the war in Ukraine. Mr. Sullivan said that India had not joined the sanctions but the U.S.-India 

partnership has “never been stronger” in terms of technology, defence cooperation and people to people ties. 
 

The biggest ever air exercise in the history of NATO "Air Defender 2023" will be held in Germany. 
● The 'Air Defender 23' exercise, to be held from June 12-24, 2023, will involve 

10,000 participants and 250 aircraft from 25 countries and will practice 

responding to a simulated attack on a NATO member country. 

● The United States alone is sending 2,000 US Air National Guard personnel and 

about 100 aircraft to participate in the training exercise. The exercise will be 

conducted across Germany, with some of the training taking place at Ramstein 

Air Base, one of NATO's largest air bases. 

● The exercise will focus on various air defense and air inter-disciplines including: 

airspace surveillance and control, air interdiction, air manoeuvres, air refueling, 

command and control etc.  

● The exercise was initiated by Germany in 2018, planned in subsequent years and 

will be conducted in the summer under German leadership. 

● The exercise is being conducted in response to the growing threat posed by Russia 

following its invasion of Ukraine. The exercise is designed to demonstrate NATO's 

readiness to respond to any threat to its airspace. 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO): 

○ A military alliance established by the North Atlantic Treaty (also known as the 
Washington Treaty) of April 1949 by the United States, Canada, and several 
Western European countries to provide collective security against the Soviet Union. Currently it consists of 31 member 
states. 

○ Its original members were Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the United States.  

○ Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium.  
○ Headquarters of Allied Command Operations: Mons, Belgium. 

 

India, France, UAE hold first-ever trilateral Maritime Partnership Exercise in the Gulf of Oman. 
● The Indian Navy deployed stealth frigate INS Tarkash for the exercise. 

● French Navy ship Surcouf along with Rafale fighter jets, and UAE Navy 

maritime patrol aircraft also took representation for these respective 

countries. 

● Exercise involved a wide range of naval operations, including surface warfare 

and helicopter cross-deck landing operations. 

● INS Tarkash is a warship of the Indian Navy. It is a Talwar-class guided-

missile frigate that was commissioned on 9 November 2012. The ship was 

built in Russia at the Yantar Shipyard and is part of the Indian Navy's 

Western Fleet. 
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India-Maldives start joint military exercise ‘Ekuverin’ in Uttarakhand. 
● 12th edition of joint military exercise “EX EKUVERIN” between Indian Army and Maldives National Defense Force at Chaubatia, 

Uttarakhand. 

● Ekuverin means 'Friends'. It is a bilateral annual exercise held alternately in India 

and Maldives.  

● The aim of the exercise is to enhance interoperability in Counter 

Insurgency/Counter Terrorism operations and to undertake joint humanitarian 

assistance and disaster relief operations under the mandate of the United Nations. 

● The 11th edition of the Exercise was conducted in December 2021 at Kadhoo Island, 

Maldives. 

● Earlier Indian Navy Divers and Marine Commandos have commenced the 6th exercise 'EKTHA' with Maldive National Defense 

Force (MNDF) in Maldives from 4 June to 3 July 2023. 

● India and Maldives have been conducting EKUVERIN since 2009. 

● The 15th edition of the biennial trilateral naval exercise “Dosti” involving India, Maldives and Sri Lanka was held in Maldives in 

December 2021. 
 

INS Satpura represents India in Indonesia's multilateral naval exercise 'Komodo’. 
● As part of the Indian Navy's deployment to ASEAN countries, INS Satpura participated in 

the 4th edition of multilateral naval exercise 'Komodo' (MNEK-23) at Makassar, Indonesia. 

It was established in the year 2014. 

● Indonesia has invited a total of 47 countries for wider international engagement and 

cooperation. INS Satpura represented India at the International Fleet Review by His 

Excellency Joko Widodo, President of the Republic of Indonesia. 

● INS Satpura is currently deployed to South East Asia and participated in the inaugural edition of ASEAN-India Maritime Exercise 

AIME23 from 02 - 08 May 2023.  
 

ENVIRONMENT AFFAIRS 
Arunachal scraps 44 hydel deals with private players. 
● The Arunachal Pradesh government has scrapped 44 hydroelectric power deals with 

private developers who did not show interest in executing them. 

● The withdrawn projects, with a total installed capacity of 32,415 megawatts, will be handed 

over to Central PSUs through fresh agreements, Deputy Chief Minister Chowna Mein said. 

● Fresh agreements for nine of the 44 projects, with an installed capacity of 1,300 MW, have 

already been signed. The deals for the rest will be processed soon, Mr. Mein said. 
 

Record 6.37 lakh Olive Ridley turtles arrive at Odisha’s Rushikulya beach for mass nesting. 
● Olive Ridley turtles are a vulnerable species and their mass nesting is an important event for their conservation. Rushikulya 

beach in Odisha, India, is one of the major nesting sites for these turtles, and the arrival of 6.37 lakh (637,000) turtles is a 

significant number. 

● This is the highest number of Olive Ridleys for mass nesting for any particular year surpassing last year’s record of 5.5 lakh. 

The turtles laid their eggs over a 5km-long and 600 meter-wide beach. 

● Gahirmatha beach in Odisha's Kendrapara district is known as the world's largest known rookery for Olive Ridley turtles. Every 

year, thousands of female Olive Ridley turtles come to Gahirmatha beach to lay their eggs. This mass nesting event is considered 

one of the natural wonders of the world. 

Three new wildlife conservation reserves declared in Rajasthan. 

● These 3 new Wildlife Conservation Reserves: 

● 1. Sorsan in Baran 

● 2. Khichan in Jodhpur  

● 3. Hamirgarh in Bhilwara 

● On Earth Day 2023, the Forest Department of Rajasthan announced three new conservation reserves that will protect the rare 

and endangered wildlife of Rajasthan.  
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● Till now there were 26 Wildlife Conservation Reserves in Rajasthan. Now it adds to tolled 29. 

There are 3 national parks in Rajasthan:  

1. Keoladeo-Bharatpur 
2. Ranthambore-Sawai Madhopur 
3. Mukundra-Kota, Chittorgarh. 
 

Himachal and Punjab appear set for faceoff over the Shanan hydel power project. 
● Punjab and Himachal Pradesh are set for a faceoff as the 99year lease on the British-

era 110 MW Shanan hydropower project situated at Jogindernagar in Mandi district of 

Himachal Pradesh, presently under the control of the Punjab government, will expire 

in March 2024. 

● The issue may snowball into a major controversy between the two neighbouring States 

as the Himachal Pradesh government has made it clear that it will not renew or extend 

the lease. 

● Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu recently wrote a letter to the 

Punjab Chief Minister, stating that the 99 year lease given to Punjab by the then ruler of Mandi, Raja Joginder Singh Bahadur, 

would end on March 2, 2024. The Himachal government had decided not to renew or extend the lease period of the project, and 

intends to take over the project, the letter added.. 

● The 110 MW Shanan power project was envisaged by Col. Battye, the then chief engineer of the Government of Punjab, in 1922. 

The first stage (48 MW) of the project was commissioned in 1932. The project was constructed following the execution of the 

lease agreement in 1925. 
 

Cheetah “Asha” strays out of Kuno National Park again 
● A female cheetah named Asha, who was relocated from Namibia to India, has once again left the Kuno National Park in Madhya 

Pradesh. 

●  Asha, who was previously known as “F1” before being renamed, wandered out of the park's buffer zone. 

● The Kuno National Park in Madhya Pradesh, India, has a core area that spans 748 square kilometers, and a buffer zone that 

covers 487 square kilometers. 
 

Cauvery Authority to meet on June 16; Mekedatu dam may not be discussed. 
Mekedatu Dam: 
● The Rs. 9,000 crore project aims to store and supply water for drinking 

purposes for the Bengaluru city. Around 400 MW of power is also proposed to 

be generated through the project. 

● It was 1st approved by the Karnataka state government in 2017. 

● It received approval from the erstwhile Ministry of Water Resources for the 

detailed project report and is awaiting approval from the Ministry of 

Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC). 

● The approval from MoEFCC is crucial because 63% of the forest area of the 

Cauvery Wildlife Sanctuary will be submerged. 

● In 2018, Tamil Nadu approached the Supreme Court (SC) against the project even if Karnataka had held that it would not affect 

the flow of water to Tamil Nadu. 

● In June 2020, during the Cauvery Water Management Authority’s meeting, Tamil Nadu reiterated its opposition to the project. 

● This Project is against the final order of the Cauvery Water Disputes Tribunal (CWDT) in which the SC held that no state can 

claim exclusive ownership or assert rights to deprive other states of the waters of inter-state rivers. 

● River Cauvery (Kaveri): 

● It is known as ‘Ponni’ in Tamil, and it is the 4th-largest river of southern India 

● It rises on Brahmagiri Hill of the Western Ghats in southwestern Karnataka state, flows in a southeasterly direction through 

the states of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, and descends the Eastern Ghats in a series of great falls and drains into Bay of Bengal 

through Pondicherry. 

● Some of its tributaries are Arkavathi, Hemavathi, Lakshmana Theertha, Shimsa, Kabini and Harangi. 
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Lightning, blamed for Canada fires, will get worse in a warming world 
● New York City’s air quality was recently among the worst in the world due to smoke drifting from the wildfires in Canada. 

● According to a study published in Nature on February 10, 2023, lightning is the main precursor of natural wildfires. Laboratory 

experiments and field observations have together revealed that lightning electric currents that flow for more than some tens of 

milliseconds, the so-called long-continuing currents (LCC), are likely to produce fires. 

● The study indicated an increase in the total global lightning activity and global LCCs by the 2090s. 

● The same study also found that LCC lightning activity increased by around 47% over land, implying a higher risk of lightning-

ignited wildfires in the future. 

Basic working of lightning during a storm: 

● Thunderstorm Formation: Thunderstorms typically form in an unstable atmosphere where there is a significant amount of 

moisture, rising warm air, and cooling conditions at higher altitudes. As warm air rises, it carries water vapor and forms clouds, 

including cumulonimbus clouds, which are large and vertically developed. 

● Separation of Charges: Within a thunderstorm cloud, water droplets and ice crystals coalesce and collide due to updrafts and 

downdrafts. During these collisions, the water droplets and ice crystals interact, leading to the separation of charges. Positive 

charges gather in the upper region of the cloud, while negative charges accumulate in the lower region. 

● Development of Electric Field: The separation of charges creates an electric field within the cloud. As the charge separation 

intensifies, the electric field strengthens, and the voltage difference between the positive and negative regions of the cloud 

increases. 

● Stepped Leader: When the voltage difference becomes high enough, it overcomes the resistance of the air and initiates a 

discharge called a stepped leader. The stepped leader is an invisible channel of ionized air that propagates downward in a series 

of steps towards the ground, branching out in multiple paths. This stepped leader creates a path of least resistance for the 

subsequent lightning strike. 

● Return Stroke: As the stepped leader nears the ground, it creates a positively charged region on the ground below. The positive 

charge is attracted to the stepped leader, and a powerful return stroke shoots back up the ionized path. The return stroke is the 

bright and visible part of the lightning that we commonly observe. It moves at an incredibly fast speed, typically one-third the 

speed of light, and carries a massive amount of current. 

● Dart Leaders and Secondary Strokes: After the initial return stroke, subsequent discharges called dart leaders may follow, 

traveling along the same ionized path as the return stroke or branching out into new paths. These dart leaders may be 

accompanied by additional visible flashes known as secondary strokes. The process of dart leaders and secondary strokes can 

occur in quick succession, giving the appearance of multiple lightning strikes in the same general area. 

● Thunder Formation: The intense heat generated by the lightning bolt rapidly expands the surrounding air, creating a shock 

wave that we hear as thunder. Thunder is often heard after lightning because light travels faster than sound. 

Lightning strikes in India: 
○ Of late, lightning strikes have been the deadliest natural disaster in India. There were 18.5 million lightning strikes in the 

country between April 2020 and March 2021 – 34% higher than the previous year – according to the Climate Resilient 
Observing Systems Promotion Council. 

○ Per a report of the Lightning Resilient India Campaign, 90,632 people died by lightning between 1972 and 2019. According 
to the National Crime Records Bureau, India had 2,875 deaths due to lightning in 2019, rising marginally by 2021. 

○ The private weather-forecasting company Skymet has reported that Odisha recorded the most strikes among India’s states 
in 2019. 

○ It also said that most such deaths in India happen because people living in villages seek shelter from lightning under tall 
trees, which are more likely to be struck. 

Lightning as a climate indicator: 
○ Long-term changes in lightning patterns reflect, at least in part, changes wrought by the climate crisis. The World 

Meteorological Organisation recognises lightning to be an essential climate variable that contributes critically to the way the 

earth’s climate is characterized. 
○ This said, that it needs to be emphasized that lightning-climate relationships based on data for short periods, and different 

regions, in the present climate cannot always be used as a proxy for future global warming. 
○ According to a publication, lightning also produces nitrogen oxides, which react with oxygen in the air to form ozone, which 

is a strong greenhouse gas. 
Way Forward: 
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● The inclusion of lightning as a natural disaster and implementing various measures to minimize lightning-related deaths are 

indeed important steps to ensure public safety. Let's further discuss each point you mentioned: 

● Inclusion of Lightning as a "Natural Disaster": Recognizing lightning as a natural 

disaster by the government can help raise awareness and allocate appropriate 

resources to address this issue. Treating lightning as a natural disaster would mean 

that it is acknowledged as a significant threat to public safety and should be dealt with 

accordingly. 

● Hazard Mapping and Targeted Public Interventions: Mapping vulnerable populations 

and identifying potential lightning hotspots can help prioritize areas that require 

immediate attention. This information can guide the implementation of preventive measures and the allocation of resources 

where they are most needed. Improving early warning systems and installing lightning detection systems can provide timely 

alerts and reduce the risk of lightning-related casualties. 

● Frequency Database of Lightning Strikes: Developing a comprehensive database that records the frequency of lightning strikes, 

gender-wise lightning deaths, and occupation-wise fatalities at different administrative levels can serve as a valuable tool for 

understanding the patterns and risks associated with lightning strikes. Such data can help authorities devise effective action 

plans, implement targeted interventions, and allocate resources more efficiently. 

● Training and Community Awareness Programs: Training programs and community awareness initiatives are crucial in 

educating people about the risks and safety measures related to lightning strikes. Emphasizing the dangers of standing under 

tall trees during thunderstorms, for example, can help individuals make informed decisions to protect themselves. These 

programs can also provide guidance on seeking shelter and taking appropriate precautions during lightning storms. 

● By implementing these measures, the government can significantly contribute to minimizing lightning-related deaths and 

improving public safety in areas prone to lightning strikes. 
 

The status of transgenic crops in India. 
Three States, Gujarat, Maharashtra and Telangana, have deferred a proposal, approved by the Centre’s Genetic Engineering 
Appraisal Committee (GEAC), to test a new kind of transgenic cotton seed that contains a gene, Cry2Ai, that purportedly makes 
cotton resistant to pink bollworm, a major pest. This conflict shows that a broad acceptance of genetically modified crops 
continues to be elusive. 
Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee (GEAC): 

○ The Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee (GEAC) is a panel of plant biotechnologists responsible for assessing and 
approving genetically modified (GM) crops in India. It is headed by a senior official from the Ministry of Environment and 
co-chaired by a scientist from the Department of Biotechnology (DBT). 

○ To address the issue of states not granting approvals for testing GM crops due to differing attitudes towards them, the GEAC 
is considering a proposal put forth by the DBT. The proposal suggests designating certain regions across India as "notified 
testing sites." Under this proposal, there are 42 proposed sites where companies interested in conducting trials of GM crops 
would not require the permission of states for conducting trials. 

○ If implemented, this proposal would allow companies to conduct GM crop trials at these designated sites without seeking 
individual permissions from the respective states. This move aims to streamline the regulatory process for GM crop trials 
and potentially address the challenges posed by varying attitudes towards GM crops among different states. 

Status of transgenic crops in India: 

○ Currently, in India, there are several crops, including brinjal, tomato, maize, and chickpea, in different stages of trials 
involving transgenic technology. However, among them, cotton is the only transgenic crop that is commercially 
cultivated in the country. 

○ Recently, the Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee (GEAC), the apex technical body responsible for evaluating and 
approving genetically modified crops in India, granted environmental release approval for the Mustard hybrid DMH-11 
and its parental lines. This approval allows for seed production and testing, bringing the crop one step closer to full 
commercial cultivation. 

○ It is important to note that the GEAC, despite being the technical authority, is not the final decision-making body in the case 
of genetically modified (GM) crops in India. There has been a long-standing litigation in the Supreme Court regarding 
the permissibility of allowing transgenic food crops to be cultivated in farmer fields. Petitions have been filed seeking 
a stay on the release of GM crops, arguing that their cultivation could lead to increased use of herbicides that are banned in 

India. 
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○ In 2010, the GEAC had previously approved GM brinjal for commercial cultivation. However, the United Progressive Alliance 
government placed it under an "indefinite moratorium," effectively suspending its release. Since then, the matter has 
remained a subject of legal and public debate. 

○ The decision-making process for the commercial cultivation of GM crops in India involves multiple stakeholders, including 
regulatory authorities, scientific bodies like the GEAC, government policymakers, and the judicial system. The final outcome 
of the ongoing litigation in the Supreme Court will play a significant role in determining the future of transgenic food crops 

in India. 
Process of regulating transgenic crops in India 

○ The process of developing transgenic crops is an elaborate one as inserting transgenic genes into plants to elicit a sustained, 
protective response is a mix of both science and chance. 

○ There are multiple safety assessments done by committees before they are cleared for further tests in open plots of lands, 
which are located at either agricultural universities or are plots controlled by the Indian Council for Agricultural Research 
(ICAR). 

○ A transgenic plant can apply for commercial clearance, only after it has proven to be demonstrably better than comparable 
non-GM variants on claimed parameters (for instance, drought tolerance or insect resistance) without posing ecological 
harm to other species that may be being cultivated in the vicinity. 

○ Open field trials often take place over multiple crop seasons, and types of geographical conditions, to assess its suitability 

across different States. 
Advantages of GMO crops: 

○ It improves production and raises the farmer’s income. 
○ It reduces the use of pesticide and insecticide during farming that might be great moves for the betterment of the food 

supply. 
○ It can feed a rapidly increasing population because it shows dramatically increased yields. 
○ It can produce more in small areas of land. 

Disadvantages: 
○ The production imposes high risks to the disruption of ecosystem and biodiversity because the “better” traits produced from 

engineering genes can result in the favouring of one organism. Hence, it can eventually disrupt the natural process of gene 
flow. 

○ It increases the cost of cultivation and is more inclined towards marketization of farming that works on immoral profits. 
○ The transgenic crops endanger not only farmers but also the trade, and the environment as well. 
○ The current safety assessments are inadequate to catch most of the harmful effects from the GM crops. Moreover, the 

regulatory regime in India about GM crops has never been assessed thoroughly about the GM risk assessment in Indian 
conditions. 

 

SIDBI launches 'EVOLVE Mission' for the EV industry in India. 
● Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) has joined hands with NITI Aayog, 

World Bank and Korean Economic Development Cooperation Fund (EDCF) to provide 

financial support to Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (MSMEs) involved in the 

electric vehicle sector. Announced the launch of 'Mission EVOLVE' (Lending for Electric 

Vehicle Operations and Vibrant Ecosystem).  

● The initiative will offer affordable commercial financing for EV loans, with the 

introduction of telematics to reduce financing costs and provide financial data. This 

mission is aligned with SIDBI's goal of supporting India's 30% EV penetration target by 2030 (EV30@30). 

● In April 2023, SIDBI launched a pilot scheme called Mission 50,000- EV4ECO, designed to finance MSMEs who struggle to get 

loans to buy EVs for commercial use. 
 

The Geological Survey of India discovered the country’s largest natural Arch in ODISHA. 
● A team of the Geological Survey of India recently discovered India’s biggest natural arch during their survey of coal in 

Kenduadihi block in Odisha’s Sundargarh district. 

● The state unit of the Geological Survey of India (GSI) has proposed to declare the ‘Natural Arch’ in the Kanika range of 

Sundargarh forest division, a Geo Heritage Site.  

● If it is done, it will be the biggest natural arch of the country to have the Geo Heritage tag. 

● Apart from the arch at Sundargarh, India has two others- one at Tirumala hills in Tirupati and another at Andaman and Nicobar. 

However, both of them are smaller compared to the one in Sundargarh. 
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● The Sundargarh natural arch, present in the ferruginous sandstone of the Upper Kamthi formation, dates back to about 184 to 

160 million years in the lower to middle Jurassic age.  

● It is an oval-shaped arch and has a length of 30 metres at the base and is 12 

metres high. 

● The alcove of the natural arch has a maximum height and width of 7 metres and 

15 metres, respectively.  

● The natural arch and its surrounding area are a storehouse of different primary 

sedimentary structures like planner and cross-bedding along with occasional 

current ripples signifying high energy fluvial environment during sedimentation. 

● Formation: Formation of the natural arch could be due to fault activities and the 

nature of lithotype, which have enhanced the process of sub-aerial weathering over a long period 
 

The Union Minister for Education & Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Dharmendra Pradhan launches Gabon's first 
Agri-SEZ project from New Delhi. 
● The project will be implemented by AOM Group (a leading company promoting 

agricultural development and innovation) with Centurion University (Odisha) as 

the technical and knowledge partner.  

● In the 1st phase of this programme, 30 farmers and 20 B.Sc./M.Sc. Agriculture and 

B.Tech/M.Tech engineering students from Gajapati district of Odisha will travel 

together as agro tech and technical advisors to the Agriculture SEZ (Special 

Economic Zone).  

● SEZs are located within the national boundaries of a country, and their objectives 

include balancing trade, increasing employment, investment, job creation, and effective governance. 

● Gabon is a country along the Atlantic coast of Central Africa, having French as its official language. 
 

IIT Madras develops mobile smart air pollution monitoring system 'Project Kaatru'. 
● Researchers at the IIT Madras have made significant progress in the field of air pollution 

monitoring by developing a low-cost mobile air pollution monitoring framework. 

● The project, known as Kaatru ("wind" in Tamil), aims to address the limitations of traditional 

stationary monitoring stations and provide valuable insights for policymaking and mitigation 

strategies. 

● Traditionally, ambient air quality is monitored in monitoring stations, which then report the Air 

Quality Index (AQI). But the catch is that monitoring is only for a small geographic area. 

● Air pollution is dynamic with locations within a few hundred meters of each other exhibiting different levels of pollution. Levels 

can also vary at different times of the day. However, setting up more stations is not practical due to the high cost. 
 

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS 
World Bank cuts 2023 global growth forecast. 
● The global economy is likely slowing sharply this year, hobbled by high interest rates, the 

repercussions of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the lingering effects of the pandemic. 

● This is the latest outlook of the World Bank which estimates that the international 

economy will expand just 2.1% in 2023 after growing 3.1% in 2022.  

● Still, the bank’s latest report marks an upgrade from its previous forecast of 1.7% in 

January. It upgraded its forecast for U.S. economic growth this year to 1.1% and foresaw 

India’s growth slowing to 6.3% from 7.2% last year. 

● The World Bank expects growth in India to slow down further to 6.3% in the financial year FY 2023/24 (April to March). This 

is a 0.3 percentage point downward revision from the previous estimates of 6.6%. The international financial institution 

attributes constrained private consumption due to high inflation as the main reason for slowdown. Nevertheless, it expects 

India to continue to be among the fastest-growing economies.  

 
By 2030, the internet economy’s contribution to India’s technology sector will grow to 62% from 48% in 2022. It will also 
account for 12-13% of India’s GDP, up from 4-5% in 2022.  
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● India’s Internet economy B2C ecommerce firms, online service providers, edtech 

companies, and so on will hit $1 trillion in value by 2030, up from $175 billion in 2022, 

according to a Report by Google, Bain & Company and Temasek. 

● As per “The economy of a Billion Connected Indians,” the growth would be driven by 

more Indians starting to transact online and the overall expansion of digital 

businesses. 

● The key thrust would come from “Tier 2+ locations.” The changes were expected to 

be the most pronounced in smaller towns and rural areas in terms of impact on the value of the Internet economy, as only 13% 

of the Indians lived in metro and tier 1 cities. 
 

RBI holds rates, vows to keep price stability 
● MPC keeps the repo rate unchanged at 6.50%; RBI forecasts real GDP growth for 

2023-24 at 6.5%, projects CPI inflation to average 5.1% this fiscal year. 

● Laying out the rationale for the MPC’s decision, Mr. Das stressed that “the best 

contribution monetary policy could make in helping the economy realise its 

potential would be by ensuring price stability”. 

● “Headline inflation, however, is still above the target as per the latest data and is 

expected to remain so according to our projections for 2023-24,” he noted. 

“Therefore, close and continued vigil on the evolving inflation outlook is absolutely 

necessary, especially as the monsoon outlook and the impact of El Nino remain uncertain.” 

○ Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) Constituted by RBI under section 45ZB of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Act, 1934. 

○ Chaired by the Governor of RBI. 
○ Mission: Fixing the benchmark policy interest rate (repo rate) to restrain inflation within the particular target level (2% to 

6%). 
○ MPC conducts meetings at least 4 times a year. 
○ The monetary policy is published after every meeting with each member explaining his opinions. 

 

Forex reserves jump $5.9 bn to $595 bn: Reserve Bank data 
● India’s forex kitty jumped $5.929 billion to $595.067 billion for the week ended June 2, the 

RBI said. 

● The reserves had dropped for two consecutive weeks and declined by $4.34 billion to $589.14 

billion in the previous reporting week. For the week ended June 2, the foreign currency assets, 

a major component of the reserves, increased by $5.27 billion to $526.201 billion, according 

to the Weekly Statistical Supplement released by RBI. 
 

‘Economy on autopilot, won’t overheat for years’. 
● The Indian economy is now on “autopilot” mode and will grow steadily in the range of 

6.57% till 2030, even without further reforms, Chief Economic Adviser (CEA) V. 

Anantha Nageswaran asserted, adding that the initial assessment of 7.2% GDP growth 

for 2022-23 could be an underestimate. 

● Noting that the economy had been prone to ‘overheating’ after three-four years of 

strong growth over the past three decades, the CEA said the sound economic policies of 

recent years meant that India could now grow for a longer period of “seven or 10 or 15 

years like China did between 1979 and 2008” without “running into overheating 

problems”. 

About Chief Economist Adviser: 
● The Chief Economic Adviser (CEA) is a post equivalent to the rank of Secretary to the 

Government of India. The main role of CEA is to produce an Economic Survey. 

● Renowned economist JJ Anjaria (1908-70), was the 1st Chief Economic Advisor of India(1956-1961); he co-authored the classic 

text on Indian agricultural economics, ‘The Indian Rural Problem’. 

● The CEA is the ex-officio cadre controlling authority of the Indian Economic Service: The CEA is head of the Economic Division 

of the Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance. 
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India tops digital payments ranking globally as per MyGovIndia data. 
● India has emerged as the global leader in digital payments for the year 2022, 

overtaking other countries in terms of both value and volume of transactions, 

according to data from the government's citizen engagement platform MyGovIndia. 

● India recorded an astonishing 89.5 million digital transactions during the period under 

review. It will account for a remarkable 46%t of the world's real-time payments in 

2022, surpassing the combined digital payments of the next four top countries.  

● Brazil followed with 29.2 million transactions, followed by China with 17.6 million 

transactions. Thailand and South Korea secured the fourth and fifth positions with 16.5 million and 8 million transactions, 

respectively. 

● National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) launched UPI in the year 2016 with 21 member banks. 

● RuPay cards can also be used for transactions in Singapore, Bhutan, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. 
 

Fino Payments Bank launches 'Spending Account' for the first time in India for better expense management and savings. 
● Mumbai-based Fino Payments Bank has announced its collaboration with Sequoia Capital-backed 

fintech Hubble to launch India's first spending account. 

● Fino Payments Bank was incorporated on 4th April 2017. Invested by ICICI Bank, BPCL, Blackstone. 

● The spending account will be integrated with Fino Bank's digital savings account, available on its 

mobile app FinoPay.  
 

Centre clears ₹56,415 cr. to 16 States for capital investment. 
● The Union Ministry of Finance approved ₹56,415Cr to 16 States for capital investment under 

the ‘Special Assistance to States for Capital Investment 2023-24’ Scheme for giving a timely 

boost to capital spending by States. 

● The projects approved are across various sectors including health, education, irrigation, 

water supply, power, roads, bridges and railways. 

● Funds for meeting the State share of Jal Jeevan Mission and Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak 

Yojana have also been provided to the States. 

● The highest allocation has been made to Bihar at ₹9,640Cr followed by Madhya Pradesh 

which has been given ₹7,850Cr. 

● The scheme ‘Special Assistance to States for Capital Investment 2023-24' was announced in the Union Budget 2023-24. 

● Under the scheme, special assistance is being provided to the State Govts in the form of 50-year interest-free loans up to an 

overall sum of ₹1.3L Cr during the financial year 2023-24. 
 

REPORT/RANK/INDEX/LIST 
India ranked 38th in World Bank's Logistics Performance Index-2023. 
● India has moved up 6 places to rank 38 out of 139 countries on the World Bank's Logistics Performance Index. It was ranked 

54th in the year 2014 and 44th in 2018. 

● There are Singapore (1), Finland (2), Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland (3) and Libya and Afghanistan at 138th 

place. 

● In October 2021, the Government of India had announced the PM Gati Shakti initiative, a national master plan for multimodal 

connectivity to reduce logistics costs and boost the economy by 2024-25. 

● GOI also launched the National Logistics Policy (NLP) in 2022 to ensure speedy last-mile delivery, eliminate transportation 

related challenges, save time and money of the manufacturing sector and ensure desired momentum in the logistics sector. 
 

Education ministry’s National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) rankings: IITM retains top spot 

● NIRF announced the India Rankings 2023 of higher education institutions. The Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Madras 

remained the best educational institution in overall rankings for the 5th consecutive term. 

● Bengaluru-based Indian Institute of Science (IISc) was adjudged the best university and research institution. 

● The rankings were announced by Union Minister of State for Education Rajkumar Ranjan Singh. 
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● The ranking framework evaluates institutions on 5 broad generic groups of 

parameters of teaching, learning and resources, research and professional 

practice, graduation outcomes, outreach and inclusivity and perception. 

Ranks are assigned based on the total sum of marks assigned for each of these 

five broad groups of parameters. 

● The National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Hyderabad 

bagged the top rank in Pharmacy for the first time pushing Jamia Hamdard 

to the second slot. Jamia Hamdard was ranked at the top in the category for 

four consecutive years. 

● Among the medical colleges, AIIMS, Delhi bagged the top spot, followed by PGIMER Chandigarh and Christian Medical College, 

Vellore. AIIMS Delhi has occupied the top slot in the category for the sixth consecutive year. 

● While from 2023, a new subject “Agriculture and Allied Sectors” has been introduced in NIRF, the “Innovation” ranking 

previously executed by the Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements (ARIIA) has been integrated into NIRF with 

an aim to reduce the burden on institutions of providing similar data to two different agencies. 

● The Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi has bagged the top slot in Agriculture and Allied Sectors. 
 

India ranked 131st in The Heritage Foundation's 29th Economic Freedom Index. 
● It is an annual report that measures the level of economic freedom in countries around the world. In the year 2023, the financial 

freedom of 184 countries has been assessed. 

● The Heritage Foundation is a conservative think tank based in Washington DC in partnership with The Wall Street Journal. 

● The index is based on four main pillars of economic freedom: rule of law, size of government, regulatory efficiency and open 

markets. 

● India has an economic freedom score of 52.9, making its economy the 131st freest in the 2023 index. Its score is 1.0 points less 

than last year. India is ranked 27th out of 39 countries in the Asia-Pacific region, and its overall score is below the world and 

regional average. 

● India's neighboring countries Bhutan (19), Bangladesh (26) are ahead in the Asia rank.  

Major Countries: 
1. Singapore (83.9) 
2. Switzerland (83.8)  
3. Ireland (82)  

 

World Development Report 2023: Migrants, Refugees, and Societies was recently released by the World Bank. 
● It is an annual report published since 1978 by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) or World 

Bank. 

● The report estimated a 120% income gain for Indians who migrate to another country for work, compared to a 40% rise in the 

case of internal migration. 

● About 2.3% of the world’s population—184 million people, including 37 million refugees—live outside their country of 

nationality.  

● India-US, India-Bangladesh and India- Gulf Cooperation Council have been considered among the top migrant corridors. 
 

WMO's 'State of the Global Climate 2022' report released. 
● The WMO State of the Global Climate Report 2022 focuses on key climate indicators – greenhouse gases, temperature, sea level 

rise, ocean warming and acidification, sea ice and glaciers. It also highlights the effects of climate change and extreme weather.   

● The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) said in a report that the global average temperature in 2022 was 1.15 degrees 

Celsius above the average of pre-industrial levels (1850-1900). 

● It has been said that since 2015, 8 years have been the hottest years so far. 

● The global mean temperature in 2022 was 1.15 [1.02 to 1.28] °C above the 1850–1900 average. 2022 was the 5th or 6th warmest 

year. 

● This was despite three consecutive years of cooling La Niña – such a "triple-dip" La Niña has happened only three times in the 

last 50 years. 
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ECA International's 'Cost of Living Ranking-2023' released. 
● According to ECA International's Cost of Living rankings, New York is set to top the 

list of most expensive cities in the world in 2023. HongKong is second in the list, 

Geneva is third (most expensive place in Europe), London is fourth and Singapore 

is fifth.  

● Singapore climbed from 13th place last year to enter the top five for the first time. 

● The top expensive cities in Europe are Geneva, Switzerland (3), London, UK (4), 

Zurich, Switzerland (7), Bern, Switzerland (16).  

● Top Expensive Cities in Asia - Tokyo, Japan (5), Shanghai, China (8) Guangzhou, 

China (9), Seoul, South Korea (10), Shenzhen, China (12), Beijing, China (14), Abu dhabi, united arab emirates (22) dubai, united 

arab emirates (23). 

● ECA International analyzed 120 countries and 207 cities around the world to rank them based on the cost of consumer goods 

and services, inflation and rising housing costs. 

● ECA was established in 1971. ECA International has been researching the cost of living globally for over 50 years. It releases two 

main surveys every year.  
 

The International Energy Agency released 'Tracking SDG7: The Energy Progress Report 2023'. 
● “Tracking SDG- 7: The Energy Progress Report 2023” has been released in collaboration 

with the International Energy Agency (IEA), International Renewable Energy Agency, 

United Nations Statistics Division, World Bank and World Health Organization (WHO). 

It was released for the first time in the year 2018. 

● Report highlights the various challenges that stand in the way of achieving the United 

Nations' Sustainable Development Goal- 7 (SDG- 7). 

● Key drivers: Uncertain macroeconomic outlook and high levels of inflation, currency 

value volatility and debt crisis in many countries, lack of financing and supply chain tight 

financial conditions and rising commodity prices. 

Key facts: 
○ Access to electricity: Between 2010 and 2021, global access to electricity increased 

from 84% to 91%. The number of people decreased from 1.1 billion in the year 2010 
to 675 million in the year 2021.  

○ Access to clean cooking: from 2.9 billion people in 2010 to 2.3 billion in 2021. The 

report suggests that nearly 100 million people who have recently switched to clean 
energy for clean cooking may return to traditional biomass use. This is expected to be highest in sub-Saharan Africa. 

○ Renewable energy (target 7.2): The use of renewable energy has increased since 2010 but still needs to increase substantially. 
○ Meeting international climate and energy targets requires an annual 

investment of US$1.4–1.7 trillion in renewable electricity generation and 
related infrastructure by 2030. 

○ Energy efficiency (target 7.3): The average between 2010 and 2020 was only 
1.8 percent. It should now exceed 3.4 percent globally by 2020 to 2030. 

○ International public financial flows (target 7.a): In 2021, these flows were 
USD 10.8 billion, but declined by 11 per cent from 2020. 

● India is 'on-target' to meet universal access to electricity. In April 2018, India 

achieved the target of providing electricity to every village in India ahead of 

schedule. 

● Despite the national policy push on clean fuel for cooking, more than two-thirds 

(479) of the districts remain 'off-target'. India's value has been assessed at 

number 105.Access to clean gas for cooking - 71%, clean energy - 36%.  
   

Union Minister Dr. Mansukh Mandaviya released the 5th State Food Security Index in New Delhi. 
● This index is released after annual evaluation by the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India. 

● Apart from this, the program also announced to train 25 lakh Food Business Operators by FSSAI in the next 3 years and set up 

100 Food Streets across the country to meet the food quality standards across the country.  

● The Rapid Food Testing Kit (RAFT) portal was also unveiled by FSSAI. 
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●  The objective of this portal is to streamline the operation of the RAFT scheme while ensuring transparency and accountability. 

Headlines: 
○ Among the bigger states, Kerala stood first, followed by Punjab and Tamil Nadu.   
○ Among smaller states, Goa got the top ranking, followed by Manipur and Sikkim.   
○ Among Union Territories, Jammu and Kashmir, Delhi and Chandigarh secured the first, second and third positions 

respectively.   
○ Also, the Union Health Minister felicitated the winners of the Eat Right 

Challenge - Phase II for the districts. These districts demonstrated excellent 

efforts in implementing schemes to improve the food environment and raise 
awareness about food safety. Most of the districts with exceptional results 
were located in Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh 
and Maharashtra. Out of 260 participating districts, 31 have successfully 
scored 75% or above. 

● The 1st State Food Security Index for the year 2018-19 was announced on World 

Food Security Day on June 7, 2019. The index is based on 6 different parameters of food safety - human resource and institutional 

data, compliance, food testing - infrastructure and monitoring, training and capacity building and consumer empowerment.  
 

WHO finds Piped potable water across India will Avert 4,00,000 diarrhoea deaths. 
● If the Centre succeeds in its marquee Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM), a nearly ₹3.6 trillion 

enterprise to provide piped potable water to all of India, it would avert close to 4,00,000 

deaths from diarrhoea, a study by the World Health Organization (WHO) and 

commissioned by the Jal Shakti Ministry. 

● Additionally, this would avoid 14 million DALYs (Disability Adjusted Life Years) from 

diarrhoea, save close to $101 billion and 66.6 million hours every day of time that would 

otherwise have been spent — predominantly by women — collecting water, the authors 

of the study noted. 

● A DALY represents the loss of the equivalent of one year of full health and are a way to 

account for the years of life lost due to premature mortality (YLLs) and the years lived with a disability (YLDs), due to prevalent 

cases of a disease or a health condition, in a population. 

● Currently, about 12.3 crore rural households, or 62%, have piped water connections up from 3.2 crore or about 16.6% from 

2019 when the scheme was launched. 

● The Centre has claimed that it will achieve 100% coverage by 2024. A fully functional tap water connection is defined as a 

household getting at least 55 litres of per capita per day of potable water all throughout the year. 

● 5 States including Gujarat, Telangana, Goa, Haryana, and Punjab and 3 Union Territories, Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Daman 

Diu & Dadra Nagar Haveli and Puducherry have reported 100% coverage. Himachal Pradesh at 98.87%, followed by Bihar at 

96.30% 
 

In the World Health Organisation's report 'Public health and economic savings', 'Har Ghar Jal' program was said to be 
important. 
● A report by the World Health Organization (WHO) has described the 'Har Ghar Jal' program as 

important for public health and economic savings.  

● Rural tap water connections have increased from 16.64% in 2019 to 62.84% in a span of 41 

months. The Center has claimed that it will achieve 100% coverage by 2024. So far in 2023, on 

an average, one tap connection has been given per second. 
 

According to the Report Titled “Spare the Air” by Greenpeace India, Bengaluru is the most polluted City. 
● Greenpeace India in its latest report on air pollution, which analysed data from 

September 2021 to September 2022, has stated that Bengalurueans breathe air 5 times 

worse than the World Health Organisation (WHO) guidelines. 

● Bengaluru was found to have an annual average PM2.5 concentration of 29.01 μg/m3, 

which is 5.8 times higher than the safe levels (5 µg/m3) set by the WHO. 

● Bengaluru’s Annual Average PM10 concentration was found to be 55.14 μg/m3, 3.7 

times higher than the safe levels (15 μg/m3). 
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● The city's annual NO2 concentration was also found to be 17.86 μg/m3, which is 1.8 times higher than the safe levels (10 μg/m3).  

● Vehicular emissions are one of the major contributors to urban PM2.5 and NO2 concentration. 
 

ICMR's “India's Metabolic Non-Communicable Diseases (NCD) Health Report” released. 
● Findings of the study, conducted by the Madras Diabetes Research Foundation in 

collaboration with the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) and the Union 

Ministry of Health, were published this June 2023 in The Lancet Diabetes & 

Endocrinology journal. 

● The name of this report is “India's Metabolic Non-Communicable Diseases Health 

Report: National Cross-sectional Study (ICMR INDIAB-17)”. 

● The 4 major NCDs are cardiovascular disease (CVD), cancer, chronic respiratory disease 

(CRD) and diabetes, which share four behavioral risk factors – unhealthy diet, lack of 

physical activity, and tobacco and alcohol use.  

Non-Communicable Diseases - National Prevalence - States with Highest Prevalence - States with Lowest Prevalence:  
○ Diabetes (11.4%) - Goa (26.4%) - Uttar Pradesh (4.8%).   
○ Pre-diabetes (15.3%) - Sikkim (31.3%) - Mizoram (6.8%)   
○ Hypertension (35.5%) - Punjab (51.8%) - Meghalaya (24.3%)   
○ Generalized obesity (28.6%) - Puducherry (53.3%) - Jharkhand (11.6%)  

○ Abdominal obesity (39.5%) - Puducherry (61.2%) - Jharkhand (18.4%)   
○ Hypercholesterolemia (24.0%) - Kerala (50.3%) - Jharkhand (4.6%)   
○ High LDL cholesterol (20.9%) - Kerala (52.1%) - Jharkhand (3.2%). 

 

Reliance Becomes India’s top company with 45th rank Forbes’ Global 2000 global list. 
● With sales of $109.43 billion and a profit of $8.3 billion, Reliance Industries Ltd. 

is the top-most-ranked Indian firm. 

● The Global 2000 ranks the largest companies in the world using four metrics: 

sales, profits, assets, and market value, Forbes said while releasing the 2023 

ranking of the world's top 2,000 companies. 

● JPMorgan, America's biggest bank with $3.7 trillion in assets, is at the top of the 

list for the first time since 2011. 

● Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway, which topped the list last year, fell to the 

338th position in the latest list due to unrealised losses in its investment 

portfolio. 

● Saudi oil behemoth Aramco is in 2nd position. 

● State Bank of India climbed to the 77th spot from 105th in the 2022 ranking. HDFC Bank is at 128th position (153 in 2022) and 

ICICI Bank is at 163 (204 in 2022). 
 

According to the Henley Private Wealth Migration Report (HNWI), India is the second largest country of millennial 
migration. 
● HNWI, which tracks wealth and investment migration trends around the world, 

China is expected to see the maximum exodus of 13,500 millionaires this year.  

● After China, India is the place from where 6,500 millionaires can migrate. India is 

expected to see 6,500 high-net-worth individuals (HNWIs) leave the country in 

2023, after witnessing a net outflow of 7,500 millionaires last year. 

● Over 16 lakh Indians have renounced their citizenship since 2011, 2.25 lakh in 

2022, the highest in a single year. The list is followed by the UK (3,200), Russia 

(3,000), Brazil (1,200), Hong Kong (1,000). 

● On the other hand, Australia will see the highest number of millionaires arriving 

at 5,200, while UAE is second in terms of arrival of 4,500 new millionaires. 

Singapore ranked third with a net inflow of 3,200 HNWIs, followed by the United States with a net inflow of 2,100 millionaires.  
 

UNDP’s 2023 Gender Social Norm Index (GSNI) Released. 
● It quantifies biases against women, capturing people’s attitudes toward women’s roles. 

● It tracked people’s attitudes towards women in four dimensions: political, educational, economic and physical integrity.  
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● Key points of GSNI 2023: 

● The index, covering 85% of the global population, reveals that close to 9 out of 10 

men and women hold fundamental biases against women. 

● Nearly 90% of people still hold at least one bias against women and 25% of people 

believe it is justified for a man to beat his wife. 

● Political Participation and Representation: Biases in gender social norms 

contribute to a lack of equality in political participation. Approximately half of the 

world's population believes men make better political leaders, while two in five 

believe men make better business executives. 

● On average, the share of heads of state or government who are women has 

remained around 10% worldwide since 1995, and women hold just over a quarter of parliament seats globally. 

● Women are grossly underrepresented in leadership in conflict-affected countries, mainly at the negotiation tables in the recent 

conflicts in Ukraine (0%), Yemen (4%), and Afghanistan (10%). 

● Economic Empowerment: Despite progress in education, gender gaps in economic empowerment persist. 

● In 59 countries where adult women are more educated than men, the average income gap is 39%. 
 

According to Reuter Institute’s’ “Digital News Report 2023’’DD India and All India Radio are India’s most trusted Media 
Organizations. 
● The study, conducted by the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism (RISJ), a 

think tank at the University of Oxford, also found that the media and the police are 

the two least trusted institutions in India, with 25% saying they “completely trust” 

media and police and 52% said they “somewhat trust” the media and 46% saying 

they “somewhat trust” the police. 

● The study is part of RISJ’s ‘Trust in News Project’ and focused on people’s attitudes 

towards news in four major countries — India, the United Kingdom, the United States 

and Brazil. 

● Three research and analytics firms  — London-based Kantar Group in the UK and US, 

Instituto Datafolha in Brazil and Delhi-based Internet Research Bureau (IRB) in India 

— conducted the surveys. 
 

Jammu District Topped the Table of “Jammu & Kashmir Good Governance Index 3.0” with an overall score of 6.37 out of 
10. 
● Jammu District has scored the First Rank under District Good Governance Index (DGGI) 

3.0 among the 20 Districts of the UT of Jammu & Kashmir. 

● The Jammu district is followed by Samba at 2nd place with a score of 6.17 and Srinagar (6) 

at 3rd place. 

● District Good Governance Index (DGGI) parameters to measure the performances of 

districts consist of 58 indicators under 10 sectors that include Agriculture & Allied sector, 

Commerce & Industry, Human Resource Development, Public Health Sector, Public Infrastructure & Utilities, Social Welfare & 

Development, Financial Inclusion, Legal & Public Safety, Environment and Citizen-Centric Governance. 
 

India climbs eight places to 127 in global gender index: WEF report. 
● India was ranked 127 among 146 countries in gender parity, up eight places from last year’s 

place in the Gender Gap Report, 2023 of the World Economic Forum (WEF). 

● India was ranked 135 in 2022. 

● The index ranked Pakistan at 142, Bangladesh at 59, China at 107, Nepal at 116, Sri Lanka at 

115 and Bhutan at 103.  

● Iceland is the most gender equal country for the 14th consecutive year and the only one to have 

closed more than 90% of its gender gap, the report said. 

India: 
● India had closed 64.3% of the overall gender gap, the report said. However, it underlined that India had reached only 36.7% 

parity in economic participation and opportunity. 
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● On political empowerment, India has registered 25.3% parity, with women making up 15.1% of MPs.   
 

Austria's Vienna is the Top city in The Economist Intelligence Unit's (EIU) latest 'EIU's Global Liveability Index-2023' 
● It evaluates the living conditions of 173 cities in five categories: sustainability, health care, culture and environment, education 

and infrastructure.  

● Vienna is followed by Copenhagen (Denmark), Melbourne (Australia). Three 

Canadian cities - Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto - also made the top ten. 

● Japan's Osaka and New Zealand's Auckland are at the 10th position. Osaka is 

the only Asian city included in the list. 

● From India, New Delhi and Mumbai are at 141st and Chennai at 144th 

position. Ahmedabad and Bengaluru are ranked 147th and 148th respectively 

in the EIU list. 

● Damascus (Syria) and Tripoli (Libya) are at the bottom of the list due to social 

unrest, terrorism and conflict. 
 

Indian Institute of Science Top’s Indian Universities in Times Higher Education’s “The Asia Ranking 2023”. 
● 18 Indian universities secured a place in the top 200 in Times Higher Education’s “The Asia Ranking 2023”. 

● The Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore has secured the 48th position this year.; Last year, the institute secured 42nd 

place. 

● This year’s top 200 list also includes two institutions from Bangladesh — the University of Dhaka ranked 186, and North South 

University, which was not ranked last year and has secured a rank of 192 this year. 

TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION ASIA RANKINGS 2023: TOP 10 INDIAN UNIVERSITIES: 

● Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore — Rank 48 

● JSS Academy Of Higher Education and Research — Rank 68 

● Shoolini University Of Biotechnology and MGT Sciences  — Rank 77 

● Mahatma Gandhi University  — Rank 95 

● International Institute Of Information Technology  — Rank 106 

● Alagappa University — Rank 111 

● Saveetha Institute of Medical and Technical Sciences — Rank 113 

● Jamia Millia Islamia — Rank 128 

● Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Ropar — Rank 131 

● Indraprastha Institute of Information Technology — Rank 137 
 

TOP 10 POSITIONS IN THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION ASIA RANKINGS 2023: 

Rank 1 — Tsinghua University, China 
Rank 2 — Peking University, China 
Rank 3 — National University of Singapore, Singapore 
Rank 4 — University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
Rank 5 — Nanyang Technological University, Singapore Singapore 
Rank 6 — Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Rank 7 — The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
Rank 8 — The University of Tokyo, Japan 
Rank 9 — Fudan University, China 
Rank 10 — Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China 

 

Silicon Valley tops Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2023. 
● Startup Genome has recently released the 11th Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2023 

(GSER 2023) which provides a comprehensive analysis of the startup ecosystem across 

the world.  

● To create the 2023 rankings, Startup Genome measured six factors in each ecosystem – 

performance, funding, market access, connectivity, talent, and experience and 

knowledge.  

● The top three ecosystems are Silicon Valley, New York City and London. Los Angeles is 

No. 4 and Tel Aviv is No. 5, while Boston and Beijing round out the top five. 
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● Singapore has jumped 10 places to rank 8th. Additionally, Miami moved up 10 places to take the 23rd spot.  

● Bengaluru - Karnataka, India's Silicon Valley and Delhi both jumped 2 places to rank 20th and 24th respectively. Mumbai has 

jumped 5 places to 31. 
 

According to IMD's Global Competitiveness Index 2023, Denmark is the most competitive economy. 
● The 2023 Global Competitiveness Index published in June 2023 by the International 

Institute for Management Development (IMD) named Denmark, Ireland, Switzerland 

and Singapore as the top three most competitive economies among the 64 countries 

surveyed. IMD started in the year 1946 in Geneva, Switzerland. 

● IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook (WCY), first published in 1989, is a 

comprehensive annual report and worldwide reference point on the competitiveness 

of countries. 

● Denmark: Retaining its first position from last year.  Ireland: Ireland took the 2nd 

position, making an impressive jump from 11th position in the previous year.  

Switzerland: Despite falling from the second position in 2022 and first position in 

2021, Switzerland continues to hold its position in the top three.  

● India, despite experiencing a slight drop of three ranks, ranked 40th in the Global 

Competitiveness Index for 2023, from 37th in 2022.  

● Apart from this, the USA was 9th, China 21st, UK 29th, France 33rd, Germany 34th 

and Japan 35th. 

● And the last places are Venezuela, Argentina and Mongolia at 64th, 63rd and 62nd place respectively. 
 

Tata Group's Harish Bhatt ranked 10th in Forbes list of 50 most influential CMOs. 
● For the second year in a row, Forbes has ranked Tata Group brand custodian Harish 

Bhatt among the top ten most influential CMOs (Chief Marketing Officers). Bhatt is 

ranked 10th in the latest list. Last year he was in ninth position. On the other hand, 

Sumit Virmani Chief Marketing Officer (CMO): Infosys has been ranked 41st from 

India.  

● Most Influential CMOs 2023: William White, CMO, Walmart (who was second last 

year), USA.  Marcel Marcones, Global CMO, AB InBev, Belgium.  Connie Brams, Chief 

Digital and Commercial Officer, Unilever, England.  Greg Joswiak, SVP Worldwide 

Marketing, Apple.  
 

TCS Tops Global Brand Consultancy Interband’s “Best Indian Brand”-2023 List. 
● Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) retained the top spot as the most valuable brand in the country, with a value of about ₹1.1 lakh 

crore. 

● Interbrand, renowned global brand consultancy, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) and Reliance Industries have topped the list 

of most valuable brands in India. 

● According to a report, two brands owned by billionaire Mukesh Ambani – Reliance Industries and digital unit Jio made it to the 

list of top five most-valuable brands in India. The diversified Reliance Industries with a brand value of ₹65,320 crore became 

the 2nd most-valuable brand, while telecom and digital unit Jio with a brand value of ₹49,027 crore became the 5tn most-

valuable company in the country. The brand value of Reliance Industries grew at 121% in the last ten years, the Interbrand said. 

● IT company Infosys with a brand value of ₹53,323 crore and HDFC with  ₹50,291 crore occupied the 3rd and 4th positions 

respectively on the list. 

● Other brands in the top 10 include Airtel, Life Insurance Corporation (LIC), Mahindra, State Bank of India and ICICI. 

● The top three brands alone account for a staggering 46% of the total value of the top ten brands. Whereas the top five brands 

collectively contribute 40% to the overall value. 

● The FMCG sector demonstrates an impressive compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 25%, followed by home building & 

infrastructure at 17%, and technology at 14%. 

● 2023 edition showcases remarkable growth, with a total list value of ₹8.3 lakh crore (USD 100 billion), marking a significant 

167% increase over the past decade. This is the first time the total value of the table has surpassed the USD 100 billion mark. 
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● The total brand value of the top ten brands, amounting to ₹4.9 lakh crore, exceeds the combined value of the remaining 40 

brands on the list, which amounts to ₹3.3 lakh crore. 
 

Walk Free Foundation released Global slavery Index 2023 
● The Global Slavery Index 2023 shows the world’s 20 richest countries account for more than half the estimated 50 million 

people living in ‘modern slavery’. 

● Rights group Walk Free Foundation released the Global Slavery Index 2023, an assessment of modern slavery conditions in 160 

countries. The index uses data released by the International Labour Organisation (ILO), Walk Free, and the International 

Organisation for Migration (IOM) last year to illustrate how “modern slavery is hidden in plain sight”. The data gains 

significance as India holds the G20 presidency this year, with a focus on sustainable development and climate change mitigation. 

● India, China, Russia, Indonesia, Turkey, and the U.S. are among the top G20 countries with the highest number of forced 

labourers. 

● 50 million people are living in conditions of modern slavery — a 25% rise over the last five years, says a new report. According 

to it, the Group of 20 nations are contributing to this increase, as their trade operations and global supply chains allow for 

human rights abuses. Among the G20 nations, India tops the list with 11 million people working as forced labourers, followed 

by China, Russia, Indonesia, Turkey and the U.S. 

● While there is no singular internationally recognised definition of modern slavery, it includes practices of forced labour, forced 

marriage, debt bondage, commercial sexual exploitation, human trafficking, slavery-like practices, and the sale and exploitation 

of children — any situation where threats, violence, coercion and deception prevent a person from refusing or leaving. 

● The practice has become more prevalent over the last five years, as climate change, armed conflict, weak governance and health 

emergencies like COVID-19 worked to remove a person’s freedom. G20 nations in particular account for more than half of all 

people living in modern slavery: imports worth $468 billion of at-risk products, including electronics, textiles, palm oil and 

solar panels, have been shipped from countries with weak worker protection, thus worsening forced labour conditions. 

Key Highlights: 
o 50 million people were living in modern slavery on any given day in 2021, an increase of 10 million people since 2016. This 

means that one in every 160 people in the world is a victim of modern slavery. 

o Global Slavery Index 2023,  ranks 160 countries based on their estimated prevalence of modern slavery per 1,000 people. 

o The countries with the highest prevalence are North Korea (104.6), Eritrea (90.3), and Mauritania (32.0), where modern 

slavery is widespread and often state-sponsored. 

o The countries with the lowest prevalence are Switzerland (0.5), Norway (0.5), and Germany (0.6), where strong governance 

and effective responses to modern slavery are evident. 

o Asia and the Pacific has the largest number of people in modern slavery with 29.3 million living in slavery. 

o India has the prevalence of 8. (Estimated proportion of population living in modern slavery per thousand people). 

Modern Slavery: 

● Modern slavery encompasses various forms of exploitation, including forced labour, forced marriage, debt bondage, commercial 

sexual exploitation, human trafficking, slavery-like practices, and the sale and exploitation of children. 

● Modern slavery violates human rights, undermines human dignity and erodes social cohesion. It also hampers economic 

development, perpetuates inequality, and fuels corruption. It poses a threat to global security and stability by fuelling conflict, 

terrorism, and organized crime. 
 

Karnataka gets National Award for Best Implementation of Crop Insurance Scheme. 
● Karnataka has bagged the national award for the best implementation of Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY), a crop 

subsidy insurance scheme, for the year 2022-23. 

● Karnataka recorded a 47.74% increase in the enrolment of farmers under the scheme. While the area covered under the scheme 

increased by 41.80%. 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY): 
● It is a crop insurance scheme launched by the Government of India in 2016, to provide financial support to farmers in case of 

crop failure due to natural calamities or other unforeseen events.  

● The scheme is implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare and is available to all farmers, including 

sharecroppers and tenant farmers.  
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● PMFBY aims to increase the coverage of crop insurance, reduce the burden of premiums on farmers, and ensure timely 

settlement of claims. 
 

Globally, India tops in achieving LEED Net Zero certification among zero green building projects. 
● The US Green Building Council (USGBC) and Green Business Certification Inc 

(GBCI) said that India has emerged as a top country with leading zero green 

building projects, outperforming the United States and China.  

● According to GBCI findings, out of 150 LEED Zero certified projects, India 

accounts for 45% or 73 such projects, with Haryana and Tamil Nadu leading the 

race for certification.  

● India's DLF Group leads globally in total LEED Zero certification for its projects 

with 45 certifications, followed by Kolkata-headquartered ITC Group with 15 

certifications.  

● Some of Lead Zero's projects include ITC Grand Central, ITC Maratha, Mumbai, Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail's manufacturing 

facility in Bengaluru, Tamarai Tech Park in Chennai, Goldman Sachs Building in Bengaluru, Danfoss Industries Complex in 

Chennai, ITC Hotels across India and Their data centers are included.  

● The United States and China have the second and third highest number of LEED Zero certifications, with 47 (30%) and 15 (10%) 

certifications, respectively.  

● LEED Zero recognizes projects that have reached a net zero or net positive status in the categories of carbon, energy, water or 

waste. 
 

IMPORTANT DAY/WEEK/YEAR 
World No Tobacco Day 2023 observed on 31st May 
● 2023 Theme World No Tobacco Day is 'We need food, not tobacco'. Last year, the theme 

of World No Tobacco Day 2022 was 'Protecting the Environment'. 

● The Union Health Ministry is about to launch a 60-day pan-India campaign on May 31 

based on the theme 'Tobacco-free youth'. Under this, emphasis will be laid on prevention 

of tobacco consumption among the youth and taking appropriate steps to help them quit. 

● The World Health Organization (WHO) announced the celebration of World No Tobacco 

Day in 1987. Although World No Tobacco Day was first observed on 7 April, a resolution 

was passed in 1988 to observe it on 31 May every year.  
 

41st International Dance Day: 29 April 
● International Dance Day is celebrated on April 29 every year. It was introduced in 1982 by the International Dance Council, 

which is part of UNESCO, to raise awareness about the importance of dance and its ability to bring people together 

● International Dance Day, honours the birth anniversary of Jean-Georges Noverre, a French dancer and ballet instructor 

recognized as the father of contemporary ballet, and encourages the promotion of this artistic expression. 

● Bharata Muni's (2nd century BCE) 'Natyasastra' is the oldest treatise on classical dance, which is the source-book of the arts of 

drama, dance and music. 

● Indian dances are divided into two categories- (i) classical dances (ii) folk and tribal dances. While classical dance is scriptural 

and disciplined, folk and tribal dances are conducted by local and tribal groups of different states and they do not have any fixed 

rules-grammar or discipline. 

● “Nrityam-2023” is being organized on April 29, 2023 in Udaipur, on the occasion of World Dance Day, under the Amrit Mahotsav 

of Independence at Bharatiya Lok Kala Mandal, Udaipur. 
 

World Intellectual Property Rights Day: 26 April 
● World Intellectual Property Rights Day is observed on 26th April every year to raise awareness about the importance of 

intellectual property (IP) rights in promoting innovation and creativity. The day is also aimed at highlighting the role of 

intellectual property in economic, social, and cultural development. 

● The theme of World Intellectual Property Rights Day for the year 2023: “'Women and IP: Accelerating Innovation and 

Creativity”. 
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● Intellectual property rights are granted in view of a fixed period of time and a defined geographical area. These rights are of 

five types- 1) Copyright, 2) Patent, 3) Trademark, 4) Industrial Design and 5) Geographical Indication. 

● The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) was formed in the year 1967 to promote intellectual property protection 

in the world, which is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. 

● India became a member of WIPO in 1975. 
 

16th National Civil Services Day: 21st April. 
1. National Civil Services Day is being observed on 21st April 2023. The day is observed to commemorate the day when the 1st 

Home Minister of Independent India, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel addressed the probationers of Administrative Services 
Officers at Metcalfe House in Delhi in 1947. 

2. The first National Civil Services Day was observed on 21st April 2006. 
3. The theme for National Civil Services Day 2023 is “Viksit Bharat“. 
4. World Malaria Day: 25 April 

● The theme for World Malaria Day 2023 is 'Time to deliver malaria: Invest, Innovate, Implement', a call to implement currently 

available tools and strategies to reach people in need in the Western Pacific region. 

● World Malaria Day was first organized in the year 2008. It was elevated from the 'Africa Malaria Day', which has been celebrated 

by the governments of various African countries since 2001. 
 

World Book and Copyright Day 2023 observed on 23rd April. 
● World Book Day, also known as World Book and Copyright Day, is observed annually on April 23rd. The day was proclaimed by 

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 1995 to Fpromote reading, publishing, and 

the protection of intellectual property through copyright laws. 

● The theme of World Book Day 2023 is “Indigenous Languages”. The purpose of keeping this theme is to understand the 

importance of different languages present in the country and the world and instead of making fun of indigenous languages; we 

should respect them and save them from extinction. 
 

The International Day of Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace is observed every year on 24 April. 

● The day aims to promote the principles of multilateralism and diplomacy in solving global challenges and conflicts.  

● Observing the festival also serves as a reminder of the importance of the United Nations and other multilateral organizations, 

which help make cooperation and collective action among nations possible. 

● On December 12, 2018, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution (A/RES/73/127) declaring April 24 as the 

International Day of Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace.  

● The first International Day of Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace was observed on April 24, 2019. 
 

'World Immunization Week' is celebrated from 24 to 30 April. 
● World Immunization Week is celebrated every year from 24 to 30 April to raise awareness about the importance of vaccination 

and to promote the use of vaccines to protect people of all ages against preventable diseases. 

● The theme of 2023 World Immunization Week is "The Big Catch-up". 
 

World Oceans Day 2023 celebrated on 8th June. 
● The purpose of celebrating World Oceans Day is to save the ocean, prevent the loss of 

resources from it, as well as maintain biodiversity. 

● Its purpose is to make people around the world aware of the important role of oceans in 

human life and their conservation. The ocean is a major source of food, medicine and an 

important part of the biosphere. That's why their protection is very important.  

● The theme of World Oceans Day is 'Planet Ocean: Tides Are Changing'. This theme talks 

about giving priority to the sea considering it important for development. 

● World Oceans Day was 1st proposed by Canada's International Center for Ocean Development (ICOD) and the Ocean Institute 

of Canada (OIC) on 8 June 1992 at the Global Forum in Rio de Janeiro. 

● In the United Nations General Assembly, resolution 63/111 was approved on 5 December 2008 and World Oceans Day was 

celebrated for the first time in the year 2009 with the theme 'Our Oceans, Our Responsibility'.  

● The ocean covers more than 70% of the planet. It is our life source, which supports the sustenance of humanity and every other 

living being on earth. 
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● The ocean produces at least 50% of the planet's oxygen, is home to most of Earth's biodiversity, and is the main source of 

protein for more than a billion people worldwide. 
 

World Blood Donor Day 2023 celebrated on 14th June by the World Health 
Organization 
● Officially designated as an annual event by the World Health Assembly in 2005.  

● The host country for the global event of World Blood Donor Day 2023 is Algeria. 

● The theme of the year 2023 is "Give blood, give plasma, share life, share often."  

● The volume of the blood (plasma) is replenished within 24-48 hours. Red blood cells 

are replenished in 3-4 weeks in healthy adults after donation.  
 

International Day Against Desertification and Drought observed on 17th June. 
● Theme: “Her land. Her rights”. 

● Desertification refers to the degradation of land in arid, semi-arid, and dry sub-humid 

areas due to various factors, including climatic variations and human activities. It leads 

to the loss of vegetation cover, soil erosion, and the decline in the productivity of the 

land, ultimately resulting in desert-like conditions. 

● Drought, on the other hand, is an extended period of time with significantly below-

average precipitation, resulting in water scarcity and various socio-economic and 

environmental consequences. Droughts can have severe impacts on agriculture, water 

resources, and ecosystems, affecting the livelihoods of communities. 
 

June 20 - World Refugee Day 2023 
● World Refugee Day is observed every year on 20 June and serves as a platform to 

recognize the courage and determination of individuals who have been forced to leave 

their countries due to conflict or persecution.  

● Theme: "Hope away from home," which emphasizes the importance of mental well-being 

in the process of refugees rebuilding their lives and striving for a brighter future. 

● World Refugee Day has its origins in United Nations General Assembly resolution 55/76, 

which was passed on December 4, 2000.  
 

9th International Yoga Day will be celebrated across the world on 21/06/2023. 
● PM Modi will participate in the Yoga Day event at the United Nations 

Headquarters in New York. This is the first time that a yoga session will be 

conducted by the Prime Minister at this venue.  

● Theme 2023: "Yoga for Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam," which represents our 

shared desire for "One Earth, One Family, One Future."  

● In his address to the 69th session of the United Nations General Assembly in 

2014, Prime Minister Narendra Modi suggested that June 21 be celebrated as 

International Yoga Day every year. The first Yoga Day took place on June 21, 

2015. 

● The inaugural Yoga Day celebrations in India in 2015 set two notable Guinness World Records – 35,985 people simultaneously 

and participation from 84 different countries. 

● The national celebration of the 9th International Day of Yoga 2023 will be led by the Vice President of India Shri Jagdeep 

Dhankhar on 21st June in Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh.  
 

Olympic Day 2023 celebrated worldwide on 23rd June. 
● Olympic Day is a celebration of sport, health and togetherness.  

● Theme of 2023 Olympic Day:  'Let's Move' which aims to inspire people around the world to take 

out time for daily physical activity. 

● Olympic Day commemorates the founding of the International Olympic Committee by Baron 

Pierre de Coubertin on 23 June 1894. Apart from this, Pierre de Coubertin rallied for the revival 

of the ancient Olympic Games on this day. 
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● Czech IOC member Dr. Grus presented the idea of a World Olympic Day at the 41st session of the International Olympic 

Committee in Stockholm, Sweden. The project was approved in January 1948 at the 42nd IOC Session in St. Moritz, Switzerland. 

The 1st Olympic Day was celebrated on 23 June 1948. 
 

International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking observed on 26th June 
across the world. 
● The theme is "People first: stop stigma and discrimination, strengthen prevention".  

● The recommendation was made at the International Conference on Drug Abuse and 

Illicit Trafficking held in Vienna on June 26, 1987. On 7 December 1987, the United 

Nations General Assembly decided to celebrate 26 June as the International Day against 

Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking.  
 

World MSME Day 2023 celebrated on 27th June. 
● The theme of MSME Day 2023 in India is “Future-ready MSMEs for India@100”. 

Internationally, this year's theme is “Building a Stronger Future Together”.  

● The global body is also launching #Brand10000MSMEs Network, a dynamic platform 

where MSMEs from across the world can connect, learn and grow together. 

● Champions 2.0 Portal and Mobile App for Geo-tagging of Cluster Projects and Technology 

Centers was launched by the Ministry of MSME to promote expansion and growth of 

MSMEs in India. 

● The results of "MSME Idea Hackathon 2.0" and "MSME Idea Hackathon 3.0" for women entrepreneurs were announced during 

the event. 
 

SPORTS 
India won the NSC-CAVA Women's Volleyball Challenge Cup 2023 title. 
● India has won the NSC-CAVA Women's Volleyball Challenge Cup title held in Kathmandu. India won the title by defeating 

Kazakhstan in the final at the National Sports Council's Covered Hall in Tripureshwor, 

Kathmandu. 

● India beat Kazakhstan in shared sets 3-0. With this, India ended the tournament by 

remaining undefeated. 

● Major Awards (India only)   

● Best Outside Hitter - K.P. Anushree   

● Best Middle Blocker - Surya S   

● Best Setter - K.S. genie   

● Most Valuable Player - Nirmal 
 

Argentina has been selected as the new host country for the FIFA Under-20 World Cup, replacing Indonesia.  
● It appears that FIFA decided to remove Indonesia as the host of the FIFA Under-20 World Cup after the country's football 

association canceled the draw for the tournament due to a political issue regarding Israel's participation in the event. According 

to reports, the governor of Bali refused to host Israel's team, which led to the cancellation of the draw and subsequently, 

Indonesia's removal as the host of the tournament. 
 

India Beats Pakistan to win Men’s Junior Asia Hockey Cup for the 4th time in Salalah, Oman. 
● With this victory, India has created a new record of winning the maximum titles at the Men’s Junior Asia Cup. India had won 

the tournament three times previously, in 2004, 2008, and 2015. Pakistan has won the tournament three times: in 1987, 1992, 

and 1996. 

● India had already qualified for the FIH Junior Hockey Men’s World Cup 2023, which is scheduled to be held from December 5 

to 16, 2023 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.. 

● The Men's Hockey Junior Asia Cup is a men's international under-21 field hockey tournament organized by the Asian Hockey 

Federation. The tournament has been held since 1988 and serves as a qualification tournament for the Men's FIH Hockey 

Junior World Cup.  
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Sunil Kumar clinches Asian under 20 decathlon gold. 
● Competing with a borrowed pole, Sunil Kumar won the decathlon gold medal with his personal 

best performance in the Asian U-20 Athletics Championship. 

● India's Sunil Kumar created history by bagging India's first-ever gold medal in men's decathlon 

in Asian Under-20 Athletics Championships held at Yecheon (South Korea).  
 

Aravindh wins Dubai Open chess; Arjun third. 
● Arjun Erigaisi drew his final round game against Aravindh Chithambaram. The 44th Chess 

Olympiad Gold medalist, Javokhir Sindarov (UZB) also drew his game against M Amin Tabatabaei 

(IRI). Thus, the four leaders ended up finishing with the same score of 6.5/9. Aravindh won 23rd 

Dubai Open 2023 on tie-breaks, Sindarov second and Arjun was placed third. This is the second 

consecutive year Aravindh has won the Dubai Open.  

● India currently has nine players in the World top 100 in live ratings.  

● Arjun Erigaisi defeated the China no.2 and World no.19 Yangyi Yu in the penultimate round of 

23rd Dubai Open 2023. 
 

Australia won the World Test Championship-2023 
● Australia Won the title for the 1st time by defeating India by 209 runs.  

● This was India's second consecutive defeat in the final of the WTC; They lost to New Zealand 

in the final of the inaugural edition in 2021. 

● Final of the 2nd edition of the 2021–2023 ICC World Test Championship, played between 

Australia and India at The Oval, London, England. 

● Australia won US$1.6 million while India won US$800,000.  
 

Uruguay beat Italy 1-0 to win the FIFA U20 World Cup 2023. 
● Uruguay has won its maiden Under-20 World Cup title after defeating Italy 

1-0 at the Diego Maradona Stadium in La Plata, Argentina.  

● Luciano Rodríguez scored the winning goal in the 86th minute with a header.  

● The year 2023 was the 24th edition of the FIFA U-20 World Cup since its 

establishment in 1977. 

● Israel finished third after defeating South Korea 3–2.  

● Italy midfielder Cesare Casadei received both the Player of the Tournament 

(Golden Ball) and Golden Boot awards. 

● Best goalkeeper award went to Sebastiano Desplanches of Italy.  

● Indonesia was initially scheduled to host the tournament, but the Muslim-majority country did not accept Israel's participation. 

So world football's governing body FIFA moved the competition to Argentina in April 2023. Which had earlier hosted in 2001. 

● The winner of the previous edition was Ukraine and the runner-up was the Republic of Korea. It was organized in Poland in 

2019. 

● Twelve different countries have so far won the title, with Argentina being the most successful team with six titles. Brazil has 

won five titles. 
 

First Khelo India Tribal Sports Festival concludes in Bhubaneswar. 

● In the first edition, 5,000 tribal athletes and 1,000 officials from 26 

states participated.  

● It was jointly hosted by the Ministry of Culture, Government of India 

and Government of Odisha in association with KIIT University.  

● Odisha was the overall champion of both men's and women's Category. 

Karnataka emerged as the first runner-up and Jharkhand emerged as 

the second runner-up.  

● In rugby, Team Odisha won gold medals in both the men's and women's 

sections.  
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Indian archer Aditi Gopichand creates history at Under-18 Archery World Cup in 
Colombia. 
● Indian archer Aditi Gopichand created history by breaking the under-18 world record in 

the women's compound qualification round during the ongoing Archery World Cup stage 

three in Medellin, Colombia. 

● 16-year-old Aditi Gopichand Swamy shot 711 out of 720 to top the 72- arrow qualification, 

surpassing the previous world record of 705 set by Lico Areola of USA in May 2023. 
 

India won a total of 10 medals including 7 gold in the women's category in the Under-17 Asian Wrestling Championships  
held in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan. 
● Indian women wrestlers won the coveted team trophy by winning seven gold, one 

silver and one bronze medals. 

● India finished second behind Iran in the freestyle team ranking in the medal tally.  

● In Men Wrestlers Ankush won the only gold medal for India in the freestyle 55 kg 

category by defeating Iran's Amirreza Ali Temorizad.  

Gold Winners:  

● Srishti (Women's 69kg), Savita (Women's 61kg), Rachna (Women's 40kg), Parveen 

(Women's 43kg), Khelo India Star Neha (Women's 57kg), Kajal (Women's 73kg), 

Shiksha (Women's 65kg). 

● Silver: Muskaan (Women's 46kg)  

● Bronze: Ranjita (Women's 53kg)  
 

Bhavani makes history, becomes first Indian to win Asian c’ship medal. 
● Olympian C.A. Bhavani Devi created history by securing India’s first ever medal, a bronze — 

at the Asian fencing championships in Wuxi, China. 

● Bhavani lost to Uzbekistan’s Zaynab Dayibekova in a hardfought semi-final of the women’s 

saber event, but ensured India its maiden medal in the event. 

● Earlier, she shocked reigning world champion Misaki Emura of Japan in the quarterfinals, 

her first win against the Japanese fencer. 
 

India reigns in Women’s Emerging Asia Cup. 
● India A takes on Bangladesh A in the final of the Women’s Emerging Teams Asia Cup 2023 

at the Tin Kwong Road Recreation Road ground in Hong Kong. 

● India beat Lata Mondal’s Bangladesh A by 31 runs in the final  to win the title. 

● India A, captained by Shweta Sehrawat, became the champions of the inaugural edition of 

the Women’s Emerging Asia Cup. 
 

Egypt Clinched the World Squash Championship 2023. 
● Egypt emerged victorious in the World Squash Championship, defeating Malaysia 2-1 in 

the final held in Chennai. 

● The 3rd place in the championship was shared between the host country, India, and Japan. 

● Malaysia defeated India with a score of 3-0 in the semi-finals. 

● The state of Tamil Nadu has gained recognition in international sports by successfully 

organizing the Chess Olympiad within a remarkable four-month timeframe. 

● A total of eight countries participated in the championship. 
 

Rayaan wins Asian U21 snooker bronze. 
● India’s Rayaan Razmi finished with a bronze medal after suffering a 43 defeat at the hands of Milad 

Pourali Darehchi of Iran in the semifinals of the Asian under 21 snooker in Tehran.  

● The 21 year old had topped Group D and finished as the top ranked player in the knockout phase.  

● Pakistan’s Ahsan Ramzan emerged the champion after a win over Darehchi. 
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Special Olympics World Summer Games: Indian contingent bags 15 gold, crosses the 50 medal mark. 
● Indian medals totalled 55 medals, including 15 gold, 27 silver and 13 bronze spread across five 

disciplines — athletics, cycling, powerlifting, roller skating and swimming. 

● India clinched 5 medals in swimming — 3 golds, 1 silver and1 bronze — and 6 Medals in cycling track 

— 3 gold, 2 silver and 1 bronze. 
 

World’s fastest bike Race “Moto GP 2023” to be held in Uttar Pradesh at Buddha International Circuit, Greater Noida . 
● ‘MotoGP’ 2023, going to be hosted by India for the 1st time. 

● This is the 1st time “Moto E-Race” will be held outside Europe. 

 
 

IOC’s 1st Olympic eSports week[between 22 and 25 June 2023] held in Singapore. 
● Over 100 athletes from around the world are competing across 10 virtual sports. 

● This is the first live, in-person edition of the virtual sports series created by the 

International Olympic Committee. 

● Allianz and IOC jointly hosted a unique youth camp during Olympic Esports Week. 
 

India ends the Special Olympics campaign with 202 medals. 
● India secured 76 gold, 75 silver and 51 bronze medals. 

● The Indian athletes bagged six medals from the track events (2 gold, 3 silver, 1 bronze) on the 

concluding day, with Aanchal Goyal (400m, Level B Female) and Ravimathi Arumugam 

(400m, Level C Female) standing on top of the podium.  

● Saket Kundu, who had earlier grabbed a silver medal in the mini javelin Level B, also won a 

bronze in the Level B 400m race, a rare double in track and field 

● Special Olympics: global multisport spectacle that celebrates unity, diversity and special skills 

among people with intellectual disabilities. 

● Special Olympics Bharat chairperson Mallika Nada. 
 

Carlsen outwits Anand, taking Warriors to the top. 
● In a historic endgame, SG Alpine Warriors’s talismanic player Magnus Carlsen 

defeated Viswanathan Anand and launched his team to the top of the Global 

Chess League  in Dubai, pushing Ganges Grandmasters to second. 

● Magnus Carlsen: 

● Magnus Carlsen is a Norwegian chess grandmaster and the reigning World Chess 

Champion. He was born on November 30, 1990, in Tønsberg, Norway.  

● Carlsen became a grandmaster in 2004 at the age of 13 years and 148 days, 

making him the third-youngest grandmaster in history at that time.  

● In 2010, Carlsen won the World Chess Championship at the age of 19, becoming 

the youngest chess player ever to achieve that feat. He defended his title successfully in subsequent championships, winning 

the World Chess Championship in 2013, 2014, 2016, and 2018. 
 

Smith is second fastest to 9,000 Test runs after Sangakkara. 
● Australian Steve Smith became the second fastest batter to reach the feat, reaching the 

mark in his 174th innings, next only to Sri Lankan great Kumar Sangakkara who did it in 

172 innings. 

● Smith currently holds the record for most Test hundreds among active players. 
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Recently golfer 'Diksha Dagar' has won the LET golf title. 
● Diksha Dagar, a talented golfer, won her 2nd Ladies European Tour (LET) title at the Czech Ladies 

Open.  

● She won her first LET title in 2019 during her rookie year. 

● She becomes the second Indian to win on the LET in 2023, with Aditi winning the Magical Kenya 

Ladies earlier in the season. 

● Diksha was born with a hearing impairment and has been wearing hearing aids since the age of six. 

● Her father, Col Narinder Dagar, serves as her mentor, coach, and caddie. 
 

Recently the pair of Sutirtha Mukherjee and Ayhika Mukherjee has won the title of 'WTT Tunis Contender Tournament 

2023'. 
● The Indian women’s doubles pair of Sutirtha Mukherjee and Ayhika Mukherjee won the 

World Table Tennis (WTT) Contender tournament in Tunis, after beating the Japanese pair 

of Miyuu Kihara and Miwa Harimoto.  

● The pair also became the first Indians to win a Contender title this year. 

● Meanwhile, the Indian mixed doubles pair of Manika Batra and G Sathiyan as well as the 

men’s doubles duo of Manav Vikash Thakkar and Manush Utpalbhai Shah had lost their 

respective semifinal matches. 
 

BOOKS & AUTHORS 
Kerala’s CM Pinarayi Vijayan launches K K Shailaja’s book, says politicians’ memoirs narrative of country’s history. 
● Shailaja’s book “My Life as a Comrade: The Story of an Extraordinary Politician and the World That Shaped Her”. 

● Shailaja was the face of Kerala’s fight against COVID-19 during the initial months of the pandemic. 

● She was also considered for the prestigious Magsaysay Award last year but she declined to accept it. 
 

 Amitav Ghosh's new non-fiction book 'Smoke and Ashes' to release in July 2023. 
 

MISCELLANEOUS  
Ancient Gujarati textile art “Mata ni Pachedi” gets the GI tag. 
● A unique art form preserved by a handful of families in Ahmedabad, Mata ni Pachedi, a cloth dedicated to the Mother Goddess, 

got the Geographical Indication (GI) tag.  

● Mata ni Pachedi, which translates as "behind the mother goddess”, is a traditional hand-painted or block-printed hand-spun 

piece of cotton fabric. 

● This art form also grabbed headlines in November last year when PM Narendra Modi presented Pachedi to UK PM Rishi Sunak. 

Bhanubhai Chitrara recently got Padma Shri for the same art. 
 

Prasar Bharati to celebrate 100 episodes of PM Modi's monthly radio program 'Mann Ki Baat' in New Delhi. 
● The conclave was inaugurated by Vice President Jagdeep Dhankhar in the presence of Anurag Thakur, Minister for Information 

and Broadcasting. 

● “Mann Ki Baat”, the monthly radio program by PM Modi was first aired on October 3, 2014. The 100th episode is scheduled for 

April 30, 2023 
 

Vancouver-based Xypex Chemical Corporation announced the opening of its first production plant in Greater Noida, Uttar 
Pradesh, India. 
● The 40,000 sq-ft facility will house chemical manufacturing, and distribution capabilities to serve upstream, midstream, 

downstream, and adjacent industries in the region. The production facility has 30,000 sq-ft additional space for storage. 
 

Sarbananda Sonowal, Union Minister, inaugurated the Rs.77 crore National Technology Center for Ports, Waterways and 
Coasts (NTC PWC) at the Discovery Campus of the Indian Institute of Technology Madras (IIT MADRAS). 
● NTC PWC is the technical wing of the Ministry of Shipping, Government of India, with an aim to bring state-of-the-art 

technology to the port and waterways sectors. 
 

Manamadurai pottery of Tamil Nadu gets GI tag. 
● The Manamadurai pottery of Sivagangai district of Tamil Nadu has been given the Geographical Indication (GI) tag.  
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● The Vaigai River enriches the clay used for Manamadurai pottery. 
 

Govt. names Mohanty as LIC chairperson and first CEO. 
● The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC) approved the appointment of Siddhartha Mohanty, Managing Director (MD) 

and interim chairperson, Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) as Chairperson., 

● The LIC’s former Managing Director B C Patnaik has been appointed as the Member (Life) of the Insurance Regulatory and 

Development Authority of India (IRDAI). 
 

Fit India Champion Arjun Vajpai successfully scaled Mount Annapurna. 
● Indian professional mountaineer Arjun Vajpai (Rajasthani) successfully scaled the world's 10th highest mountain Annapurna 

Mountain located in Nepal. 

● Annapurna Mountain is believed to be the most dangerous among 14 mountains with a peak of 8,000 meters. 

● He now wants to become the first Indian to scale all the 14 mountains with 8000 meter peaks in the world. 

● The 28-year-old was honored by Guinness World Records for becoming the youngest person to climb two 8000 meters high 

mounts (Mount Everest in 2010 and Lhotse peak in May 2011). 
 

Jamnagar of Gujarat top Export District in India.  
● It formed about 24% of India’s exports in value terms in FY23 (till January). Surat in Gujarat and Mumbai Suburban in 

Maharashtra feature second and third by a distance, forming only about 4.5% of the country’s exports in the period. The other 

districts in the top 10 are Dakshina Kannada (Karnataka), Devbhumi Dwarka, Bharuch and Kachchh (Gujarat), Mumbai 

(Maharashtra), Kancheepuram (Tamil Nadu) and Gautam Buddha Nagar (Uttar Pradesh). 
 

“Heritage Festival 2023” started in Goa. 
● Goa government is organizing 'Heritage Festival 2023' from 28 to 30 April 2023 at Saligao in North Goa.  

● Festival aims to promote cultural tourism of the state and showcase the traditions, culture and art of the state. 
 

3-day Agriculture Festival 'Raj' being organized in Odisha. 
● The Raj festival of Odisha is a unique one as Mother Earth is worshiped during this 

festival. 

● The first day of the festival is called 'Pahili Raj', the second day is called 'Majhi Raj' 'Raj 

Sankranti' or 'Mithuna Sankranti', the third day is called 'Bhudah' or 'Basi Raj' or 'Shesh 

Raj'. 

● Notably, 'Pahili Raj' falls on the last day of the month 'Jyestha' and 'Raj Sankranti' on the 

first day of the month 'Ashadha', which celebrates the beginning of the rainy season. 

● Like a menstruating woman, Mother Earth is allowed complete rest without any disturbance. This is the reason why all 

agricultural activities like plowing and digging are suspended during this festival. 

● The connection of the festival with Mother Earth can be understood from the fact that the fourth day of the festival is called 

'Basumati Snan'. On this day, three days after their menstrual period, women take a ceremonial bath to the grinding stone, as 

Mother Earth. 
 

Angshumali Rastogi becomes India's representative in the International Civil Aviation Organization. 
● Senior Bureaucrat Angshumali Rastogi has been appointed as India's representative on the Council of the International Civil 

Aviation Organization (ICAO) in Montreal, Canada. Rastogi, a 1995 batch officer of the Indian Railway Service of Mechanical 

Engineers (IRSME), has been appointed in place of Shefali Juneja for three years.  
 

University of Edinburgh starts Hindi course 'The Climate Solutions: India (Hindi) Course’. 
● The Climate Change Institute of the University of Edinburgh has announced its first open access course in Hindi “The Climate 

Solutions: India (Hindi) Course” in partnership with the Consulate General of India in Edinburgh, Scotland. 

● The Climate Solutions course is available in English, Arabic and Hindi, with versions focused on Egypt, the UAE, India and the 

UK.. 

● 'The Climate Solutions: India (Hindi) Course'  

● The program is five weeks long and explores how different climate zones across India can significantly affect the country's 

health, agriculture and economy. 

● These free online climate courses have been developed in partnership with the University of Edinburgh and the Royal Scottish 

Geographical Society. 
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Gujarat government's “SWAGAT initiative” completes 20 years. 
● The program is being organized on the occasion of completion of 20 years of “StateWide Attention on Grievances by Application 

of Technology (SWAGAT)” being celebrated by the Government of Gujarat. 

● SWAGAT was launched in April 2003 by the then Chief Minister of Gujarat, Narendra Modi. 

● The SWAGAT Online program has been awarded several awards including the United Nations Public Service Award in 2010 for 

improving transparency and accountability in public service. 

● The SWAGAT online program has four components: State SWAGAT, District SWAGAT, Taluka SWAGAT and Village SWAGAT. 
 

Maharashtra's Ahmednagar to be renamed as Ahilya Nagar. 
● Maharashtra Chief Minister Eknath Shinde announced that the Ahmednagar district in Maharashtra will be renamed as ‘Ahilya 

Nagar’. 

● The announcement comes on the 298th birth anniversary of Ahilya Bai Holkar, the hereditary noble queen of the Maratha 

Empire, in early-modern India. 

● The Union home ministry in February approved a proposal by the Maharashtra government to change the names of Aurangabad 

and Osmanabad cities to Chhatrapati Sambhaji Nagar and Dharashiv respectively. 

Holkar Dynasty:  
● The Holkar dynasty was a prominent Maratha dynasty that ruled the Malwa region of central India from the 18th to the 19th 

century. 

● There were several notable queens and female rulers within the Holkar dynasty One such prominent queen was Maharani 

Ahilyabai Holkar, who ruled the Holkar kingdom from 1767 to 1795. She was known for her benevolent rule and extensive 

philanthropic activities, including the construction of temples, ghats (steps leading to a river), and dharamshalas (rest houses) 

throughout India.  
 

U.S. Defence Secretary Austin arrives in India. 
● U.S. Defence Secretary Lloyd Austin arrived in India on a two-day visit to explore ways 

to further strengthen bilateral defence cooperation, especially in areas of transfer of 

critical technologies for codevelopment of military hardware. 

● Mr. Austin’s trip comes over two weeks ahead of PM Narendra Modi’s state visit to 

Washington during which the two sides are expected to unveil initiatives to expand the 

strategic partnership. 
 

As AI check starts, no fine for second pillion rider under age 12 in Kerala. 
● After a month long trial, Kerala is set to opt for the artificial intelligence powered (AI) 

camera surveillance system from 05/06/2023. The AI-enabled cameras will keep round 

the clock tabs on every traffic violation on urban and rural roads in the State and issue 

challans to traffic violators. 

● The automated offence detection system will capture the images of law-breakers and alert 

the control rooms set up in 14 districts. The control rooms will then process the images 

and issue legal notices to the motorists based on the nature of their traffic violations. 

● A child up to 12 years of age will be allowed to be the second pillion rider on motorcycles. 

● The State has asked the Centre to bring an amendment to the Central Motor Vehicle Act to facilitate the travel of children on 

motorcycles. The exemption for children will continue until the Centre takes a call on the suggestion, said the Minister. 
 

Mali community holds mahapanchayat in Jaipur. 

● The Mali community held a mahapanchayat in Jaipur to demand 12% reservation 

in jobs and higher education as well as increased political representation in the 

State and at the Centre.  

● The panchayat, attended by Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla and Uttar Pradesh 

Deputy Chief Minister Keshav Prasad Maurya, was called off nearly a month after 

members of the community blocked the Jaipur-Agra National Highway to press 

for their demands. 

● The ‘maha panchayat’ passed a 11-point resolution, which stated that Mahatma 

Jyotiba Rao Phule and Savitri Bai Phule should be honoured with the Bharat Ratna, and the Saini, Mali, Kushwaha, Shakya, 
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Maurya, Suman, Vanmali, Bhoi Mali community should be given 12% reservation on the basis of their economic and social 

backwardness. 
 

14 combination drugs banned as panel flags risks. 
● The Centre has banned 14 combination drugs after an expert committee formed to examine 

their efficacy flagged risks. 

● Fourteen fixed-dose combination (FDC) medicines found to lack therapeutic relevance have 

been banned by the Central Government through a gazette notification issued over the 

weekend.  

● According to the Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation (CDSCO), FDCs refer to 

products containing one or more active ingredients used for a particular indication(s). 

● The banned FDCs are part of 344 fixed-dose combinations prohibited for sale by the Union 

Health Ministry in 2016 but the makers of 15 such drugs challenged the decision in Delhi High Court. 
 

SC stays HC order to check rape survivor’s horoscope. 
● The Supreme Court stayed an Allahabad High Court order, which sought the help of 

the Astrology Department of the University of Lucknow, to decide if a rape survivor 

was “mangalik” (a person with mangal dosha in their horoscope). 

● The Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court had passed the order while hearing 

the bail application of a man accused of raping the woman on the pretext of 

marriage. 

● Gobind Rai @ Monu v. State Of UP 

● In order to decide the bail plea of a person accused of raping a woman on pretext of marriage, the Allahabad High Court recently 

ordered the astrology department of the Lucknow University to study a woman's kundali (horoscope or birth chart) to ascertain 

whether she is a mangalik. 

● This was after the accused took the defence that the marriage could not be solemnised because the woman was a mangalik. 

● Mangali or mangalik is a person born under the influence of Mars as per Hindu astrology. Such persons are said to have mangala 

dosha which is construed to be unfavourable for marriage. 

● The Lucknow bench of the High Court was considering a bail application filed by one Gobind Rai. 

● The victim had accused the man of having sexual relations with her on the false promise of marriage, and it was alleged that he 

had no intention of marrying her.  

● Taking suo-motu cognisance of the matter, the Vacation Bench of the apex court, comprising Justice Sudhanshu Dhulia and 

Justice Pankaj Mithal, in a special sitting observed that the High Court order was “totally out of context”. 
 

India, U.S. finalise road map for defence industrial cooperation. 
● India and the U.S. concluded a road map for ‘Defence Industrial Cooperation’ which 

shall guide the policy direction for the next few years towards cooperation in high 

technology areas and identifying opportunities for codevelopment and co 

production.  

● This was concluded during the bilateral meeting between Defence Minister Rajnath 

Singh and visiting U.S. Secretary of Defence Lloyd Austin. .  

● Towards these objectives, they concluded a road map for the U.S. India Defence 

Industrial Cooperation which shall guide the policy direction for the next few years,” a Defence Ministry statement said. .   

● “India-U.S. partnership is critical for ensuring a free, open and rulesbound Indo Pacific region. We look forward to closely work 

with the U.S. for capacity building and further consolidating our strategic partnership,” he said. Both sides reviewed the robust 

and multifaceted bilateral defence cooperation activities and agreed to maintain the momentum of engagement. 
 

In the short term, stabilise the Line of Actual Control. 
● For the last few years, the situation on the Line of Actual Control (LAC) has continued to remain extremely tense; it has just 

stopped short of a war, with the Doklam and Galwan crises. Every now and then, the media reports incidents of transgressions 

and stand-offs between Indian and Chinese troops at the LAC even as both countries incur a huge expenditure in ensuring 

defensive preparedness as well as better military infrastructure as they induct men, material and equipment close to the LAC.  
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● Chinese territorial claims include the entire Arunachal Pradesh and the occupied Aksai 

Chin. No Chinese government, more so the present one under Xi Jinping, is likely to tone 

down the narrative that has been built over a long time, which claims Ladakh and 

Arunachal Pradesh as two of the five fingers that are attached to the Tibetan Palm.  

● The India-China engagement got an impetus after the visit by then Indian Prime Minister 

to China in December 1988. Since then, four agreements have been signed between the 

two countries (in 1993, 1996, 2005 and 2013) to maintain peace along the LAC, laying the 

framework for dealing with the border issue and covering the spectrum of engagement 

from the highest levels of government to border personnel meetings in the field.  

● Article I of the 1993 Agreement stipulates the creation of joint mechanisms 

to verify and settle LAC related disputes.  

● After 19 years, the Working Mechanism for Consultation and Coordination 

on India-China Border Affairs (WMCC) was created in 2012. It meets twice 

in a year but has little to show in terms of results on the ground.  

● The 3,488 kilometres long LAC has only four Border Personnel Meeting 

(BPM) points; the Lipulekh BPM Point which was proposed in the Article V 

of the 2005 Protocol has not been established till now.   

● Existing Confidence Building Measures and engagement mechanisms need 

to be strengthened by providing more teeth to the WMCC and establishing 

more BPM points so that local issues can be resolved quickly. 

India China Border Dispute: 
● The two neighbours fought a bitter war in 1962 that spilled into Ladakh, where India lost a portion of land called Chinese-

administered Kashmir, or Aksai Chin. The two sides have been trying since the early 1990s to settle their dispute without 

success. 

● The most serious dispute is over China’s claims that India’s northeastern state of Arunachal Pradesh is part of Tibet, which 

India rejects. 

● China claims about 90,000 square kilometres of territory in India’s northeast, while India says China occupies 38,000 square 

kilometres of its territory in the Aksai Chin Plateau in the Himalayas, a contiguous part of Indian-administered Kashmir. 

Clashes in 2020: 
○ A standoff began in early May of 2020 when large contingents of Chinese soldiers entered deep inside Indian-administered 

Kashmir’s Ladakh region at three places, erecting tents and posts. 
○ Indian officials said the Chinese soldiers ignored repeated verbal warnings to leave, triggering shouting matches, stone-

throwing and fistfights. 
○ China said its moves came in response to India’s construction of defence facilities across the frontier into Chinese territory 

in the Galwan Valley region. India also mobilised thousands of soldiers and armouries. 
○ In August, the crisis in the remote region of eastern Ladakh entered a new phase when the Indian army claimed it pushed 

back an attempt by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) to alter the LAC in a new area on the southern bank of Pangong lake. 
○ Indian officials alleged that 500 Chinese troops tried to cross into Spanggur, a narrow valley near the village of Chushul, 

and three hours of hand-to-hand combat ensued. 

○ The Indian defence ministry accused the Chinese army of carrying out “provocative military movements” on the intervening 
night of August 29 and 30.  

○ Overall, the clashes led to the death of 20 Indian soldiers and an undisclosed number of Chinese troops. 
 

India must bring pump prices of petrol and diesel in line with global oil prices. 
● The world’s largest grouping of crude oil producers, commonly known as OPEC +, agreed to extend ongoing production cuts 

into 2024 as it seeks to keep oil prices from falling amid concerns about a global economic slowdown.  

● OPEC major and leading producer Saudi Arabia also voluntarily vowed to reduce output by an extra 1 million barrels per day 

(bpd) in July, sending international oil futures contracts higher.  

● The more than 20 nation OPEC + bloc, which has been striving to curtail supply in order to support prices in the face of flagging 

demand, had in a surprise move in April announced additional output cuts amounting to 1.66 million bpd.   

● For India, which imports more than 80% of its crude oil requirements, the combined Saudi cum OPEC + announcements of 

supply curtailment are a cause for some concern given the potential they have to push up global oil prices. Still, with India 
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having sharply increased its purchase of crude from Russia since Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine and the consequent western 

sanctions against Russian energy exports, the price India pays for an imported barrel of oil has been steadily declining.  

● The average monthly price of India’s crude oil basket had declined by as much as 38% from its June 2022 peak of $116.01 a 

barrel to $72.39. While there is a good likelihood for some nearterm uptrend in global oil prices as a result of the latest OPEC 

+ move, India has through its stepped up imports of Russian crude — it bought a third of its oil from the sanctions hit country 

in March — substantially buffered itself from any appreciable adverse impact. Still, the softening in crude purchase prices has 

not percolated to the Indian consumer.  

● Pump prices of petrol and diesel have remained unchanged since May 22, 2022, with the governments at the Centre and the 

States, and the oil marketing companies unwilling to forego any revenue, possibly as a way of insulating themselves from any 

rise in costs in the future. With retail inflation showing signs of easing in recent months and private consumption spending 

data showing a distinct lack of vigour as a result of the inflationary erosion in consumptive capacity, policymakers must reassess 

their stand on fuel prices.  
 

The Railways must not lose focus on safety as it expands its services. 
● The rail accident in Balasore in Odisha on June 2, involving the collision of three trains, is a tragic reminder of the challenges 

that India faces in modernising and expanding its rail services.  

● At least 275 people were killed and over 900 injured when the Shalimar Chennai Coromandel Express, the Yesvantpur Howrah 

Express and a freight train collided in the worst rail accident in two decades.  

● But an accident of this kind had been foretold, as recently as February this year when a collision between two trains was averted 

at Hosadurga Road Station in the Birur Chikjajur section of the Mysore Division of the Railways, thanks only to an alert loco 

pilot and the moderate speed of the train, which could be brought to a stop..  

● The Indian Railways carries nearly 15 million passengers every day now compared to the peak of 23 million a day the year 

before the COVID19 pandemic.  

● India has an ambitious plan to improve its rail infrastructure, and in the year 2023-24, 

₹2.4 lakh crore has been allocated for capital expenditure. Accidents per million train 

kilometers have fallen over the last decade, but poor maintenance of tracks and the 

rolling stock and overstretched staff are problems that the Railways can no longer 

camouflage with glitzy facades.  

● Safety measures including anti-collision systems are expanding, but evidently not at an 

adequate pace.  

● In 2021, the Prime Minister announced that 75 new semi high speed trains labelled 

Vande Bharat would be started over 75 weeks, and several have been started already. 

There has been attention on passenger amenities also, but nothing can be more important than safety.  

● The accident in Balasore should prompt India’s railways development plans onto the right track. Speed should be strived for, 

but safety is paramount. Sabotage is not ruled out in the Balasore accident, which will be probed by the Central Bureau of 

Investigation. More important will be the corrective measures by the Railways at the operational and planning levels. It will 

have to find more resources to modernise and rationalise its priorities.   
 

‘New law needed for electronic evidence in criminal cases’. 
● Need for Parliament to take a complete relook at laws relating to the presentation of electronic 

evidence before criminal courts and come up with appropriate legislation that could address the 

present day needs, besides making procedures simpler to let in such evidence during trial.  

● A Division Bench of Justices M.S. Ramesh and N. Anand Venkatesh said the legislature ought to 

have introduced ‘electronic evidence’ as a separate chapter in the Evidence Act, 1872, considering 

its magnitude and growing importance in solving crimes. 
 

Courts should be wary of incremental steps to alter the status of places of worship. 

● DISMISSING A petition filed by the Anjuman Intezamia Masjid Committee, the Allahabad High Court (HC) upheld a Varanasi 

district court order which had said that Hindu groups are not barred by the Places of Worship (Special Provisions) Act, 1991, 

and the suit seeking the right to worship inside the Gyanvapi mosque was maintainable. 

● Five Hindu women had filed a suit seeking the right to worship Maa Shringar Gauri on the outer wall of the mosque complex 

located next to the Kashi Vishwanath temple. While the Hindu side said the mosque was built on the site of a temple, the Muslim 
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side argued that the mosque was built on Wakf premises, and the Places of Worship Act barred changing the character of the 

mosque. 

● On September 12 2022, the district court dismissed the Anjuman 

Intezamia Masjid Committee’s challenge to the civil suit. “According 

to the plaintiffs, even after 15th August, 1947 they were worshiping 

Maa Shringar Gauri, Lord Ganesh and Lord Hanuman daily up to the 

year 1993. If this contention is proved then the suit is not barred by 

Section 4 of the Places of Worship (Special Provisions) Act, 1991” The 

court held. 

● The mosque committee then filed a revision petition in the HC, which 

was dismissed by Justice J J Munir. The mosque committee had 

contended that the suit was barred by the Places of Worship (Special 

Provisions) Act, 1991, and the Wakf Act. 

● The Places of Worship (Special Provisions) Act, 1991, bars conversion of the religious character of any place of worship as it 

existed on August 15, 1947. The mosque side had argued that the 1991 law bars the civil suit seeking right to worship in the 

mosque premises. The Hindu side argued that until 1993, regular worship of Maa Shringar Gauri was allowed in the “back side 

of Gyanvapi”. Since 1993, they said, the district administration of Varanasi restricted the entry to only once a year. 

● In May last year, the court-ordered videographic survey of the Kashi Vishwanath temple-Gyanvapi mosque had reported a 

structure, claimed to be a “shivling” by the Hindu side and a “fountain” by the Muslim side, inside the mosque premises. 

● Earlier this month, the Allahabad HC had set aside a lower court order and ordered a “scientific survey” including carbon dating 

of the “Shivling”. The court had passed the order in the same suit – filed by the women seeking the right to worship. 

● A week later, the Supreme Court, on May 19, deferred the implementation of the HC order. “These are matters where one has 

to thread a little carefully,” Chief Justice of India D Y Chandrachud had said. 
 

Railways to secure signalling equipment with double locks. 
● Month Long safety drive to be launched to ensure cabins which house such 

equipment are provided with a dual lock access system. 

● Days after the devastating three way train accident in Odisha, which claimed 

the lives of 275 passengers and left more than 900 injured, the Indian Railways 

has decided to secure the Goomties that house signalling equipment on railway 

station premises with a doublelock arrangement.  

● A Goomty is a small cabin at level crossings or near stations where railway 

equipment is kept. 

● Railway officials had earlier indicated that possible “sabotage” and tampering with the electronic interlocking system, which 

detects the presence of trains, led to the accident involving the Shalimar-Chennai Central Coromandel Express, the Bengaluru-

Howrah Superfast Express and a goods train. 

● In a letter to general managers of all zones, the Railway Board has directed that a safety drive should be launched immediately 

with special focus on all ‘goomties’ (rooms along tracks) housing signalling equipment within station limits. 

● It said they should be checked and it should be ensured they have “double locking arrangements”. 

● The board said that “all relay rooms in stations should be checked and ensured for proper working of ‘double locking 

arrangement'”. 

● “It should also be checked and ensured that there is data logging and generation of SMS alerts for opening/closing the doors of 

these relay rooms,” it said. 

● The Railway Board also instructed that it should be checked that the system of disconnection and reconnection for signalling 

and telecommunication equipment is being followed strictly according to laid down norms and guidelines. 
 

Gauhati HC quashes Nagaland govt. ban on sale of dog meat. 
● The Kohima Bench of the Gauhati High Court has quashed a three year old Nagaland government order passed in 2020 that put 

a blanket ban on the commercial import and trading of dogs and sale of dog meat in markets and dine in restaurants.  

● The judgment was passed on June 2 after Justice Marli Vankun heard a petition by three persons who supplied and sold dog 

meat in Nagaland before the ban was enforced.  
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● Court Observing that consumption of dog meat appears to be an accepted norm among Nagas, it 

said the impugned notification was liable to be set aside, though it was said to have been passed in 

accordance with a Cabinet decision. 

● Those opposing the ban had said the prohibition overlooks the constitutional right of the Naga 

tribes to maintain their law and social practices. 

● The ban had prohibited the “commercial import, trading of dogs and dog markets as well as 

commercial sale of dog meat in markets and dine in restaurants”. The decision led to an uproar in 

the state, especially on the claims that the prohibition overlooks Article 371(A) of the Constitution 

that gives Naga tribes the right to practice and maintain their customary law and social practices. 
 

Dhaka seeks clarification on the ‘Akhand Bharat’ map. 
● The Government of Bangladesh has instructed its mission here to contact the Ministry 

of External Affairs (MEA) about the “Akhand Bharat” map placed in thenew Parliament 

building. 

● Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Shahriar Alam told journalists in Dhaka that the 

Awami League government is in the process of seeking clarification from India 

regarding the map that has drawn protest from Nepal and Pakistan as it shows the 

spread of ancient Indian kingdoms from the west to the east of the subcontinent that 

covers present day India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal. 

● Mr. Alam’s remarks came two days after the Leader of the Opposition Bangladesh Nationalist Party described the mural as a 

“threat to the freedom and sovereignty of Bangladesh”. “There is widespread anger over the map. There is no doubt about its 

installation. However, for further clarification, we have asked the mission in Delhi to speak to the Indian Ministry of External 

Affairs to find out what their official explanation is,” said Mr. Alam who was quoted in Dhaka Tribune. 

● The map includes Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Myanmar. 
 

The Union government set up a three member panel to probe the ethnic violence in Manipur, which has claimed nearly 
100 lives and displaced over 35,000 people. 
● Panel will do an inquiry into the causes and the spread of the violence and whether 

there was any dereliction of duty by the authorities. 

● This has the potential to set a process of truth telling in motion that could nudge the 

possibility of reconciliation between the wounded ethnic communities.  

● Riots and ethnic violence in particular rarely occur without driving forces; the fact 

that this occurred in Manipur with the help of looted weapons from police armouries 

only underlines this. 

● Affixing responsibility for the violent actions to key actors and holding them accountable are the first steps in building trust in 

those responsible for governance. 

● That arson and violence continue in the State even after the Union Home Minister visited affected areas and only 18% of the 

looted weapons returned to the armouries suggest that distrust among the two ethnic communities, the Meiteis and Kukis, 

remains intact, besides indicating the inability of the State government to act as a catalyst for a return to lasting peace. 

● The paramilitary forces that have created a security grid and are patrolling “buffer areas” between the Imphal valley and 

adjoining hill areas, where the Kuki people live, to prevent any violence, can only be of limited help. 

● The political representatives of the two communities MLAs in particular who share party affiliations but differ in their ethnicities 

must act as the bearers of peace and reconciliation. 

● The underlying differences between the groups require a longer political dialogue and rumination as they are not easy to solve. 

Many among the Kukis (and the Nagas) claim that the demand for Scheduled Tribe status for Meiteis opposed by a section 

among them is unjustified, while Meitei sections resent the benefits of affirmative action for “hill tribes”. 

● The Meiteis also have the grievance that they lack the explicit privilege of owning land in hill areas, unlike the rights that anyone 

can have in the Imphal valley. 

● A process of reconciliation cannot succeed unless these knotty issues are tackled; for this to happen, representatives of these 

communities must rise above their narrow sectarianism and look for constitutional solutions. A beginning has to be made to 
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tamp down on the violence, return the displaced to their homes, secure their lives, and isolate those responsible for wanton 

violence and bring them to justice. Thus, much depends on the commission’s work in this regard. 
 

The Indian polity, a democratic diagnosis. 
● Our parliamentary system, crafted with some care, sought to achieve lawmaking; accountability of the executive; approval of 

taxation proposals and control of national finances, and discussion of matters of public interest and concern. India, it said, ‘shall 

be a Union of States’ and the provisions of Part XI of the Constitution would govern the relations between the Union and the 

States. 

● Dr. B.R. Ambedkar had emphasised that the eventual objective of social 

democracy is a trinity of liberty, equality and fraternity, best achieved through 

the effective functioning of the legislature, the executive and the judiciary. These 

foundational principles were spelt out in the Preamble of the Constitution and 

were reinforced by the Supreme Court of India in the Basic Structure doctrine. 

● The emergence of social media, a rival claimant to representative in civil society, 

has emerged as both complementary and antithetical to question or supplement 

the representativeness of Parliament. It has manifested itself in both forms in our 

polity. So, as a political scientist put it, ‘while Parliament has become increasingly representative in descriptive terms, it also 

simultaneously become[s] unresponsive in terms of legislation and governance and has tended to avoid accountability by closing 

ranks’. An element of ideological orientation in the shape of dharmic sanctification, as in the Parliament ceremony, was used to 

reinforce it. 

● These moves suggest a design for centralisation and personalisation, and the creation of a ‘Fuehrer or Zaeem like’ image not 

unknown in recent history. Alongside, administrative devices have been sought to be used to bring in line state institutions 

having an impact on the electoral process. Both contributed to the achievement of a transition from populism to electoral 

authoritarianism; both are violative of the spirit of the constitutional text. 

● One consequence of this trend, reflective of the unease generated by it, is a statement in the shape of a letter written to the 

President of India recently by a group of former civil servants expressing concern over attempts by the government to change 

the character of the civil service and its functioning, leading to the civil servants being ‘torn between conflicting loyalties’, 

thereby weakening their ability to be impartial. ‘This has disturbed the federal balance and left civil servants torn between 

conflicting loyalties, thereby weakening their ability to be impartial’. 

● These trends in the changing character of the Indian polity have caused public concern and have not gone unnoticed by observers 

abroad. One editorial comment opined that ‘Hindu nationalism in India is writing an epitaph for the country’s experiment with 

multiethnic secular democracy’. In his tome published last year, Christophe Jaffrelot analysed the Hindutva ideology (laced 

with populism) based on Israeli scholar Sammy Smooha’s theory of ethnic democracy defined as the ideology of a group that 

considers itself bound by racial, linguistic, religious or other cultural characteristics with a sense of superiority and rejection of 

the ‘Other’ generally perceived as a real or perceived threat to the survival and integrity of the ethnic nation.’ 

● The conflation between nationalism and Hindutva has been the backbone of the new hegemony that has been of immense help 

to the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in projecting a potent conjoint image of Hindutva and development. 
 

Sedition An illogical equation of government with state. 
● In its 279th Report, the Law Commission of India has recommended the retention of Section 124A of the Indian Penal Code 

which contains the Law of Sedition.  

● It has also recommended enhanced punishment for this offence in the name of national security.  

● While Section 124A provides for a minimum imprisonment of 3 years, the Law commission recommends a minimum of 7 years.  

● In 2022, the Supreme Court of India had ordered a stay on all existing proceedings and also on the registration of fresh cases 

(S.G. Vombatkere vs Union of India) under sedition upon the Union Government assuring the Court of a review of this law at 

the earliest. The Court’s stay order was in consideration of the fact that this law was widely misused by the law enforcement 

authorities. 

● The law of sedition in India has a long and infamous history. Section 124A was incorporated in the IPC in 1870.  

● The purpose was to suppress the voice of Indians who spoke against the British Raj, as the government did not want any voice 

of dissent or protest.  

● The wording of Section 124A clearly reveals the intention of the colonial government. 
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● Sedition is an offence against the government and not against the country, as many think. The offence is in bringing or 

attempting to bring in hatred or contempt or excitement or attempting to excite disaffection towards the government 

established by law. The offence is committed by spoken or written words, by signs or by any other means. Thus, the gist of the 

offence is bringing a government into hatred or contempt or causing disaffection towards the government of the day. 

● The law of sedition was defined and applied in two different ways during the British period. The first major case was Queen 

Empress vs Bal Gangadhar Tilak 1897 in which the Bombay Court found Bal Gangadhar Tilak guilty of sedition for writing a 

couple of articles in Kesari, a Marathi weekly, invoking Shivaji, which was interpreted as exciting disaffection towards the 

British government. Judge Stratchy explained the law as: “The offence (Sedition) consists in exciting or attempting to excite in 

others certain bad feelings towards the government. It is not the exciting or attempting to excite mutiny or rebellion or any sort 

of actual disturbance great or small. But even if he neither excited nor intended to excite any rebellion or outbreak or forcible 

resistance to the authority of the government that is sufficient to make him guilty under the Section.” Later, the Privy Council 

upheld this exposition of law. Thus, sedition meant exciting or attempting to excite bad feelings towards the government. It was 

a very draconian law. 

● The second case was Niharendu Dutt Majumdar And Ors. vs Emperor which was decided by the Federal Court. Acquitting the 

accused Majumdar, Sir Mauris Gwyer, Chief Justice, explained the law as: “Public disorder or the reasonable anticipation or 

likelihood of public disorder is thus the gist of the offence.” 

● These two statements of the law of sedition given by two courts in British India differ from one another. One defines sedition 

as disaffection, which was interpreted as ‘political hatred of government’ and comes within the mischief of sedition. The other 

interprets it to mean that the offence is committed only when there is incitement to violence or disorder. 

‘Kedarnath’ and constitutionality of sedition: 
● The brief journey into the British era is necessary to better understand the judgment in Kedarnath vs State of Bihar (1962) by 

the Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court and the Law Commission’s recommendations for incorporating the essence of that 

judgment. 

● Kedarnath decided the constitutionality of sedition. The Court held that sedition is constitutionally valid for two reasons.  

○ One, sedition, though an offence against the government, is against the state because the government is a visible 
symbol of state and the existence of the state will be in jeopardy if the government is subverted.  

○ Second, Article 19(2) imposes restrictions in the interest of the security of the state which has wider amplitude and 
which includes the law on sedition. 

● Sedition is an offence against the government. Anyone who causes disaffection towards the government is liable to be prosecuted 

under this law. 

○ Disaffection has been defined as ‘political hatred’ towards the government by the full Bench of the Bombay High Court which 
upheld the punishment of Tilak. 

● So, causing political hatred towards the government in the minds of the 

public is the offence of sedition.  

● In this sense, it clearly violates the fundamental right to freedom of speech 

and expression under Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution. In a democratic 

republic where people have the freedom to change a bad government, 

disaffection towards a government cannot be an offence. In fact, it is a part 

of the democratic process and experience. Therefore, making it an offence 

directly conflicts with the fundamental rights of citizens. We cannot expect citizens to have any affection towards a bad 

government. 

● The law declared by the Privy Council was final, according to which even a gesture which indicates political hatred towards the 

government comes within the mischief of sedition. Obviously, sedition contained in Section 124A goes against Article 19(1)(a). 

● However, the Supreme Court had, in an attempt to declare sedition constitutionally valid, admittedly adopted the Federal Court’s 

approach and held that Section 124A is valid but can be invoked only when the words or gestures have a tendency to incite 

violence.  

● The Court was aware that sedition, as it is worded in Section 124A in IPC and interpreted by the Privy Council, could not have 

remained in the statute book after the Constitution came into force in 1950. The Court was also conscious of the fact that 

sedition, as a reasonable restriction on the right of speech and expression, was deleted from the draft Constitution by the 

Constituent Assembly. 
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● The implication was clear. Sedition was not meant to be a reasonable restriction. But the Court wanted to retain sedition because 

it was genuinely worried about an imminent communist revolution in the country, which Kedarnath, a local communist in 

BeguSarai in Bihar was advocating.  

● But, on a closer scrutiny, we will find that the position taken by the court in Kedarnath is not radically different from Tilak. As 

per Kedarnath, a tendency to incite disorder would amount to sedition, and actual disorder need not occur. So, in substance 

there is not much difference between Kedarnath and Tilak. 

● The real issue is that the law of sedition contained in Section 124A of the IPC is unconstitutional. The Law Commission failed or 

did not want to see the fallacy in the Kedarnath judgment which did not in effect soften this harsh law but declared that it is 

constitutionally valid. Kedarnath equates government with state, which is illogical in the context of a democratic republic. 

Therefore, its attempt to bring sedition within the framework of reasonable restriction under Article 19(2) is constitutionally 

impermissible. 
 

X versus Y 
[Rajasthan HC rejects DNA paternity test in divorce case.] 
[Justice Pushpendra Singh Bhati at the High Court’s principal seat in Jodhpur.] 
● In a landmark judgment, the Rajasthan High Court has refused to allow DNA paternity test as a ground to prove adultery in the 

divorce proceedings of a couple belonging to Bhilwara, Rajasthan. 

● While rejecting a man’s petition to bring on record his alleged son’s paternity test 

results in the divorce case pending before the Family Court, the Rajasthan High 

Court has observed that the child cannot be used as a weapon to get a divorce on 

grounds of adultery. In other words The court said the child born to the couple 

could not be used as a pawn in the divorce litigation and the “sanctity of 

childhood” could not be compromised with. 

● The Court held Paternity test cannot be conducted in a routine and mechanical 

manner because it will adversely affect the very mental health of the child,” 

● The court said DNA Test invades upon the rights of a child, which may range from affecting his property rights, right to lead a 

dignified life, right to privacy, and “right to have the confidence and happiness of being showered with love and affection by 

both parents.” 

● The court handed down the verdict on a writ petition moved by Deepak Soni, a resident of Bhilwara, seeking quashing of a 

November 15, 2022, order of the Family Court in Udaipur, which had rejected his plea to amend his divorce pleading on the 

basis of DNA paternity test of his son. 

● The DNA Paternity Test requires it to be conducted only in exceptional cases, and therefore, the child cannot be used as a weapon 

to get a divorce on grounds of adultery, on the strength of the outcome of a DNA Paternity Test. 

● The court said it is necessary for the man to first prove that he had no access to his wife. “Only thereafter, the benefits of 

exceptional exclusion from the purview of Section 112 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 can be extended to the aggrieved party.” 

● The Court referred to the Apex Court’s decision in Aparna Ajinkya Firodia v. Ajinkya Arun Firodia wherein it was observed that 

“the Family Courts have the power to order for DNA Test, but it should not be directed in a routine manner, without any 

justifiable reason for the same; the same should be done after duly complying with the principles of natural justice. The husband 

thus, cannot take undue advantage of the DNA Test so as to shirk away from his obligation." 
 

The focus was on trade, development ties during the Nepal PM’s visit. 
● India remains a major trade and transit partner, where a number of Nepalis 

continue to earn a living or pursue higher education. 

● Change of government in Nepal with the fall of the hawkish regime led by Khadga 

Prasad Sharma Oli and the restoration of the pre-2022 election Nepali Congress 

and Maoist alliance to power raised expectations of a thaw in this matter. 

● The finalization of an agreement to increase the export of power from Nepal to 

India to 10,000 MW within 10 years, development of new transmission lines, an 

MoU for the construction of a petroleum supply pipeline between Siliguri and 

Jhapa, besides extensions to existing pipelines and construction of new terminals were positive. 
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● But the highlight of Mr. Dahal’s visit was an agreement to take forward the Indian proposal of the export of Nepal’s hydropower 

to Bangladesh through Indian Territory. 
 

Bridging the growing trust deficit in Manipur. 
● Manipur, with over 35 communities inhabiting its valleys and hills, has a history 

of violence and deadly clashes. 

● Ethnic violence has been brewing in the State for sometime as mutual suspicion 

between ethnic groups in the Imphal valley and the hills turned into simmering 

conflict between the Meiteis and the Kukis, especially after the order of the 

Manipur High Court on March 27, asking the State to recommend Scheduled 

Tribe (ST) status to Meiteis. 

● They form 52% of the State’s population but are restricted to 10% of the 

geographical area, that is the Imphal valley. 

● There are rumours that thousands of weapons which include AK-47s have been looted by Meities and Kukis have also looted 

weapons from the police in their area of influence. 
 

ED issues notices to Xiaomi India for FEMA violations. 
● The Enforcement Directorate issued a show-cause notice to Xiaomi Technology India, 

CFO Sameer Rao, its former MD Manu Jain, and 3 banks for FEMA violation of ₹5,551 

crore. The notice has been issued with respect to illegal remittances made by the 

company to the tune of ₹5551.27 crores.  

● This is in contravention of Section 4 of the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 

and ₹5,551 crore is liable to be seized in terms of provisions of Section 37A of the 

FEMA. 
 

The necessity of electricity distribution companies. 

● The Electricity Act 2003, introduced significant reforms in the power sector. One of the 

key provisions of the act was the restructuring of the State Electricity Boards (SEBs) 

into separate companies responsible for generation, transmission, and distribution of 

electricity. 

● Under the act, electricity generation was delicensed, meaning that private companies 

were allowed to generate electricity without requiring a license from the government.  

● The transmission and distribution of electricity remained licensed and regulated 

activities. The responsibility for distribution, typically held by the Discoms (Distribution 

Licensees), involved supplying electricity to consumers within a designated license area. 

● Discoms are required to ensure a reliable electricity supply to meet the full demand of every consumer, both existing and new, 

in their license area. This means they have the responsibility to accurately project demand growth and make adequate 

arrangements to meet the increasing electricity requirements. 

● Cross-subsidization refers to a pricing strategy where one group of consumers is charged higher prices to subsidize the reduced 

costs for another group. Charging higher tariffs to certain consumer segments, such as commercial or industrial users, in order 

to provide electricity at lower rates to residential or agricultural consumers. 

● Cross-subsidization is commonly employed to ensure affordable electricity access for low-income households and farmers. It 

aims to balance the cost of electricity provision and promote social equity. However, it can also have its own set of challenges 

and implications on the financial sustainability of Discoms and overall power sector viability. 
 

China built the world's first hypersonic wind tunnel “JF-22’’. 
● Chinese scientists have built the world's largest ultra-high-speed wind tunnel 'JF-22'. The tunnel can reach speeds of 7.14 miles 

per second (2.5 to 11.5 km/s), or Mach 33. It is 80 cm wide and twice as large as the earlier designs. 

● The construction of the wind tunnel, located in northern Beijing's Huarou District, began in 2018 and is expected to be completed 

in August 2021. It can reach 10,000 °C (18,032 °F), which is enough to break air molecules into atoms and give some atoms an 

electric charge. 
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● When a spacecraft comes back into Earth's atmosphere from orbit, it usually 

comes in at just 17,500 miles per hour, which is called Mach 25. 

● This tunnel is made with high enthalpy. Enthalpy is the energy that a 

thermodynamic system requires to stay together with respect to the air around 

it. This ultra-high-speed tunnel is called the "Free-Piston Driven Tunnel". 

● Australian space engineer Raymond Stalker proposed an alternative to 

hydrogen-powered wind tunnels in the 1960s, but used nitrogen, which is much 

cheaper. FL-64 and JF-12 are earlier China's small wind tunnels. 
 

India, UAE target $100 bn in non-oil trade by 2030. 
● India and the UAE set a target to increase the non-oil trade from the current $48 billion to $100 billion by 2030. 
● The goal to achieve $100 billion in non-oil trade was set during the 1st meeting of the Joint 

Committee of India UAE Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA).  
● The target of $100 billion will not include the oil trade. In the meeting, it was also decided to set 

up a new sub-committee to handle issues related to services trade.  
● Mr. Goyal said an India UAE CEPA council will be set up to further facilitate the 

implementation of the agreement. 
 

Poshan app helps migrant workers access Anganwadi services during relocation. 
● More than 57,000 migrant workers have registered for the One Nation, One Aanganwadi programme 

under which even if people relocate to another State, they can receive benefits given by the 

government to children under six years of age and pregnant and lactating women. 

● It was possible through coordination between the Central and the State governments by using the 

Poshan Tracker app on mobile phones. 

● The app provides a view of the activities of the Anganwadi centres (child care centres), service 

deliveries of Anganwadi workers and complete beneficiary management for pregnant women, 

lactating mothers and children under six. It also digitises and automates physical registers used by workers that helps improve 

the quality of their work. 

● The Anganwadi workers are being provided smartphones procured through the Government e-Marketplace (GeM) for efficient 

service delivery. 

● A total of 8.66 lakh such phones have been procured by all States and Union Territories. More than 6.5 lakh Anganwadi workers 

have been trained so far. 

● Since the launch of the Poshan Abhiyan in 2018, a total of 10.6 crore beneficiaries have been registered out of which 47.6 lakh 

were lactating mothers, 7.48 crore pregnant women and the rest children. 

● Poshan Abhiyan, also known as the National Nutrition Mission, was launched in India on March 8, 2018. It is a flagship program 

of the Government of India aimed at improving the nutritional status of children, pregnant women, and lactating mothers. The 

program focuses on addressing the problem of malnutrition and aims to reduce stunting, undernutrition, anemia, and low birth 

weight 
 

Same-sex marriage: Morality vs equality. 

● Marriage is a common relationship of culture that is only known as male-female, although most of the marriage laws use gender-

neutral terminology. Whereas there have only lately been many instances of the acceptability of homosexual marriages, culture 

is slowly becoming indulgent. This reform is also mirrored in Navtej Singh V. Union of India, where Section 377 of the IPC was 

struck from the Supreme Court. 

● Just a few days before the Supreme Court of India commenced hearings on the same-sex marriage issue, one of the world’s 

leading philosophers, Michael Sandel, was in India to take part in a media group’s conclave. Introduced as a “rockstar” during 

the event and prodded to make comments on banal local politics, the significance of his ideas for deeper moral questions facing 

Indian society remained lost on most. 

● Supreme Court’s neutrality: 

● For example, while arguments based on the various strands of liberalism were being marshaled before the Supreme Court, 

Sandel’s critique of contemporary liberalism should also have been part of the repertoire for consideration.  
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● This critique highlights a difficulty in any attempt to sort out the issue of same-sex marriage within a liberal framework of 

individual rights. For, if the Court were to adjudicate on the right to marry it would have to 

break its neutrality on moral questions about the desirability of marriage, what fits into the 

institution and what it means to people a neutrality mandated by its jurisprudence on equal 

concern for all irrespective of social or personal morality.  

● Sandel cites the example of Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s decision in Goodridge v. 

Dept. of Public Health (2003) which legalised samesex marriage not just on grounds of 

equality and freedom of choice but by pronouncing on the virtues of marriage. In the 

American context, the Court only had to choose between whether marriage is about 

“procreation” or “loving relationships”. 

● In India, the significance of marriage for those who look at it in traditional terms is much 

more than both. The significance was captured by the Calcutta High Court in 1901 as follows 

“it is a ‘union of flesh with flesh, bone with bone’... the union is a sacred tie and subsists even 

after death...” 
 

Right to life includes the right not to be tied down by casteism, says Delhi HC 
SADANAND AND ANR. v. CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION AND ORS 
[Justice Mini Pushkarna] 
● Delhi High Court has directed the CBSE to comply with the request of 

two brothers belonging to the Scheduled Caste community to update 

their father’s surname in their Class 10 and 12 certificates.  

● In a plea before the court, the siblings said their father had decided to 

change his surname from ‘Mochi’ to ‘Nayak’ due to caste atrocities 

suffered by him.  

● While the petitioners were successful in getting their father’s name 

changed on his Aadhaar and PAN cards, the CBSE had denied their 

request for the name change.  

● The Court observed “The right to life includes the right to live with 

dignity, which includes [the right] not to be tied down by casteism.” 

● Right to identity is an intrinsic part of Article 21 of the Constitution of India, the Delhi High Court has said that it is permissible 

for an individual to change his or her surname to be not able to be identified with any particular caste “that may be a cause of 

prejudice” to such person. 

● Right to Live with Dignity, which includes not being tied down by any casteism that a person may face on account of the caste 

to which such person belongs. 
 

Tax law in the shadow of the higher judiciary [Editorial] 
● India's law of taxation is built on two central precepts that are derived from the Constitution and a commitment to the rule of 

law. 

● The first precept is captured in Article 265 of the Indian Constitution, which states 

that no tax shall be imposed or collected except by the authority of law. This means 

that the government can only impose or collect taxes if there is a specific law that 

authorizes it. This precept ensures that taxation is not arbitrary and is based on a legal 

framework. 

● The second precept is based on the principle of sureness, which means that any levy 

or tax should be clear, consistent, and predictable. This principle ensures that taxpayers have a clear understanding of their tax 

obligations and that the tax laws are applied consistently across different taxpayers. It promotes fairness and transparency in 

the taxation system. 

● Both of these precepts are rooted in a larger commitment to the rule of law.  

● Upholding these principles requires a commitment not only from the legislature but also from our courts too. But over the 

course of the last 12 months, there have been instances where the Supreme Court of India has undermined this commitment, 

by reversing well reasoned judgments of High Courts. 
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● In ITO vs Vikram Sujitkumar Bhatia, the question before the Court concerned whether an amendment to a provision of the 

Income Tax Act, 1961, could have retrospective effect in the absence of legislative mandate. 

● The provision at stake, Section 153C of the Act, stipulates the conditions under which a search made on a person’s premises 

could result in the opening of proceedings against other persons and entities. 

● Before an amendment to the law in 2015, Section 153C allowed the Revenue to proceed against third parties to a search, if 

material seized (such as money, bullion, jewellery, or books of accounts) “belongs or belong to” a person other than the one 

who was subject to the search. 

● At least three different High Courts held that the terms, “belongs or belong to,” ought to be narrowly construed. 

● In their reading, for incriminating material found during a search to serve as a basis for assessing persons alien to the search, 

that material must not merely relate to, or pertain to, such person but must “belong” to them. Therefore, a mere reference to a 

person’s name would not by itself satisfy the law. There must be evidence that the material in question is the person’s property. 

● To overcome these decisions, the law was amended in 2015. Section 153C now stipulated that assessments could be made against 

third parties to a search, even if the material seized in the case of documents and books of accounts “pertains or pertains to” 

the person or if information contained in those items “relates” to the person. 

● The question turned to this: would the law apply to searches conducted prior to its enactment? 

● The amendment was not made expressly retrospective. In any event, as the Gujarat High Court held, it could not be so because 

such an application would impinge on rights that had vested on persons through the previous stipulation. 

● Here, the Court found that the amendment was bringing into the fold of Section 153C a new class of assessees, who were 

previously excluded. 

● On April 6, the Supreme Court reversed this verdict. 

● Its reasons for doing so, insofar as they can be gleaned from the judgment, are twofold. One, that the old Section 153C had been 

replaced by amendment, and the words “belongs or belong to” had been substituted by “pertains or pertain to,” and, therefore, 

one must presume that the unamended provision never existed in law, not even before the date of the amendment. Two, that 

the new law is declaratory, in that it seeks to explain an earlier provision, and is hence retrospective. 

● With effect from April 1, 2021, Parliament had enacted a new regime to govern reassessments of completed income tax 

proceedings. But, despite the change in law, the Revenue continued to issue notices under a repealed provision, deriving 

authority, it believed, from executive notifications that extended timelines during the COVID19 inflicted period. 

● The High Courts declared these notices invalid, but also pointed out that the Income Tax Department, if it so desired, was at 

liberty to invoke the new law, if the statute of limitation so permitted. 
 

80 castes to be added to Central OBC list. 
● National Commission for Backward Classes chief Hansraj Gangaram Ahir says 

approval of most of the communities is being processed; requests received from 

States such as Maharashtra, Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab 

and Haryana; Centre had cited adding more names to the OBC list as one of its 

achievements. 

● Approximately 80 more castes in six States are now likely to be added to the Central 

List of Other Backward Classes (OBCs) in the coming months, with the National 

Commission for Backward Classes (NCBC) already processing the approval for most 

of them, panel chairperson Hansraj Gangaram Ahir has told. 

● The Telangana government has requested that about 40 communities currently listed under the State OBC list should be added 

to the Central list. On the other hand, Andhra Pradesh has sought the addition of the Turupu Kapu community, whereas 

Himachal Pradesh has asked for the Majhra community to be added.  

● The Maharashtra government has asked that the Lodhi, Lingayat, Bhoyar Pawar, Jhandse communities in the State also be added 

to the Central list of OBCs. Similarly, Punjab has asked for the Yadav community to be included and Haryana has asked for the 

Gosai/Gosain community to be added.  

● There are currently over 2,650 different communities listed in the Central OBC list for all States and Union Territories, including 

the 16 communities that were added since 2014. The Union government also noted its move to bring the 105th Amendment to 

the Constitution. It said that this re-affirmed the States’ right to maintain their own OBC lists - effectively saving 671 State OBC 

communities from being deprived of benefits.  
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ASW SWC class third ship 'Anjadeep' launched at Chennai. 
● 'Anjadeep', the 3rd of the 8 ships of the Anti-Submarine Warfare Shallow Water Craft (ASW 

SWC) project being built by M/s GRSE for the Indian Navy, was launched on 13 Jun 2023 

at M/s L&T, Kattupalli.  

● The contract for construction of 8 ASW SWC vessels was signed between MoD and Garden 

Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers (GRSE), Kolkata on 29 April 2019. As per the build 

strategy, four ships are being built at GRSE, Kolkata and construction of the remaining four 

ships has been completed. The subcontract has been given to M/s L&T Shipbuilding, Kattupalli. 

● Earlier, the first ship Arnala was launched in December 2022 and the second ship 'Androth' in March 2023. 

● The ASW SWC ships will have more than 80% indigenous content, thereby ensuring that large scale defense production is 

executed by Indian manufacturing units.  

● Anjadeep: The 77 meter long ASW SWC vessels have a displacement of 900 tonnes with a maximum speed of 25 knots and an 

endurance of 1800 nm. 
 

India Participated for the 1st time in “Annecy International Animation Festival” (AIAF) Held in France. 
● An Indian delegation led by the Secretary, Information and Broadcasting Apurva 

Chandra with eminent personalities of the animation industry have been showcasing 

India’s prowess in creating animation and VFX content for global audiences at the 

AIAF.  

● The animation and VFX market in India was pegged to be valued at 109 billion rupees 

in 2021, with the VFX business alone amounting to 50 billion rupees. This figure is 

expected to grow to 180 billion rupees by 2024. India’s participation at Annecy, 

therefore, assumes greater importance as the country showcases its abilities in the sector to international buyers. 

● Annecy International Animation Film Festival is an annual event that takes place in Annecy, France. It was created in 1960 and 

initially occurred every two years before becoming an annual festival in 1998. The festival is one of the four major international 

animated film festivals sponsored by the International Animated Film Association (ASIFA). 

● The Annecy Festival features a competition section where animated films of various techniques participate. These techniques 

include traditional animation, cut-outs, claymation, 3DCG (3D computer graphics), and more.  
 

Arunachal Pradesh Police launches “Arunpol App” for citizens. 
● Arunachal Chief Minister Pema Khandu launched ArunPol mobile app and e-Vigilance 

portal with an aim to reduce the unproductive manhours spent by both citizens and 

police. 

● The 'Arunpol' mobile app will greatly help in reducing the hassle faced by citizens in 

reaching police stations to avail services. 

● The app is designed to provide online services like lodging of lost reports, police clearance 

certificates, missing reports, servant verification, tenant verification, complaints of 

women and children, complaints against police, rules and laws, vital contact numbers, helpline numbers, vehicle towing details, 

etc. 
 

Union Govt Launches “Dugdh Sankalan Sathi Mobile App” to revolutionize the Dairy Industry. 
● Union minister of heavy industries Mahendra Nath Pandey launched 

“Dugdh Sanakalan Sathi Mobile App" in Mussorie, Uttarakhand. 

● The app, developed by Rajasthan Electronics & Instruments Limited 

(REIL), a “Mini Ratna" Central Public Sector Enterprise under the 

Ministry of Heavy Industries, aims to bring about a significant 

transformation in the Indian dairy industry by addressing key 

challenges in the milk collection process. 

● App aims to improve the quality of milk, foster transparency among 

stakeholders, and streamline operations at the grassroots village 

level, including milk cooperative societies. 
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Japanese Parliament Diet changes Age of Consent and definition of Crime after 116 Years. 
● Japan's parliament has raised the age of consent to 16 years from 13 years. The move comes after a wait of more than a century 

since it last changed in 1907. The historic move sets the ground for rape prosecution and criminalises voyeurism. 

● The changes make sexual intercourse with someone below age 16 considered rape. They specify 8 

scenarios of “consentless sex crimes," a new term for forced sexual intercourse, including being 

assaulted under the influence of alcohol or drugs, fear, or intimidation. 

● In India the age of consent is 18, while in Britain it is 16, in Germany and China it is 14. Japan had 

the lowest age of consent in the world.  
 

Archaeologists find Mesolithic-era rock paintings in Andhra’s Guntur. 

● A Mesolithic period rock painting depicting a person tilling a piece of land has been 

found by D. Kanna Babu, former Superintending Archaeologist of the Temple Survey 

Project (Southern Region) of the Archaeological Survey of India, Chennai, in Orvakallu 

village in Guntur district, Andhra Pradesh. 

● Paintings were made with “natural white kaolin and red ochre pigments”. 

● Ochre is a pigment composed of clay, sand, and ferric oxide. Kaolinite is a soft, earthy, 

and usually white mineral produced by the chemical weathering of aluminum silicate 

minerals like feldspar.  
 

Khalistani Tiger Force chief Nijjar gunned down. 
● Khalistan Tiger Force (KTF) chief Hardeep Singh Nijjar, a “designated” terrorist, was gunned down 

by unidentified assailants in Canada’s Surrey city.  

● He was wanted by the National Investigation Agency in four cases. The two assailants struck around 

8.30 p.m. (local time) when Nijjar was inside a car in the parking lot of a gurdwara. 

● Nijjar, 46, who hailed from Bhar Singh Pura village in Jalandhar, was actively involved in 

operationalising, networking, training and financing members of the Khalistan Tiger Force, 

according to the Union government. 

● Closely associated with the banned Sikhs for Justice, Nijjar had played a leading role in organising 

the so-called Khalistan referendum in Brampton. 

● His name also figured in the wanted list handed over by the then Punjab Chief Minister, Captain 

Amarinder Singh, to Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau during the latter’s visit to India in 2018. 
 

Indigo signs the biggest ever deal in aviation history by ordering 500 aircraft from Airbus. 
● IndiGo has placed 500 A320 Family aircraft with European manufacturer Airbus. 

● Largest single purchase agreement in the history of commercial aviation. 

● IndiGo's order book includes A320NEO, A321NEO and A321XLR aircraft. The 

airline will take delivery of these aircraft between 2030 and 2035. 

● The agreement takes the total number of Airbus aircraft ordered by IndiGo to 

1,330, making it the world's largest A320 Family customer. 

● Earlier this year, Tata-owned Air India placed orders for 470 aircraft from 

Airbus and US manufacturer Boeing. 

● IndiGo Airline holds more than 57% domestic market share in the Indian aviation sector as per the April 2023 records. 
 

Rath Yatra of world famous Lord Jagannath started in Puri, Odisha. 
● According to the Hindu calendar, every year this  Jagannath Rath Yatra starts from the second 

day of Shukla Paksha of Ashadh month and continues till Dashami of Ashadh Shukla.  

● Lord Jagannath sits in this Rath Yatra. He is accompanied by elder brother Balabhadra and sister 

Subhadra. The Rath Yatra of Lord Jagannath leaves the temple of Puri and goes to his maternal 

aunt's place or Gundicha temple.  

● Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra stay for nine days in this Gundicha temple. After that 

these chariots will return to Shri Mandir with 'Bahuda Yatra'. 

● Pahandi Yatra is organized before the Rath Yatra, in which the idols of the gods and goddesses are taken towards the chariot.  
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● First Pahandi of Lord Balabhadra and Goddess Subhadra was taken out, after that Pahandi Yatra of Lord Jagannath was taken 

out. After that the 'Chhera Panhara' ritual is performed by the Puri Gajapati Maharaja. 

● First the Taladhwaj chariot of Lord Balabhadra will come out on the Puri Grand Road, followed by the Darpadalan chariot of 

Goddess Subhadra and behind these two will be the largest Nandighosh chariot of Lord Jagannath. 

● Historians believe that Ananga Bhimdev III started the Rath Yatra for the first time in Puri. The Chinese traveler Fa Hien, who 

visited Odisha in the fifth century AD, wrote about the tradition of pulling chariots of Lord Buddha along a public road. 
 

Rethink the retention of sedition. [Editorial] 

● The Law Commission of India in its 279th report, released in April 2023, has recommended to retain Section 124A of  IPC on 

‘sedition’. 

● The Supreme Court of India, in S.G. Vombatkere v. Union of India on May 11, 2022, had directed all State governments and the 

central government to keep in abeyance all pending trials, appeals, and proceedings with regard to Section 124A IPC, as prima 

facie it felt that this Section was not in tune with the current social milieu. 

● The Law Commission, however, concluded that it was necessary to retain it as it was useful in countering the threat to India’s 

internal security. 

● The Commission also felt that the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA), 1967, does not cover all elements of the offence 

envisaged under Section 124A IPC. 

● The Commission also recommended certain procedural guidelines to prevent the misuse of Section 124A IPC. 

● ‘Unlawful activity’ defined under Section 2(1)(o) of the UAPA includes ‘any action taken by such individual or association which 

causes or is intended to cause disaffection against India’. The punishment prescribed is imprisonment up to seven years and 

fine. 

● The only difference between Section 124A IPC and Section 2(1)(o) of the UAPA is that in place of the words ‘Government 

established by law in India’, the word ‘India’ is used in the UAPA. As the Supreme Court, in a catena of cases, has held that 

‘criticizing government’ does not fall within the ambit of sedition, the ‘unlawful activity’ as defined in the UAPA seems more 

objective and less problematic.  

● Any hurdle before any such prosecution under the UAPA that requires central government sanction can be removed by tweaking 

Section 45 of the UAPA to authorize State governments to act as well as grant sanction for prosecution. 

● As mentioned by the Commission, the United Kingdom abolished the law on sedition by an Act of 2009 citing two reasons: the 

first being that there are ‘sufficient range of other offences’ and the second reason being the political nature of the offence. The 

Indian case is hardly any different from the U.K. one. 

● The procedural guidelines for conducting a preliminary inquiry to check ‘...whether prima facie a case is made out and some 

cogent evidence exists’ (as recommended by the Law Commission) are in conflict with established jurisprudence of writing the 

First Information Report (FIR), and settled by the Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court in Lalita Kumari v. Govt. of Uttar 

Pradesh and others (2014). 

● So, if information given to a police station discloses the commission of a cognisable offence, the officer incharge has to register 

an FIR and commence investigation. A preliminary inquiry is permissible only in cases (for example, commercial, matrimonial, 

related to medical negligence or corruption) that do not disclose the basis of a cognisable offence. 

● Even if it is assumed that a case of sedition could fall under such a category, the purpose of such an inquiry cannot be to ensure 

whether cogent evidence exists to support the allegations. If such a provision is inserted by an amendment to the Code of 

Criminal Procedure (CrPC) (as suggested by the Law Commission), there is every likelihood of such an amendment being hit by 

Article 14 of the Constitution and declared arbitrary by the Supreme Court.  
 

India’s Russian oil purchases set a new record in May. 
● India’s rising imports of Russian oil hit a record high of about 1.95 million barrels per day 

(bpd) in May denting purchases from Iraq and Saudi Arabia. 

● India, the world’s third biggest oil consumer and importer, buys more than 80% of its oil 

overseas. Its refiners have been gorging on Russian oil since the West imposed sanctions 

on Moscow over its invasion of Ukraine. 

● Russian oil accounted for about 40% of India’s crude imports in May, cutting imports from 

Iraq to a three year low and from Saudi Arabia to their lowest since September 2021. 
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● India imported 8,01,400 bpd of Iraqi oil in May, down about 13.7% from April, while supply from Saudi declined 15% to 6,16,100 

bpd. 
 

Medicines Patent Pool Deal to make cancer drugs cheaper. 
● In a move that will make certain cancer drugs more accessible and cheaper for patients, the 

Medicines Patent Pool (MPP) has signed sub-license agreements with the India Based companies 

Eugia, Hetero and Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, along with the Indonesian firm Bright Gene, to make 

generic versions of the drug Nilotinib of the Switzerland based pharmaceutical corporation 

Novartis.   

● The drug Nilotinib is used for the treatment of chronic myeloid leukaemia, a type of blood cancer. 

● Nilotinib is sold under the brand name Tasigna and marketed worldwide by Novartis. 
 

Mehbooba visits the burial site  of 16th century Kashmir king. 
● At the meeting of Opposition parties in Patna, Peoples Democratic Party leader Mehbooba 

Mufti paid respects to a Kashmir king, Yusuf Shah Chak, at his grave in Nalanda district of 

Bihar.  

● Yusuf Shah Chak ruled Kashmir from 1579 to 1586, before being exiled by the Mughal 

emperor Akbar. He was one of the last native rulers of Kashmir. 
 

Central Govt. grants approval for Kalaignar pen monument in Bay of Bengal. 
● The Union Ministry of Environment has given Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) clearance 

for the Tamil Nadu government’s proposal to construct Muthamizh Arignar Dr. Kalaignar 

pen monument in Bay of Bengal, off the Marina beach in Chennai, but with 15 conditions. 

● The pen monument to be 30 metre high and it would be spread over 8,551 sq.m. This 

would include a pen pedestal, lattice bridge above beach and land and pedestrian 

pathway above sea.  

● The 7 metre wide bridge would be 290 metre over the land and 360 metre over the 

sea. 

● Some of the conditions laid by the Union Ministry include no objection certificate from INS Adyar that is situated 800 metres 

away from the project site before the construction; monitoring of erosion and accretion studies should be done; reports on 

crowd management and emergency evacuation plans must be provided to the regional environment office. 
 

Union Environment Ministry gives final nod for 'Kalaganaar Kalam Memorial' in Bay of Bengal. 
● The Union Environment Ministry has given Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) approval with 15 

conditions for the Tamil Nadu government's proposal to build Muthmiz Arignar Dr. 

Kalaignar Pen Memorial in the Bay of Bengal, off Marina beach in Chennai.  

● In its letter to the Public Works Department (PWD) dated 19 June 2023, the Union ministry 

said the CRZ clearance was granted based on the recommendations of the Expert Appraisal 

Committee (CRZ) and the Tamil Nadu Coastal Zone Management Authority.  

● Dr. Kalaignar Pain Memorial is a proposed offshore memorial in honor of Late M. Karunanidhi, former Chief Minister of Tamil 

Nadu and a prolific writer, poet and orator. Karunanidhi, also known as Kalaignar (artist), wrote over 100 books including 

novels, short stories, biographies, essays and memoirs. 
 

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurates ‘Integrated Simulator Complex’ 'Dhruv' at Southern Naval Command, Kochi, 

Kerala  
● ISC 'Dhruv' hosts state-of-the-art indigenously built simulators which will enhance practical 

training in the Indian Navy. 

● These simulators are envisaged to provide real time experience on navigation, fleet 

operations and naval strategy. These simulators will also be used for training personnel of 

friendly countries. 

● The Defence Minister visited the Multi Station Handling Simulator (MSSHS), the Air 

Direction and Helicopter Control Simulator (ADHCS) and the Astronavigation Dome, among 

several simulators envisaged at the complex.  
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● Integrated Simulator Complex 'Dhruv': Ship Handling Simulator manufactured by ARI Pvt Ltd, New Delhi has been exported to 

18 countries. The Astronavigation Dome developed by Infovision Technologies Pvt Ltd is the first of its kind in the Indian Navy. 
 

North India's first skin bank started at Safdarjung Hospital in New Delhi. 
● There are 16 skin banks in the country - a facility where skin from deceased persons can be 

donated. 

● Skin grafting: the skin of a deceased person can be donated within six hours of death. The 

skin is then removed, cut and processed, which takes five to six weeks.  

● Unlike kidneys and livers, which cannot be stored and need to be transplanted within hours 

of donation, skin can be stored for three to five years. 
 

Union Home Minister Amit Shah inaugurated “Balidan Stambh’’ in Jammu & Kashmir  at Partap 

Park in Lal Chowk area of Srinagar.. 
● On his two-day visit to Jammu and Kashmir, Shah also distributed job appointment letters to the 

family members of J&K Police personnel who lost their lives in the line of duty. 

● Amit Shah laid the foundation stone for the Central Forensic Science Laboratory (CFSL) and 

distributed the Golden Health card to beneficiaries, aiming to enhance healthcare accessibility. 
 

Country’s Largest Rail Coach Factory inaugurated in Telangana at Kondakal village in Rangareddy district near Hyderabad. 
● Chief Minister K. Chandrasekhar Rao formally inaugurated the facility built by Medha Servo Drives Pvt Ltd, a Telangana 

company that designs and manufactures complex electrical and electronic Railway products. 

 
 

Vande Bharat train to be introduced from Saharanpur to Prayagraj 
● Railway Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw said a new Vande Bharata Express train from Saharanpur to 

Prayagraj in Uttar Pradesh would be introduced soon.  

● A new 82km rail line from Saharanpur to Dehradun via Shakumbhari Devi would be constructed.   

● A two lane, 757 meter long flyover has been constructed on the Dedicated Freight Corridor 

Corporation of India Ltd. (DFCCIL) route of the Meerut Saharanpur section which will serve as a 

major link to road traffic on Deoband Saharanpur State highway.  

● At ₹42.5 crore, it is a tripartite cost sharing project between the Indian Railways, the DFCCIL and the State government. 
 

S&P retains FY24 India growth projection at 6%. 
● Standard & Poor’s Global Ratings retained India’s GDP growth forecast at 6% saying India 

will be the fastest growing economy among Asia-Pacific nations.  

● S&P said retail inflation is likely to soften to 5% this fiscal from 6.7%, and the RBI is 

expected to cut interest rates only early next year.  

● S&P has lowered the growth forecast for China to 5.2% from 5.5% for 2023. 

● “We see the fastest growth at about 6% in India, Vietnam, and the Philippines,” S&P Global 

Ratings said in its quarterly economic update for Asia-Pacific. 
 

'Vitasta Cultural Festival' organized in Jammu and Kashmir. 

● The third and final edition of “Vitasta Cultural Festival” was held from 23 to 25 June 2023 at the 

Sher E-Kashmir International Convention Center (SKICC) situated on the banks of the Dal Lake.  

● The event celebrated the unique culture and various art forms of the Jammu and Kashmir region 

and brought together diverse cultural expressions from different regions of the country. 

●  It was inaugurated by Home Minister Amit Shah. 
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Seven products from U.P. get a GI tag. 
● The Geographical Indications Registry in Chennai has given tags to 7 different products from Uttar 

Pradesh.  

○ ‘Amroha Dholak’  
○ ‘Mahoba Gaura Patthar Hastshilp’  
○ ‘Mainpuri Tarkashi’ 
○ ‘Sambhal Horn Craft’ 
○ ‘Baghpat Home Furnishings’ 
○ ‘Barabanki Handloom Product’ and 
○ ‘Kalpi Handmade Paper’  

● The Amroha Dholak is a musical instrument made of natural wood.  Mango, jackfruit and teakwood are preferred for making 

the dholak. 

● Mahoba Gaura Patthar Hastshilp is a stone. It is a very unique and soft stone with the scientific name, the ‘Pyro Flight Stone’. 

Gaura stone craft is made of radiant white coloured stone that is predominantly found in this region. It is used for making craft 

items. 

● Tarkashi, a popular art form from Mainpuri, is primarily brass wire inlay work on wood. It was mainly used for khadaous 

(wooden sandals). 
 

Last Chinese reporter leaves India after visa extension denied. 
● There are no Chinese journalists in India now. The last remaining  reporter, from China’s 

official Xinhua news agency, left New Delhi around one week ago after being denied a visa 

extension. 

● This marks the first instance of there being no Chinese journalists in India since the 

normalisation of relations in the 1980s. 

● There is currently one Indian reporter, from the Press Trust of India,  KJM Varma,  who 

remains in Beijing. 
 

Nepal Supreme Court orders govt. to register samesex marriages. 

● The Supreme Court of Nepal issued an interim order directing the office of the 

Prime Minister and Council of Ministers and other relevant ministries to 

establish a “transitional mechanism” to ensure the registration of marriages for 

“samesex couples”.  

● The court asked the government to establish a “separate register of marriages” 

for such couples from gender minority communities.  

● The interim order from the Supreme Court of Nepal came as a result of a Public 

Interest Litigation (PIL) filed on June 7, by Pinky Gurung (current president of 

the Blue Diamond Society, a rights group). The PIL had sought equality before 

law for the vulnerable sexual minority groups in Nepal.   

● Petitioners base their argument on Clause 69 (1) of the National Civil Code 2017, which guarantees the freedom to marry for all 

individuals, and Clause 18 (1) of the Nepalese Constitution 2015, which states that all citizens are equal under the law.  
 

From Aug. 15, only digital payments in panchayats. 

● All panchayats across the country will mandatorily use digital payments for development work and revenue collection from this 

Independence Day and they will be declared UPI-enabled. 

● Payments worth ₹1.5 lakh crore have been made through the Public Financial 

Management System (PMFS). Payments to panchayats will now be made digitally. 

● Panchayats have been asked to hold meetings with service providers and vendors. A 

list with details of contact persons from UPI platforms GPay, PhonePe, PayTm, BHIM, 

Mobikwik, WhatsApp Pay, Amazon Pay and Bharat Pe has been shared by the 

Ministry. By July 15, panchayats have to choose appropriate service providers, and 

finalise vendors by July 30, as per guidelines by the Ministry. Panchayats have also 

been asked to choose a single vendor which covers the whole area.    
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Minimum price of cigarette lighters allowed for import. 
● The Central Govt. prohibited imports of cigarette lighters if the price per unit is less 

than Rs 20, with a view to discourage inbound shipments of the product. 

● “The import policy of cigarette lighters...is revised from 'free' to 'prohibited'. However, 

import shall be free if CIF value is Rs 20 or above per lighter,'' the directorate general 

of foreign trade (DGFT) said.” 

● CIF value (cost, insurance, and freight) is a trade term used in international commerce 

to determine the total value of goods being imported. 

● The prohibition has been imposed on pocket lighters, gas fuelled, non-refillable or refillable. 
 

Border Roads Organisation (BRO) affixes sign-board describing Uttarakhand’s Mana as “First Indian Village”. 
BRO: 

● Founded: 7 May 1960 

● Director General: Lt. Gen. Rajeev Chaudhary 

● Headquarters: New Delhi 

● Subsidiary: Dantak 

● Parent organization: Ministry of Defence 
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